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City Traffic Box Score

Cloudy and
Cooler Toni ght
And Tuesday

—To Date—
1962
1961

Accidents .... 345
362
Deaths ....... ' 1
2
Injuries ......
75
81
Damages .....$83,165 $105,484

Governor Recount Petition Filed
26 DEAD IN 2 STATES

3 Killed Near Mankato,
2 Outside Eau Claire
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Traffic accidents exacted a
heavy toll in Minnesota and Wisconsin over the ¦weekend, i Eight
died in Minnesota mishaps, including a headon collision between a
car and a truck which took the
lives of three young people near
Mankato.
Wisconsin reported 18 weekend
traffic fatalities , including two
young Eau Claire girls, struck by

an automobile as they -walked man whose car hit a bridge viaalong U.S. Highway 12 about half duct early . .this morning. <}. A.
Odenbreit, 53, was alone in
a mile east of Eau Claire.
his car. when it crashed in northeast Minneapolis. .
Eight Dead in
The state's 1962 traffic toll
climbed to 631, compared with 689
Minnesota Mishaps
through this date last year .
Eight persons were killed in
Minnesota weekend traffic acciTh* weekend toll also included
dents.
a headon collision of a car and
Latest victim was a Minneapolis truck ,which took the lives of three

persons near Lake Crystal in Blue
Earth County.
Killed when their car collided
with a truck on Highway 60 Sunday were Rodney E. Garten , 24,
St. James, the driver, Betty Cooper, 18, Eagle Lake, Minn., and
Judy Sullivan , 17, Mankato.
The truck driver, Steven Boyer ,
18, ' Round Lake, Minn., is hospitalized at Madelia in fair condition. His wife, Janet , 18, was
released after treatment.
The passengers in the Garten

car remain hospitalized. They are
Sharon Sullivan , 18, Mankato,
Judy 's sister, and Curt Sorenson ,
18, LaSalle, Minn. Sharon -was
listed in. poor condition and Sorenson's condition was termed criti;
cal.
Roger A. Hagdorn , 21, Blue
Earth, Minn., died earlier Sunday
in another Blue Earth County accident. His car hit another vehicle
driven by Joseph Caven, 49, Arriboy, Minn., on Highway 169 near
Amboy.
Mis. Eleanor Marie Engelking,
30, International Falls, died in a
Cook, Minn. , hospital Sunday of
injurie s suffered last Friday when
the car she was driving struck a
bridge railing and overturned on
Highway S3 about 25 miles north
of Cook.
Paul Hildefarandt Jr., 29, Orton-

ville, Minn., was killed late Saturday when his sport car overturned
on the outskirts of Ortonville.
Leo Bader, 20, Sturgeon Lake,
Minn., died' Friday night. His car
smashed into a tree at the edge of
Moose Lake, Minn.

Check Asked
Russians Begin Labor Unions
Pulling Bombers Askedl for Funds In All of 87
State Counties
Out of Cuba

WASHINGTON (AP)—The Russians have begun taking their
IL28 bombers out of Cuba, the
Defense Department announced
today.
Asst. Secretary of Defense
Arthur Sylvester announced that
the first of a reported 30 or more
twin-jet bombers are in the process of being withdrawn.
PhotogTaphs taken by U.S.
patrol planes indicate that , the
Russian ship Okhotsk -was moving
off the northern coast t of Cuba on
Saturday- with three bomber fuselages visible on its deck, Sylvester
told a news conference.

Lewis, 22, and two other college students with
failing to obey police orders when they refused
to leave the restaurant where they were refused
admission. (AP Photofax)

Chinese Pull Back
In Some Sections
By HENRY S. BRADSHER

NEW DELHI, India (AP) Prime Minister Nehru told Parliament today the Chinese Communists may have thinned out the
advance units of their invasion
armies, but they have not withdrawn them.

The Chinese reported their
troops had pulled back in at least
one sector in partial , fulfillment
of Peking's one-sided cease-fire
proclamation. Indian sources reported apparent withdrawal in another sector.
Nehru, however, toid Parliament

Pope Resumes
Normal Duties
By GERALD MILLER

VATICAN CITY (AP) — Pope
John XXIII appears well on his
way back to resuming his normal
duties after a week of battling
a st omach disorder and serious
anemia.
The Pope 's personal physician
has returned to his home in Bologna , expressing confidence.
There are indications that the
pontiff may lake part in the ceremonies closing the first session
of the Second Vatican Council
next weekend.
The supreme ruler oA the Roman Catholic Church made his
first public appearance in a week
Sunday.
. ,
He stood for four minutes nt
tho openwindow of his apartment, unshielded from cold gusts
sweeping St. Peter 's Square , to
give his usual Sunday blessing to
,
the crowd lielow.
In a stron g clear voice earned
by loudspeaker lie said : "flood
health, which threatened to leave
us , Is about to return. Much more,
it ' docs return. "
The 81-y«ar old pontiff looked
a hit pale hut rest ed and in good
spirits. He raised his nrms in his
usual vigorous gesturo of benedic' .__
tion.

——

—

The 50,000 Romans and tourists
in the square cheered, applauded
and waved.
Following the Pope's appearance, his personal physician , Dr.
Antonio Gasbarrini , left the Vatican. He originally planned to end
his regular monthly visit to Rome
four days ago, but stayed on to
be with the Pope.

WEATHER

FEDERAL FORECAST

WINONA AND VICINITY —
Cloudy and cooler tonight with low
of 35-42. Widely scattered light
showers toni ght. Tuesday cloudy
and cooler with high of 50-55.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observat ions for the 24
hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum , 60; minimum , 53;
noon , 56; precipitation , trace.
Official observations for the 24
hours ending nt 12 m , today:
Maximum , 59; minimum, 48;
noon, 58; precipitation, .01.
AIRPORT WEATHER
IN. Central Observations)

Max. temp, 59 at 3 p.m. Sunday, min. 51 at 7 a.m. today, noon
55, broken layer of clouds at 10,OOO feet , visibility 10 miles, wind
7 M.P.H. from south , barometer
20.02 and falling slowly, humidity
69 percent.

there were "signs of withdrawal
in the rear—in 4he front positions
they might have been thinned out,
but they have not withdrawn. "
He added that "the position is
rather confused and therefore it
rs not easy to make a precise
statement."

Two members of Nehru 's Cabinet vowed an eventual resumption
of the battle rather than acceptance of Peking's terms. India 's
frontline commanders took a gingerly approach to the delicate
situation.
In other developments:
1. The Indian Communist party
endorsed Nehru 's position for settlement of the undeclared war.
2. U.S. Ambassador John Kenneth Galbraith scheduled a trip to
the headquarters city of Tezpur
for a look at the situation and
inspection of American weapons
flown to the Indian army,
3. Nehru was disclosed lo have
assured Pakistani President Mohammed Ayuo Khan in a letter
Nov . 12 that Western weapons received by the Indian army would
be used only to resist Chinese aggression ,
• Tha N»w China News Agency
reported a withdrawal of Communist Chinese troops in the
Walon g area at the extreme eastern end of the 1,500-mile borderline. Walong, 15 miles west, of the
Burma border , fell to Ihe Chinese
in an offensive that subsequently
carried them 80 miles down the
Luhit River valley toward the
plains of Assam1;
High Indian military sources
were quoted as saying Chinese
troops still held positions in the
Luhit Valley.
A dispatch from a Chinese correspondent in Walong said scores
of peasants pave * the withdrawing,
Chinese newly harvested sweet
potatoes and bnnanns and "called
down blessings on them."

Thursday certified Republican
Gov. Elmer L. Andersen the winner of the Nov. 6 election by 142
votes. The action came shortlyafter , the State Supreme Court
held amended returns from 10
counties should be accepted. Without the amended figures, Rolvaag
would have had a 58-vote lead.
Rolvaag and his aides worked
over the weekend en a petition
for a recount.

By GEORGE SYV ERTSEN

Pilot Hurt in
Plane Crash at
Dodge Center

CHRISTMAS STAMP IN BIG DEMAN D . . . This new Christmas stamp can't be printed fast enough to satisfy the demand ,
the Post Office Department in Washington reported today. The
Post Ofiice has ordered /a printing of 600 million. Previous high
for a special issue was ' 300 million for the Mercury Astronaut
stamp in honor of John Glenn 's space flight. (AP Pliotofax)

New Christmas
Stamps Popular
By LOUIS G. PANOS

WASHINGTON (AP)-The new
Christmas stamp can't be printed
fast enough to satisfy the demand, the Post Office Department reported today.
"It's far and away the best-

Chest Within
14 Percent of
Goal for 1963

The W inona Community Chest
campaign came within striking distance of its goal with tabulation
of weekend contribution s.
An unofficial count this morning
gave the fund contributi ons or
pledges totaling $llS,0O0. The goal
for the 15 agencies supported by
the Chest is $136,300.
Thus only 14 percent of the total need to adequately finance
the ser-vice agencies depending
upon the Chest need's to be raised.
Solicitors again were reminded
to contact all persons on outstanding card s for their subscription.

'Another Mississippi'

Mound City, S.D., Set
To Battle US. Marshals
foiled attempts to take the rest.
They locked the ASCS office and
sandbagged th« front. They
threatened to fight if anyone
comes for the records.
For years Mound City has been
wary of any thought of moving
the county sent. Mound City fears
that if ' the ASCS records go to
Herreid , Ihe courthouse may he
the next to go.
"If they call the U.S. marshals
out , someone might get his bend
blown off ," one Mound City businessman said. A farmer said
Mound City will never give up Its
figh t to keep tho ASCS office,

"The government la trying to
scare us ," ho said. "We 've been

ST. PAUL (AP)-A court action
by Democrat Karl Rolvaag was
filed today in Albert Lea, asking a
recount in all 87 Minnesota
counties in the governor election.
Rolvaag lost to Gov, Elmer L.
Andersen by 142 votes in the count
certified last week by the Stata
Canvassing Board.
In his petition, Rolvaag _jk»
that the court "proceed with all
deliberate speed" in ordering the
recountrr-of more than _y« million
votes cast in the Nov. 6 general
election.
State DFL chairman GeorgFarr said the ballot counting
could be finished by Christmas
if delays can be avoided in the
legal preliminaries.
. "Then only the court decision

MOSCOW! (AP)-L-President Tito
of Yugoslavia, a Communist with
strong neutralist overtones, headed today for Moscow talks with
Soviet Premier Khrushchev accompanied by 7 the taunts and
jibes of the Peking rad io.
The Tito party, including his
wife Jovanka, left Budapest by
special train at midnight after a
brief but ceremonious stay in the
Hungarian capital.
Tito's trip was billed as a vacation. It was not known if he would
visit other cities before sitting
down with Kremlin leaders for
a discussion that is sure to include the rift in Moscow-Peking
relations and its meaning for
world Communist affairs.

As Tito's expedition got under
way, the Peking radio blasted the
"Tito group" and "its notorious
supra-bloc policy" as "traitors of
Eighteen persons died in Wisproletariat and running dogs
consin highway accidents during the
imperialism."
of
U.S.
(he f irst weekend ot December as Tito and
Khrushchev last met
(Continued on Page 13, Column* 6) in New York in 1960 at meetings
26 DEAD
of the U.N. General Assembly.
The Yugoslav leader last visited
the Soviet Union in 1956, in an
upward climb in relations between the two countries since the
sharp break during the Stalin era.
Aside from foreign policy, Tito
probably will discuss economic
problems with his Soviet hosts.
Yugoslavia has been undergoing
a difficult period, with food shortages as one problem. The United
States agreed last week to hel p
by providing 1.2 million tons of
wheat.
DODGE CENER, Minn. (AP)
—A light plane crashed in heavy Chinese commefltarras attacked
fog near Dodge Center today in- Tito's role as a neutralist in
juring the pilot who was returning East-West battles and grew parhome from a Montana hunting ticularly incensed over what Petrip. . .
king called Yugoslavia's espousal
..
Fred Johnson , Kasson , about 45, of a neutralist Cuba. The Chinese
the pilot , was talcen to a Roches- were strong supporters of Prime
Minister Fidel Castro in the reter hospital.
Johnson's condition was report- cent crisis and made no effort
to conceal their anger at Mosed as serious.
Sheriff Willis Fryer of Dodge cow's decision to withdraw the
County, said Johnson had landed missiles and jet bombers the Rusat the Faribault airport shortly sians had sent to Cuba.
before the crash and that four The official Peking People
persons, two adults a n d two Daily said "for its meritorious
youngsters, left the plane there. service in opposing Cuba , tho imFryer said a heavy fog engulfed perialists have given one bonus
the area when Johnson 's plane, a after another to the Tito group.
single engine Cessna, crashed on The group has recently concluded
a plowed field on the Carlyle Gos- agreements with the United
and France
sard farm about four miles north States, Britain
of Dodge Center. The wreckage through which it obtained substantial loans. "
did not catch fire.

ABERDEEN, S.D. (AP I—Federal Marshals meet here tonight
to map strategy for their invasion
of Mound City, a village where
7en!ous town folk and farmers
threaten "another Mississippi" to
keep from turning over government records they have locked in
a barricaded build ing.
The county Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
office was moved this year from
Mound City, the county sent with
a population of less than 20ft , to
Herreid , population (13,1. eight
miles norlh.
Half of the records w«r« moved
to the new ASCS buildi ng in Herreid. but Mound City area folks

Farmer-Labor candidate.
The State Canvassing Board last

Peking Taunts
Tito Mission
To Khrushchev

Wisconsin Accidents
Take 18 Lives

PADDY WAGON BOUND . . . John Robert
Lewis, Fisk "University student from Troy, Ala.,
is carried to an awaiting police paddy wagon
following his arrest at a sit-in attempt at a
downtown Nashville restaurant. Oficers charged

ST. PAUL (AP ) -Tlie Minnesota Federation of Labor (AFLCIO) will make a fund drive
among labor unions to> help Lt.
Gov. Karl Rolvaag pay for a recount in the Minnesota governorship race.
The federation's executive council voted to make the effort Saturday after Rolvaag appeared before the group and asked help.
"We're confident we have the
votes, s a i d the . Democratic-

through too much to get scared.
Many people in Mound City
have a financial inlcrest in the
outcome- of the battle. They are
shareholders in the new building
that houses the local posto ffice
and the: former ASCS office.
Closing of the ASCS office has
affected business in Mound City.
Albin Herman , owner of the
town 's only cafe, snld reopening
of the -office would provide a lot
of business.
The ASCS program Is hurting
ton . With half the records In each
town , ASCS officials have been
handicapped. The agency administers s-oil bank loans and handles
other
Agriculture
Department
functions.
i

selling special stamp ever issued," said James F. Kelleher ,
information 7 aide to Postmaster
Gen J. Edward Day.
Kelleher said advance demand
for the stjamp was so great that
Day ordered a record first printing of 500 million. The previous
high for a special issue was 30O
million for the Mercury astronaut
stamp commemorating John H.
Glenn Jr., space flight.
"We've already upped the
Christmas order to 60O million,"
said Kelleher, "but now we face
the possibility that we might not
be able to print enough. "
This is not the kind of problem

the department anticipated when
it announced last May that it
would issue its first special
Christmas stamp.
apprehension
The greatest
among postal officials then was
that the stamp might provoke
protest's on grounds that it violated the principle of church-state
separation.
Another fear, says Kelleher,
was that it might antagonize the
National Tuberculosis Association,
which for years has sponsored the
sale of Christmas seals as a fundraising device.
Kelleher says the decision to issue the stamp was made by Day
only after extensive inquiries indicated no widespread objection.
Th» proposal was unanimously

approved by the Citizens ' Stamp
Advisory Committee, a 12-meniber group set up- to give the postmaster general counsel on the
subjects and designs of new issues.
"Oddly enough ," said Kelleher .
"there was more furor over the
design of tho stamp than over the
question of whether the Christmas
stamp itself should be issued."
Designed by James Crawford, a
Post Office Department artist , the
four-cent stamp hears traditional
Christmas symbols—'slender candles and an evergreen wreath
wilh red bow.

on the disputed ballots would remain before the final winner of
the gubernatorial contest could bd
'
determined," Farr said.
Farr said it would - be - in . th*
best interests of all Minnesotans
to have the governorship question
resolved ' before the legislature
meets Jam. 8.
The petition was filed with District Judge Warren Plunkett ia
Albert Lea, who signed the order
directing Andersen to show causa
by 10 a.m. Wednesday why the
recount should not be started.
Judge Plunkett'sVorder sets the
bond to be posted by Rolvaag
at
' ¦• ¦¦ ' V: ;
$21,750.
The DFL proposes to name 100
three-man teams to conduct the
recount, with one j or each county
and extra teams in the more
populous areas.
Farr said the DFL is prepared
to name its 100 members of the
teams immediately. Each side
names one party and the court
appoints a third neutral party.
Next step is serving the papers
on Gov. Andersen and Secretary
of State Joseph Donovan, which
halts the issuance of an election
certificate to Andersen.
The filing of recount proceedings

in southern Minnesota indicated
Rolvaag will push for additional
votes in that area, which is norwally Republican territory.
Plunkett was appointed to the
district bench by DFL Gov. Orville L. Freeman on May 18, 1953.
Andersen was certified the apparent winner last week after the
Supreme Court directed acceptance of amended returns from
10 counties. Original returns from
the 87 counties put Rolvaag in
front by 58 votes.
Fair indicated he will resist a
Republican , proposal to combine a
recount of the lieutenant governor
race with the Andersen - Rolvaag
contest. This was asked Friday by
C. Donald Peterson, apparent loser to Democrat AM. Keith by
nearly 5,000 votes.
Republican chairman Robert
Forsythe said today's action does
not automatically begin the recount, with additional court matters necessary. Forsythe said
some 2,800 election clerks must
receive individual notice of a recount.
Rolvaag was represented by his
adviser , Sydney Berde, and the
St. Paul law firm of William I.
Fine, Ronald Simon and Ralph
Schneider.
Joining Rolvaag in asking tha
recount are John Chlsholm, Rochester, chairman of the Rolvaag
Volunteer Committee;
Marian
Clausen, Northfiel d; Margaret
Thomp-son, Rochester; Pat St.
Angelo, Northfield : Lloyd Thompson , Northfield , and Edward Clark
Rochester.

Concert for
Goodtello\Ns
Wednesday
Goodfellows workers stressed the
value of early contributions today
to permit prompt purchases of
warm clothing for needy youngsters before cold weather sets in.
And in connection with the annual Goodfellows movement, the
Winona Senior High School Orchestra and band announced their fifth
annual Goodfellows Concert Wednesday at 8 p.m. at the Senior
High School auditorium.
The concert will officially open
the Christmas season at the high
school and will be a varied program of concert and seasonal music.
Tickets for the concei t are being
sold by band and orchestra members and will be available at the
door Wednesday night. The entiro
proceeds from the concert will bo
turned over to the Goodfellows
fund.

3^8k ¦_¦

GOODFELLOW CONTRIBUTIONS TO DATE
USS.09

Stores Open Until 9 Tonigh t for Christmas Shop p ers

Augusta to Host
District NFO Meeting

Passow Elected
By Tri-Stale
Breeders Co-op

Houston Farm
Bureau Elects

¦ ¦¦ ' '
..
bara, who is a junior.
plane -with four men aboard was me hour.
Exhaust
Fumes
-belJevedl to ba
was
Casts of productions rated "A"
reported mfaj ing today In the The plane
;n route from Leopoldvlllft to AlIn the finals will receive gold Kill 2 Italians
Congo.
defense staff
medals and their respective high
The Swedish defense staff said bertville. The
OSSEO, Wis. — The Osseo dra- schools,, plaques. Students rating MAZZ1N, Italy (AP)-Five per- the two-engined C47 Dakota made spokesman said there are several
malic team was among 12 finalists "B" and "C" will receive certi- sons out for a drive parked their its last radio report at 4:31 p.m. small airstrips in the jungle along
of achievements and their, car to chat and left the motor Sunday, saying it was flying at the route but 6t>me of themn have
In the Wisconsin High School ficates
schools, a replica of the award. running.
12,000 feet and had fuel for about no radio links.
7
Forensic- Association one-act play
Exhaust fumes overcame them
contest recently at Oshkosh, Wis. BREAKS ARM
all Saturday night. By the time
This group was picked from 127 HOUSTON, Minn. (Special) — passersby in this north Italian
originally entered and received Mrs. Clarence Stephenson is a town investigated , Bruno Lorenz,
"A" ratings in league, district and patient at Lutheran Hospital, La 22, and his brother Mario, 23,
Phona 441J
131 Choate Building
sectional contests held by the as- Crosse, having broken her left were dead.
sociation , an affiliate of the Uni- arm in a fall at her home. Ed The others , two men and a woversity of Wisconsin extension di- Saunders also Is a patient at man , were hospitalized in serious
Modern Chiropractic
vision.
Lutheran Hospital. Richard Hill condition.
The Osseo play was "Over the is recovering fr6m pneumonia at
and Electro th erapy
Tea Cups" presented by an all- Community Memorial Hospital j
girl cast directed by Mrs. Bert Winona.
Monday f.Vu Friday 9 a.m. feS p.m.
U.N. Plane Missing
Kloster. Playing in it were Darlyn
Open Frida/ Evening 7-' hy Appointment
Rathbun , 17, daughter of Mr. and Many cossacks sought refuge in In Congo, 4 Aboard
Cloted Saturday
Mrs. Leonard Rathbun; Mariann Turkey in 1855 when Tsar NichoStair, 17, daughter of Mr. and las 1 of Russia banned their STOCKHOLM , Sweden iAP)Mrs. Lyle Stair ; Bonnie Hunchar , beards.
A Swedish-manned U.N. transport
17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Hunchar , and Barbara
Kershner , 16, daughter of Mr. and
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All girls are seniors except Bar-

Osseo Dramatic Team
Finalist in Contest

CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)—
AUGUSTA , Wis . — The NFO is Wesley Happel , Houston , was
holding a 9th District meeting elected president of the Houston
here Wednesday . Representatives County Farm Bureau at a special
from NFO chapters throughout meeting of the executive board.
Happel was elected to succeed
the district have been invited.
The meeting will be at the P. D. Hempstead , who submitted
high school gymnasium here at his resignation . Hempstead has
WAUMANDEE, Wis. — Marvin 8 p.m. Chapters from the 11 been elected vice president of the
Passow , Alma , was elected as a counties in the district are eligi- Minnesota Farm Bureau FederaIjrector for the coming year at ble to send 10 delegates at large tion for two years and felt that
:he annual Buffalo Cottnty Tri- and one for every 25 members. he should hot hold both positions.
State Breeders Cooperative meet- Counties in the district are Bar- The special meeting Was held at
ng.
ron , Buffalo , Chippewa , Clark , the Fit office here Nov. 24.
Approximately 70 members Dunn , Eau Claire, Jackson , Pep- Happel has been vice president
attend the annual meeting here in , Pierce, St. Croix and Trem- of the county FB for many years.
Tuesday. Neihis Larson, genera ! pealeau.
Lawrence Graf , Brownsville , was
manager , told the group that jhe They will elect district officers elected vice president succeeding
entire organization would be using and will chose representatives to Happel .
frozen semen by July 1.
attend a national NFO convention
Between now and July techni- in Des Moines, Iowa, Dec. 12 and The Federalists held the ma
cians will go through an extensive 13
' '
j ority leadership in the first ses
training program to adapt the . .:
sion of congress in 1789, outnum
organization to this method of
bering the Democrats, S3 to 12.
breeding cows. Equipmen t for Fair Association
leadquarters ' use has been purchased and semen is in the pro-1 Meeting Set at Alma
cess of being frozen for future
MONDOVI , Wis. (Special) —
use.
The
annual meeting of the BufArmin Frueehte of the sire pro:urement department used color- falo County Agricultural Fair
, Inc., will be at the
ed slides to illustrate his talk on Association
"Sire Selection — Tri-State Style". court house, in Alma at 8:30 p.m.
He described how sires are lo- Tuesday.
cated, . selected and purchased The purpose of the meeting is
hear the report of the secrefor the cooperative. Each county to
to elect a presihas elected sire representatives tary-treasurer
dent
for
a
term
of two years, to
that are available for consultation elect four directors
for terms of
and assistance.
• The financial report showed three years, and any other business that may properly come be$1,504,648 total assets for the co- fore the meeting.
operative. The net proceeds for Any eligible voter of Buffalo
Personallied With
the past fiscal year were $201,475 County is a member of this Asso- _J^^9^^^AL
with a total member equity of ciation and has a right to vote. ||^H|^^^^ HK
Your Own Initial
|
$1,200,969. During the past 16
years over $1,000,330 has been paid FILLMORE CO-OP
back to members in cash.
During the business meeting the SPRING VALLEY, Minn. . —
following delegates were elected The annual Consolidated Breeders
to serve one year. They were Mar- Cooperative meeting for Fillmore
tin Alleman, Rt. 1, Ralph Beckley, County will be Friday at noon
Fountain City; Roscoe Bittner, at the First English Lutheran
Fountain City ; Lloyd Bond, Foun- Church here. Russell Seath, Anotain City; Edmund Hagen, Nel- ka , director _nd general mauiager
son Rt. 2; Gene Jonas, Alma Rt. of Midwest Genes and director
1; Orville Klevgard , Mondovi Rt. of CBC, will be the main speaker.
3; Melvin Lorch , Fountain City. Directors will be elected.
Melvin Luethi , Independence Rt.
1; Orlin Mikelson , Nelson; Melvin zinger , Alma, Orvm Knospe, Alma
Mork , Alma Rt. 2; Normah Nyre, Rt. 2, Dernier Linsen and Albert
Mondovi Rt. 2; Myron Passow, Pronchinske Jr., Arcadia Rt . l.
Sire committeemen elected
Cochrane; Walter Switzenberg,
¦*Thit handsome 18k g«td plated car k«y and k«y rln _ hv yeurs
Mondovi: Hilmer Wealty, Coch- were: Emmona Accola, Mondovi
ABSOLUTELY FREE whwi yoo «ni«y any NEW Flnt National
rane; Gaylord Weltzien, Arcadia Rt. 3, Holstein; Earl Hettrick ,
Bank Service.
Nelson , Guernsey, and John BollWinsand , Mondovi
Rt. 1,¦
and Milo¦
¦
¦ ¦^
¦ ¦
inger,¦
Cochrane, Jersey.
Rt. 1. Alternates
are Melvin Dan' ¦
¦

¦

Dr. C. W. Gruler
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Shop Penney 's selection of
hand washable cardigans in
his favorite colors. Top tailored for comfort and warmth.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.

] 5.95 8.95
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Long sleeve sport shirts in
a wide selection of plaids ,
solids or prints. Button-down
or regular collars. Boys' sizes
« to 18.
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§ for every gal on your list !
|* All white in button-front or
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button-back styles. Sues 32 to
7S? 38
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Entertaining costume for your
|
tiful blouses — you 'll want one
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Color TV Instructs, Informs, as weff as enfertafns
millions. Here, the reliability of RCA Security Sealed
Circuit Boards* has been proved for eight long years
in homes like yours from coast to coast
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gold look tnilorcds.
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na\ sealed circuit modules are used
In the computer and communications
of the U.S. Air Force Mlnutem sn
launching system, making possible
high density of components, ease of
m-lntennnce, and rugged, reliable
perfo rmance.

AH five TIROS weatfier satellites,
developed and built by RCA under
the technical direction of Goddard
Space Flight Center of NASA, have
exceeded origina l goals; their lives
enhanced by RCA-designed staled
circuitry.

The circuit boards you see above arc one of science 's
modern miracles used in satellites , space capsules, computers and TV sets. They differ in size—and design—and
complexlty-for their respective ^eeds. But each one Is
the result of science's search for the utmost In reliabil ity
nnd efficiency, Precision-crafted sealed circuit boards
eliminate old-fashioned hand-wiring and hand-soldered
connedlons that can come loose or short-circuit These

Electron k Computer- such as Iho
R _ A aril caimiatfl
>t ?_„..«=
data at
^n«a st 'c!
"lcu,ate ri.tn
speed,/tor American defense , and all
phases of industry and communlcations. Their electronic hearts are
sealed circuit boards.

modern circuits are etched In coppe r which ispermanentl y
bonded to boards , protecting them from heat and moisture .
of t . i - •
,
,. .
i J
»~. ...
* '" lL
** "^ *" 'ela¥ "' on > RCA > lik < al< °1f »r
monuf ac,urft
"' had '° deP 6nd °" oil hand-wired dr.
cu,tr Y' Toda Y f or Sf eator precision and reliability, two.
'ru'rdi of RCA Vict or TV c/rcu/fry is bonded on Security
Seakd Circuit Boords.

(j|?g) THE MOST TRUSTED NAME IN ELECTRONICS

I FRUIT CAKES
ig Rum 'n brandy flavored

i MIXED HUTS
& H-oz. vacuum pack

I 2 Lbs. of COOKIES
t Home stylo cookies — extra
|

f FILLED CANDY
I® Hard nnd tilled assortment
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.
can of
—
|
packed
keep
l'/j
-lb,
vacuum
to
filberts
,
can
cashews,
almonds
,
rings
,
2
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box
or
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jell
y
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lemon
rich
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fresh. Chock full
tT4 i pecans, brazils with
C4 1
ff * I of munch and crunch
I chocolate rings
7Q«*
^] of fruit
TA |
J Lbi. V* % peanuts
*P A i assortment ,
'*"" U and more!
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CHARGE IT NOW AT PENNEY'S!
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5A DIKE ROAD OPEN

Engineers Revise

City Flood Plm

City Council members gave informal qppro\al at a committee
meeting this morning to a revised
plan by the Corps of Engineers for
reinforcement of the city's flood
protection system.
Passage of _ resolution "' of approval will be proposed to the full
Council at tonight' s regular meeting. Four members—Aid . James
Stoltman, Lloyd Deilke/ Daniel
Bambenek and Henry Parks—did
not attend the forenoon conference
with Col. Wiliiam B. Strandberg,
district engineer, St. Paul engineering district, and MeLvin Jor-

Zumbro Valley
Farmers OK
Control Plan

KELLOGG, Minn. (Special) —
Members of the Lower Zumbro
Valley RiveT TErosion and Flood
Association Saturday afternoon
voted approval of a proposed $978,C00 project for flood control on
Zumbro River from Kellogg eastward three miles toward the Mississippi RiverAbout 40 ,f a r m e r _ attended. There "were only two dissenting votes.
The resolution gives the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, St.
Paul, the local concurrence needed. Next step is to get final clearance from higher Corps of Engineers authority] Then at the next
session of Congress, it is expected
authorization of the proje ct will be
requested. If authprizeed, an appropriation of about $908,000 in
federal funds would be needed for
the levies: and channel straightening designed to protect 6,400 acres
of land from future flooding.
If the appropriation is made, an
estimated $70,000 would have to be
contributed locally for right of way
and proposed widening of part of
the north levee for a roadway.
No future action will be needed
locally until an * appropriation is
made, local sources said.
Damages to the Kellogg farmland exceeded $300,000 following
a record flood in July 1951.
Patrick Blee, vice president of
the association, presided in the absence of W. C. Drysdale, president. Preliminary plans tor the
proj ect were presented to the association Nov. 20 by Col. W. B.
Strandbers, district engineer.

One Arrested
After Car Thefts

, Two car thefts and a burglarymarred a quiet weekend in Winona.
Larry loth, 24, 1286 W. 2nd St..
was arrested by Trempealeau
County authorities Saturday night
after Loth lost control of a car
which rolled over near Marshland , Wis.
Trempealeau County authorities
called Winona police at 10:22 p.m.
Saturday and reported that they
had Loth in custody at Whitehall .
Winona police received a report
that the car had been stolen from
its owner , Robert Fort , 709 Wilson
St., at 9 p.m. The car was parked
at 2nd and Lafayette streets.
A car owned by Alvin Kohner ,
252 Liberty St., was stolen Sunday
morning, He had parked it on
Center Street between Wabasha
and Sanborn streets at 9:30 a.m.
When he left the Cathedral of
the Sacred Heart at 11:30 a.m ,
the car was gone. Police found
the car later on Lafayette Street
nea r King Street. _t apparently
was not damaged , according lo
police.
Bud's Bar , 505 W. 5th St., was
burglarized Sunday morning. The
burglar or burglars entered the
har by breaking a rear window ,
said police.
Ahout $60 in cash was taken
from the two cash registers which
are left open nfter closing. A large
quantity of collectors ' money also
was taken from-a-cupboard below
tho cash register. Missing are $12
in old coins , $30 in uncirculated
bills , $20 in $1 bills which had the
wrong signatur e (collectors ' items)
nnd $2-1 in coins , said police.
The owner , Harry Strehlow , reported the burglary nt J).'40 a.m.
Sunday, He had closed tho bar
at 1:15 a.m.
DEER AT SEA
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dahl, assistant chief of the plan- Approximately 2.9 m i l e s of
ning and reports branch.
levees would be raised by from
three to six feet in order to proCOL. STRANDBERG presented tect against a flood stage of 19
a revised plan to the aldermen in- feet. This is two feet higher than
cluding features which brought the stage reached in the 1952
their unqualified approval . Over- flood which swept through much
all cost of the project would be an of the city.
estimated $2 ,056,000, Col. Strandberg said , compared with the As improved, the system ot dikes
against the
figure of $1,250,000 tagged on the would project the city
statistically
ocflood
which
sort
of
job when originally proposed in curs only once in 50O years. This
1953.
sort of flood envisions a flowage
The city's share of the cost of 246,000 cubic feet per second,
would be an estimated $174,000, 13 times the maximum flow of
Col. Strandberg said.
190,000 cubic feet recorded . for the
1952 flood .
In addition to river defenses, the
system would be designed to
cope with runoff waters from the
type of rainstorm which might
be expected once in 30 years.

Shoppers Get
Christmas Bonus

An alderman "gave" downtown shoppers _ Christmas
present today.
Third Warder Howard Baumann said that parking meters
and m o s t o t h e r downtown
parking regulations involving
length of parking aren't legally effective tonight. Stores will
be open.
The only night meters are
in force is Friday, said the
alderman.

TWO CHANGES in Hi* plan

were welcomed by aldermen.
• Instead of closing the road
from Prairie Island to Minnesota
City along the 5A dike, Jordahl
said the Corps plans to keep it
open, augmented by three 50-car
parking lots.
« Secondly, the new Prairie Island portion of the dike would he
built on the present roadbed instead of the riverward side. Roadway construction thereon would
he said, with
be at city expense,
¦
specifications ¦' ' left . - , generally to
the city 's discretion .
Two pumping stations will
handle interior drainage for the
14,750-acre area, Col . Strandberg
said. Excess water , impounded in
ponding reservoirs, will keep
pumping requirements at manageable levels . The capacity of existing
Olmstead Street station
By FRED S. HOFFMAN
w
ill
be
raised to 50,000 gallons
WASHINGTON . (AP) '— . Secre- per minute and the new Lake Witary of Defense Robert S. McNa- nona station will pump 12,000 galmara is ready to set in motion lons.
this week his controversial plan
Eight gates, constructed at
to streamline the Army's Re- points along the dike expanse,
serves and National Guard forces. can be opened to allow gravity
This plan—which has been op- drainage of impounded water
posed bitterly by some members w'hen river levels recede to norof Congress, many governors and mal. No pumping station would
reserves and Guard groups—calls be needed at Crooked Slough,
for breaking up eight low-priority Col. Strandberg said.
Reserves and Guard infantry di- As submitted , the plan was
visions and lopping off about 730 drawn subsequent to a federal alsmaller units considered obsolete location of $82,000 made in Sepor unneeded.
tember 1961 for the purpose.
McNamara is expected to order
IT WILL be necessary for the
Tuesday immediate action on the city to secure easements and
first phase of the plan—reconsti- rights of way, obtain rights to
tuting four Reserves divisions into clear undesirable materials from
more mobile brigades and elimin- areas utilized and to relocate inating about 365 or so Lesser Re- stallations such as roads, bridges
and utility services where requirserves units.
/At the same time, he probably ed, Col. Strandberg said.
will submit to the governors of
An expression of approval givthe 50 states the Army's detailed en now. followed later by formal
proposals for revamping four approval , must precede formal
Guard divisions and dropping programming of the project by
some 365 miscellaneous outfits. the Corps of Engineers. Follow. Little or no manpower . loss is ing this, the project is included
anticipated because the men. in- in the Corps program for Convolved would be shifted to reor- gressional approval.
ganised outfits or other units be- If favorable action by Congress
ing kept in the Guard-Reserves Is forthcoming, the engineers
said , work could begin as early as
structure.
next year.
The four Reserves divisions afAldermen and Mayor R. K.
fected are the 79th of Pennsyl- Ellings agreed unanimously that
vania, Delaware and Maryland , the the estimated city contribution of
94th of Massachusetts, the 103rd $174,000 constituted an economiof Iowa, Minnesota and Wiscon- cal preventive measure. Total
sin , and the %th which spreads costs of the 1952 flood had been
over six Western states—Arizona, over $100,000, they said , and
Nevada , Utah , Idaho, Montana every surplus fund in the city
and Washington.
treasurer had been emptied to
The four Guard divisions are meet the emergency.
the 34th of Nebraska and Iowa ,
the 35th of Kansas and Missouri,
the 43rd of Connecticut, Rhode Island and Vermont, and the 51st
which is split between Florida and
South Carolina.
Since the Reserves is wholly under federal control, the Pentagon
can reorganize this force on its
own authority. Officials " estimated the j ob can be done within
about eight weeks after orders are
A Winona excavating contractor
issued,
was getting along satisfactorily at
However, the governors most Community , Memorial Hospital
approve any Guard changes with- this noon with a head injury apin their states. Negotiations on parently received when he was hit
this phase of the reorganization by a tree that whiplashed while
he was bulldozing it.
could take months.
The Army is anxious to com- The injured man is Bruce Carplete the entire reorganization lie- penter , 34, 622 W. King St., who
fore next summer, so Reserves was hit by the tree on his propand Guardsmen can go to two erly east of the city limits beweeks training camp in their new tween new and old Highway 61.
The time of the accident has
formations ,
Despite a drum fire of criticism , been estimated at 11 a.m. Sunday-,
McNamara and the Army have but the attending physician said
not budged from the basic ele- that carpenter probably was unments of the plan which was first conscious for a time.
Carpenter d o e s n 't remember
announced early last April ,
The Army long has sought to much about the accident. He had
reshape the Guard and Reserves . left a pickup truck n quarter of a
But (lie real impetus for the new mile away and must'hav e walked
plan came from the experience in to it , for ho drove in it to near
the 1961 Berlin crisis when it took Siebrecht FJor.il Co., where he enfive months to get two Guard di- countered another bulldozer opervisions in shape for combat after ator, Wayne Zenke, who brought
they had been called into federal him to the hospital,
The tree hit carpenter on the
service.
¦
right side of head , at the base of
ear. However , there is little surDEER-A-YEAR MAN
SHERIDAN , Wyo, l/FI—Charles face injury, according to the phyC. Evcritt . Girard , Kan., has bag- sician.
ged a deer in the Sheridan area
for nine consecutive years.
Evcritt plans to return for sevHe's only 86,
eral more years.¦

McNamara Presses
For Reorganization
Of National Guard

PORTSMOUTH , "Va. W-There
Is n deer swimming nt sea , a telephone caller told Ihe Coast Guard
station at Ocean Cily, Md. A patrol vessel from the station found
it three miles from shore. After
a 20-mii\ule strugRi-e the crewmen
wrestled the deer aboard the vessel , carried it later to shore and
released it.
ARIZONAN IN WASHINGTON
PHOENIX , Ariz. 1/11 — DemoDIDN'T TAKE IT TO HEART
FRANKFO RT , Ky. av-vSevcnth, crat Carl llayden, president pro
eighth nnd nineth graders held n tern of the U.S. Senate , has repmock government session here re- resented Arizona in Congress
cenlly , One of the bills passed was ever since statehood was attained
in 1012.
a statewide antilitleri ng law.
Elected to his seventh Senat e
After the youllis loll, a janitor
(15 in l!)l>3,
elwiniiw »P ">e House and Scnnlc term at the age of
clinmhirs commented: " W o r s l llayden first served seven terms
in the House,
mess I ever saw. "

Tree Whiplashes
Into Operator
On Bulldozer

Damage $550
In Witoka Crash

Two cars had approximately
$550 damage following a collision
at the j unction of Trunk Highway
76 nnd County Stnte Aid 17 at
Witoka Sunday nt 11:10 n.m,, according t o sheriff' s deputies ,
The cars were driven by Arnold
A. Nelson , 22, 426 Wilson St., and
David A. Denzer , lfi , Altura. Nelwas driving souMi on CSA 17
JHHHHBMHHHHBMB--WBH_M-^-H^-_--B-». son
Denzer west on Highway 7(1.
and
WINONA. LODGE NO. 18, A.FAA.M.
Denzer was unable lo stop nnd
(he cms collided.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
A
Damage wns $350 lo Nelson 's
'
7:30
o
clock
car
mid f20» to Dotizer 's car. No
Dec.
4,
Tuesday,
^®P
one was hurt and no citations
V
R. F. STOVER , W. M.
were given.
(

NEW RECORDS DAILY

Four Goodview
Officials Say
Actions Taken

Another We ek
Of Summer Due

Jury Hearing
Suit Over
Water Heater

Four of the five members of the
Goodview Village Council and the
village attorney issued a state- This is hard to believe.
tered light showers are in the fore- It will be, says the weatnerman ,
ment today concerning a detailed After opening on a record-break- cast for tonight.
continued mild, through the period
report in Sund_y News about the ing note, December temperatures Mixed emotions greeted the with only rn i n o r day-to-day - A j ury was drawn in District
State Department of Public Ex- in the Winona area are destined weekend's newest bit of evidence changes. One-tenth of an inch or Court here this morning for the
aminer's recent audit of thV-vil- to remain generally mild for the of the unseason able mildness of less of precipitation . in scattered trial of a $165 civil suit irvolvinstallation of a hot water
next five days, at least.
lage books.
light showers early ,in the period ing
the .weather here.
heater tank.
The four council members are By noon today the thermometer Karen Korupp, 10, proudly pre- and again latex in the week is preThe action was brought by
Trustees M. F. Sweeney, Harris was up to 58 and it was heading sented her parents, Mr. and Mrs. dicted.
Anderson, Robert Bundy, and Dr. for another record this afternoon. Bernard Korupp, 509 W. Sanborn , The temperature rose to 60 Sat- Robb Bros, Store, 576 E. 4th St.,
against Mrs. Ruth Markle, 509
E. G. Callahan, clerk. T5ie attor- The December story :
St., with a dandelion, picked Sat- urday afternoon , a record for Dec. Main St.
High Previous
ney is.Duane M. Peterson. TTieir
urday morning in full bloom in the 1, and 59 on Sunday, 4 degrees
Record
over the record mark of 55 for ROBB, represented by William
statement, headed "Corrective
Korupp backyard. .
547. - J932
Dec. 2. The low Sunday morning A. Lindquist , says that the
Action Already Taken by the Vil- Dec. 1 ... 60
THE EXTENDED forecast pre- was 53 and this morning 48. A amount is owed on a replacement
55 - 1932
lage Council ," follows in lull: (the Dec. 2 ... .59 .
60
1961-1951 dicts temperatures 12-18 degrees brace of precipitation fell during tank installed for Mrs. Markle in
examiner mentioned is C. 0. Dec. 3 .... ?
Cloudy and a little cooler is the above normal for this time of the the early hours of both Sunday and November 1960. Mrs . Markle conWoll) :'
7'Errors attributed to the var- prediction for tonight and Tuesday year with daytime highs of . 39 to Monday, measuring less than .01 tends that the tank was a replaceious village clerks are mainly at- with a low of 35-42 tonight and a . 50 and nighttime lows of 22 to 34. of an inch.
ment for a defective unit installtributed to the rapid turnover of high of 50-55 Tuesday. "Widely scatIn Minnesota, only Bemidji, ed previously and that she was
personnel in that office. ExaminInternational Falls and Duluth covered by a warranty on the
er Woll told the council that these
had freezing readings.
original tank.
were not uncommon errors in vilIt was 26 at International Falls
Mrs. Markle is represented by
lages having elected clerks. As a
this morning, 27 at Bemidji and Harold J. Libera. Judge Arnold
method of solving this problem,
28 at Duluth where a drizzle was Hatfield , Rochester, is presiding.
the public examiner suggested that
falling. Rochester posted a mornJames T. Robb Sr., one of the
the village adopt optional plan A
ing reading of 46 after a Sunday partners in the store, Was the
for village government. The counhigh of 57 and La Crosse had tem- first witness called by Lindquist
cil has taken steps to- put the
peratures of 50 and 59) for the shortly before noon tod ay.
adoption of optional plan A on the A Northwest Co-op Mills work- pressing him back against the same times.
Other juror s
serving on this
ballot at the -village elec tion Tues- er was killed this morning when tractor seat.
A year ago today Winona had a case are excusednotuntil
Wednesday
day Dec. 4.
chunks of fertilizer fell on him
This, was immediately removed , high of 43 and a low of 36. All"The Examiner also recommend- while he was operating a tractor but there was no response from time high for Dec. 3 was 60 in morning.
ed that the village obtain a cash loader in a bin.
Mr. Dionysius , An ambulance 1961-1951 and the low -19 in 1940. ANNOUNCEMENT, meanwhllj
register for the liquor store that The man was Ralph Dionysius, had been called immediately and The mean for the past 24 hours was made this mornung of the
will allow separate auditing of 43, Winona Rt. 3, who died of a he was pr onounced dead on ar- was 53. Normal for this day is settlement of five , cases previouseach bartender. Bids have been skull fracture , according to Dr. rival at Community Memorial 25. . ."
ly listed on the court calendar
let and awarded for the purchase Robert B. Tweedy, coroner. He Hospital at 10:55 a.m. The acci- Despite the fact that December and continuance to the January
of such a cash register.
has arrived , there 's no immediate term of. three other cases.
dent happened about 10:35.
too.
"Accounting procedures for had chest injuries,
letup in sight for WISCONSIN' S
Those settled were actions by
Not
noticed
immediately
was
maint aining a perpetual inventory THE PLANT manager, Dale
long
stretch of mild weather.
Mr. and Sirs. Elmer Volkman
another
lump
the
size
of
a
typewill be fully reinstated when a Washburn , said that three pieces
writer. This apparently hit the In the long range forecast issued against Chicago & North Western
deputy clerk is installed .
of pelleted material , which had man on the side of the head , caus- today, the weatherman s a i d Railway; Lloyd M . and David J.
chances, are it won 't turn cool un- Stevens against Harold E. Wade"The purchase of property on "set up," or frozen into a hard ing a scrape,
and: also a skull til Friday or Saturday.
contract for deed was don e With cluster, fell down. Two of them fracture.
Meanwhile, witz, Marvin Petty and Richard A.
temperature records "throughout Fischer; David Peterson arid Mrs.
the approval of the, village , attor- hit Dionysius; the third hit the
The third lump, said Washburn , the state continued to be broken. Catherine S. Walthcr against Edney on the basis that the property front of the tractor.
be considered a site for a future A large lump, estimated7„ to was about the size of the desk. It The 62 at Milwaukee Sunday ward G. Wilson , wit3i Dale B.
was the highest ever for a Dec. 2 Otis as third party defendant, and
new liquor store and that payr weigh a hundred pounds, was hit the front of the tractor.
ments be made only ,from liq- against the chest of the employe , REFERRING to Hie operation and third consecutive day that the Bernard Plachecki Jr., against
uor store profits. 7
that was under way, Manager city set a new mark. Records also M_ry Ellen Myren.
"The village attorney relied upon
Continued
over -were tha
Washburn said , "This is the kind were set Sunday by Madison , with
an opinion of the attorney genof work we do every day and 61; Duluth , with 54; L-a Crosse, cases of William and Mildred
with
59,
and Green Bay , also with Voelker against WMC , Inc., and
eral, No. Z18-R, dated June 12,
every precaution is taken to pre59.
1953, which indicated that a village
Harlan Domke and Zurich Insurvent accidents."
Highest inai-k in: the
was 64 ance Co., as third parties; Murmay buy real estate for a muniThe pelleted fertilizer , stored in at ' Hales Corners in state
Milwaukee
cipal liquor store under a conbins, was piled perhaps 25 feet County. Racine had 63, 'Watisau phy Plan,7ftic , against Gilbert E.
tract for deed. The public examPeterson, with Irv. Reiter 's Rivhigh. It was being removed for 55 and Park Falls 51.
iner did not suggest any correctsacking. Sometimes, the manager The mercury skidded to 28 at iera Motors , a third party defendant, and Sir. and Mrs. John C.
ive action be taken in regard to
explained , "it gets quite hard and Superior today, but other
lows Pentleton against WMC , Inc.,
this contract;
dynamite is used to blow it down." were in the 30s and 40s.
Domke and Zurich Insurance.
"Village officer sal aries were
Two men — Joseph Pampuch
raised to $10 per regular meeting James J. Hermes, 38, 1888 W: and Leon Franzen — "had just SOME LIGHT showers fell In
MEMBE RS OF the fury hearing
for trustees and $15 for the mayor 5th St.,: is suspended from the got through shooting it."
scattered areas of the north Sun- the Robb case are:
Winona
police
force
for
an
indefiwith $3 for each special meeting
day and Sunday night.
on advice ot the League of Muni- nite time, according to George Mr. Dionysius came into the bin Skies were cloudy today and a Charles Waldo, Wimona Rt. 3;
with
ihe
front-end
loader.
He
Mrs. Gertrude M. Bitzan , 1057 \V_
cipalities by a letter dated Dec. 14, Savord , chief of police.
up a cubic yard and then little light drizzle was falling at Broadway; Patrick W. Burns, La
1959. The league advised that this Savord could not comment on scoopeo backing
Superior
and
light
rain
at
Wausau
.
out. The material
started
Crescent, Minn.; Mrs. Leonard
amount be paid as a minimum the length of the suspension .
that hit him came from the side. Brownsville, Tex., hit the nation according to state law whether Hermes had pleaded guilty to The two other men were standing al high of 81 Sunday, compared Prigge, St. Charles, Minn.; Mrs,
the village
passed an ordinance or careless driving in municipal court on the opposite side of the tractor. with the low of 14 early today at Rose Lueck, 476 Wcstdale; Alton
¦
Barum, Houston, Minn., Rt. 2;
not. "- ' ¦ '' ' ¦ . '¦
Omak , Wash.
Saturday and the court ordered
Herbert
Neldner,
Lewistort,
SAID
that
the
maWA
SHBURN
that he be held without bail during
Minn.;
Mrs.
Nicholas Marnach*,
the weekend. The order was made terial probably didn 't fall more
Altura , TMinn.; Joseph Karsina ,
so that police could make further than 12 feet. It would not be de883 E. Ma rk St.) Mrs. Roy. Sweaty
he
explained.
scribed
as
a
slide,
.
investigation .
Dakota , ilinn.; Mrs. Burt Dyary
Today Hermes was sentenced to Rather several pieces which were
St.
Charles , and Leslie Batemair ,
pay a fine of $30 or to serve 10 jutting out broke off and tumbled
Dakota.
.
and
went
out
some
down
a
slope,
days. He paid the fine .
pile
from
the
distance
from
the
He was arrested by Inspector
A renewed appeal ibr response Edward Hittner and three uni- momentum gained in rolling. In PRESTON, Minn. — At the -vil- Canton Trio Wins
by Winonans to this year's Little formed officers at 2nd and Lafay- their fall , Dionysius was hit.
lage election Tuesday, voters will
Red Stocking fund drive of the ette streets at 1:10 a.m . Saturday. Praxel Ambulance Service took indicate on a special ballot whethChildren's Home Society ot Min- They had been investigating an him to the hbspifal .
er they favor adding on premises State FB Contest
nesota was made today by the argument that Hermes was in- He had been employed by North- sale of liquor at the municipal liwest Co-op — located on Prairie quor store. Only off-sale business PRESTON , Minn .—The Barnes
three local chairmen . Dr. C. R. volved in , Savord said.
Trio , Canton , won first place in
Kollofski, N. W. Schellhas and J. The chief said that Hermes is Island Road — since about 1959. is done now.
employed
part
At
first
he
was
a
diabetic
and
that
Russell Smith.
he had been
The Methodist Youth group of the Minnesota Junior Talent Find
Those who haven 't returned con- observed earlier driving his car time. Survivors include his wife Preston has taken a stand against Contest conducted by the Minnetribution envelopes sent out last in an erratic manner . Henries and several children.
adding on. sale at the store. The sota Farm Bureau at its annual
month were urged to mail them had parked the car prior to the Watkowski Funeral Home is in group states that in its estimation , convention i nMinnea polis.
as soon as possible so that final arrest. He had been a patrolman charge of arrangements.
Preston will become unsafe for The trio , Starlet , Dale and Lira13 years.
accounting may be completed.
youth and respectable citizens if da Barnes , children of Mr. and
Proceeds of the fund drive are Savord said that when the suson-sale liquor is added; it will in- Mrs. Warren Barnes , placed first
u sed to provide temporary foster pension is ended Hermes will be
crease temptation for young peo- in last year 's 4-H Share the Fun
home care for childreii awaiting reinstated to the police force.
ple; decrease available funds Festival r for Fillmore County.
adoptive placement, necessary
which should be used to support
medical care, counseling for unthe family; encourage nondrinkers
wed mothers and extensiv e study Ex-Weaver Woman
to start drinking, and more of the Telephone Research
of adoptive applicants.
social Iif« of the village would
L. Saari , 55, 568 E. 4th become centered in the liquor To Be Discussed
To Observe 90th St.,August
ETTRICK INFANT ILL
charged with drunken driving store.
Ar Wabasha Meeting
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) — Refollowing an accident on 4th
Birthday
Sunday
becca , 4-month old daughter of Mr.
pleaded
guilty
to
Sunday,
Street
W A B A S H A , Mimn. - Gerald
^ Becker , is ill at
and Mrs. Donald
the charge in municipal court Motorist Fined
Ramsdell, executive assistant of
(Special)
WEAVER
,
Minn.
hospital
with
influen
a La Crosse
Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
Mrs. George Ingalls , recently re- today. , who was slightly injured
za.
Sanrl
will tell the story of Telstar and
siding here, will celebrate her DOth
, was sentenced to On Drunk Driving, s a t c 11 i t e communications
in
the
accident
at a
birthday at the home of her daugh- pay a fine of $100 or to serve €0
BLUFF SIDING CORRECTION
meeting Thursday at St, Felix a uBLUFF SIDING , "Wis. - Inad- ter , Mrs. Neal S t r o n g , Chetek , days in the county jai l. He was Bottle Charges
ditorium at 11 a.m. and Wabasha
vertently the wrong name was Wis., Sunday.
makin g arrangements to pay (he
placed under a picture on page 3 Her birthday is Dec . 10 but the fine.
Lambert C. Styba , 37, 1911 W. High School at 3 p.m.
He will explain operation of tine
in the Sunday News. Leonard John- party is being held Sunday for Ihe
He was arrested by police aft- 5th St., pleaded guilty before Jusson and John Wolfe were shown convenience of her son-in-law and er he struck a parked car owned tice Lewis Albert , Goodview , lo ground tracing station at Andov er,
examing the speed sign damaged daughter , Mr. and Mrs. Edward by Robert F. Rossin , 264 E. 4lh charges of drunken driving and Maine , and outlin e future use of
by the car of Louis E. Langow- Berglund , and her sister , Ivlrs. St. Rossin 's car was parked on 4th to having an open bottle in his satellites for intercontinental telephone and television communicaski when it went out of control Chris Ratz , Weaver , who will at- Street east of Franklin Street. car.
on a curve here early Saturday tend.
Saari was drivin g west on 4th He was sentenced to pay a fine tion s. He will demonstrate one of
morning, coming to rest between Airs . Ingalls is continuing her Street and struck Ihe rear of Ros- of $100 and $5 costs or 60 days on the newest breakthroughs in mothe residences of these two men. study ot German nfter completing sin 's car which was parked on the 'first charge and was sentenced dern research—the Gaseous Maser
Johnson -was incorrectl y identified a correspondence course in it from the north curb. The accident oc- to pay a fine of $25 and $5 costs or —and future use of light waves as
10 days on the second. He -paid a medium for coinnumications.
as Orville Abts , Fountain City. the University of Minnesola. She curred al 1:12 a.m. Sundnv.
¦
Abts was at the scene but was not is assisting her grandsons in learnDamage was more than $100 to both fines.
RED
CROSS
DIRECTORS
He
was
arrested
by
sheriff'
s
deing the language .
in the picture.
each car.
The board of directors of the
puties at the junc tion of old Highway 61 and new Highway 61, one Winona County Red Cross Chapter
mile east of Minnesota City , a( will meet at Lucas Lodge at 7:30
12:45 a.m. Sunday. The deputies p.m. Tuesday, Chairman Carroll
said that they arrested Styba after Hopf announced .
his car went into Ihe norlh ditch
nt that point.
¦

Fertilizer Plant
Worker Killed

Police Chief
Says Patrolman
Is Suspended

Red Stocking
Appeal Repeated

[ Preston fo Vote
On On-Sa le Issue

Drunken Driving
Sentence Set

One More Month
At Old1 Postal Rates
A one-cent. Increase in first class ., air mnll and third class
postal rates will go into effect Jan. 7, . Winona Postmaster John
W. Dugnn announced.
Old and new rates follow:
i
Cents
^»
Throu-gh
Jan, 4
Jan. 7

Flnt cl«s»

Regular letter per oz

*Drop letter per oz. ,,.
Air

Post card

Letter per oz
Postcard

Third elm*

Greeting cards

Parcel po»t

Regular
Air

4

R

3

4

7
.5

I?
,6

..3

4

3

,

4

No change

RC siirchargo
on all zones

?Letter left nnd picked up nt. same post office by .sender .and
nddressoe respectively. Used mostly by rurnl patrons.
This year 's Chrislmns cards can be mailed under the old
rates—3 cents for third clnss and 4 cents for first clnss.
Dugflti urjj cd firsl cliiss mailing of Clirislnias cards. Thus
Ibey can he forwarded or returned If necessary. Use the new
four-cent Christinas slump,
Rsites will uJso go up .Inn. 7 for bulk ' advertising mall and
for second class innil (newspapers and magazines) .

Winona Firm Sets
Planfaf Red Wing

Winona Industries , Inc., loc.nl
mmw.net iiror of p h o n o s r H p h
cases , will establish a .phonograph
case plant nt Red Wing next year,
The home office ;wd main plant
will continue at Winona. A site
has already been chosen for the
Red Wing plant ,
The local plant 's main produclinn is phonograph cases, although
some boxes also are manufactur¦ '
ed,
¦•

Butiermakers to Meet
At independence Club
WHIT EHALL , Wis. (Special * Tho District 1 Wisconsin Butlerni II k c. r s and Managers Association 's Chrislmns banquet will be
at ( 1:45 p.m. Wednesday nt Club
Midway, Independence.
All creamery h e l p e r &, bmtterninkers , mnniigcrs and their vlves
and friends aro invited . Speaker
will be Donald S: Johnson , Witohull , district attorney. Tho Loe Sisters , Blair , will provide enlortniiv
nicnt.

RED MEN
NOTICE

Fillmore Co. Board .
To Hold Schoo l Hearing
PRESTO N , Minn. - The Fillmore County Board of Commissioners will conduc t' n hearin g
Dec. lt on petition of Common
School District 508 to dissolve and
attach lo oilier existing school districts ,
Tho board will open bids for the
purchns -e of three 27,000-pound
dump trucks.

Members will m»et at the Wigwam at 12:45 p.m. Tuesday to
attend In a body fh« funeral of
Brother James Olmstead.
ARTHUR BROM

Sachem

Aviation Ground School
Court* For

Young or Old . . . Male or Female
YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARDS YOUR PILOTS LICENSE

• STARTS TUES. NITE, DEC. 4— 7:30
Big Hangar at Max Conrad Field

Legislative
Liberals Pick
'63 Leaders

§L Mappsm cLJtait VUqhi.

Jack Benny to
Be Movie Pap a?

249 Visit Mobile
Unit at Etlricft

By EARL WILSON

NEW YORK — Jack Benny hankers to take another ¦ ¦ fling at the
movies and play " the part of an older man whose wife ' — of about
the sarne age - shakes him up considerably by telling him she¦ 's
'. . ..
going to have a baby. ""
So Jack was down front, Uhe other ni _ht when Paul Ford played
that part so wonderfully in the new smash comedy hit, "Never Too
LatV opposite Maureen O'Sitllivan with Orson Bean as his son*- my entertained them at his Delin-law.
mar home, and he even* intr6duc«
Jack's interested in buying it ed Mamie to Hirsch, Jimmy's iu>
for pictures and starring in it •— derstandably amazed at what his
so is Bing Crosby, Producers hospitality started.
Elliott Martin and Danny HollyNEW BUILDINOS COMPLBTED . . . These are among three
wood , and Playwright Sumner FRIENDS OF director Sidney new structures in GalavJlle. TLeft Is the city sarage, which Is
AJthur Long, whose nicknamo is Lumet (husband of Gloria Vander- 40 by SO feet, and right, the Masonic Temple/ Constructed by
"All Sumner TLong," evidently bilt) report that recently hi h_a
hive i small goldmine, The been residing in _ Y.M.C.A. . . . volunteer help, the temple has an attractive stone front Dimen*
scriptV so hilarious that All Sum- Will Dinah Shore marry tennis pro
ner Long worked all summer loug Maurice S m i t h ? . . . Vaughn
writing in some dull spots so> the Meadtir, now such a smash with They'll Do It Every Time
audience would get some brief re- "the First Family," introduced me
to his pretty wife and said "She
lief from laughing.
Paul Ford thiriiks Jack woul d be practically kept me for 5 year good in such a picture. "I get "belly while I was trying to make it as
laughs and he gets Benny laughs," an actor " ." . . Actress Pat Neale
and her husband, writer Real
Ford says.
Mamie . Van f>oren , now a big Dahl , are mourning the loss of
night club hit, was here with beau their older daughter, Olivier , 8,
Clement Hirsch, the California who died of. measles in London
dogfood king (talking to Abe Bur- ..- .;. -.: The Vincent Sardi Jrs. acting
rows about a "-How to Succeed" happy again . . . "Mr. President"
road company)—and we , got the has forged into the list of 'B-way 'a
idea she may figure in a double "five hottest tickets." Still tops:
"Succeed" and "Funny Thing Hapwedding eventually.
She may marry Hirsch, whose pened."
ex-wife , Edie, is expected to mar- Ceaare Siepi's rngr., reading of
ry Desi Arnaz.
his engagement to dancer Louellari
Jiminy Durante should be "the Sibley, wired him: "At last—you
father of the brides" if it ever have been trapped, too!" . ' . . Sevhappens. When Desi and Lucille en Art Films is steaming. It spent
Ball were still together, and the $3 ,000,000 on the soon-due Pat
Hirsches were still together, Jim Boone film, "Main Attracticn "—
and another company just put him
into a low-budget quickie.
ANITA LOOS

m
Giant
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6ioB are 34 by 50 feet. Before direct use Midland Cooperative
plans to complete a 32- by 64-foot Salesroom, lubricating rack,
office and an office for the Credit Un.cra. ( Liz Dahlgren photos)
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Soviet Juvenile
Delinquents Sent
To Russian Farms

By GEORGE SYVERTSEN
MOSCOW (AP)—Life. .- down - on
the collective farm hasn't been
the same since Soviet courtstarted shipping Juvenile delinquents out of the big cities to
work with the peasants.
Exasperated Ukrainian kolkhozhiks—collective farmers—are telling authorities to quit sending
problems — they have enough of
their own.
Thte country folks' case against
the 7 government's program for
"re-educating" young idlers who
won't work was presented in the
Kiev newspaper Pravda of the
Ukraine.

is hoixe-hurttirtfl

here for Horst Buchholz , who'll do
a B'way show in January . . .
Tony Perkins'll make a film in
SEE IT TONIGHT
France — "Solitary Navigator " —
after
his B'way show, "Harold*;
NOW... IT ALL COMES . . . Linda
Christian autographs
FANTASTICALLY ALIVE! some copies of her book as "Blanca Rosa Welter " — 'cause that's
her real name . . . Connie Francis wrote a tune titled "Caroline,"
in honor of youknowwho . . . Singer Kitty Kallen has an offer to
lead an all-girl s* orchestra.
EARL'S PEARLS: Officials who
write the astronomical budget for
our space program say wryly that
we "must become accustomed to
¦ ______F^&____ - ______________________________ P^__ ¦ the- cost of high living." Les Carpenter.
WISH I'D SAID THAT: Th e
Pennsylvania D u t c h philosophy
was noted on a blacksmith shop
near Allentown. "The hours is, until the work isn't. " Catholic Digest. .
Veil, there 's one thing to he said
¦
¦¦ ' ' - : m\W^m§ for a diet—it . certainly improves
^Bft_ ^»^^____Bw
the appetite. Harold Coffin, S.F.
Examiner
. . . That's earl, broth¦
er ' ' ¦ ". '

Jaeii

is new. State Sen. Harold Schulte,
St. Paul, liberal minority leader
In 1961', did hot seek re-eleeti&n to
the Senate. The assistant minority
leader, Sen- A. M. Keith, Rochester, left the Senate to run for lieutenant governor. The 1901 secretary ot the Senate liberal caucus was Donald Fr_$eri7Minneapolis, who sought and won tha
6th District congressional seat formerly held by ¦ Rej»_9„can
Wal• ¦ ; '¦
Judd7
ter
H.
.
ST. TAUL l^-Sen. Paul Thaet,
South St. Paaul, and Rep. Fred
Cina, Aurora , Saturday were chosen liberal minority leaders for the
1863 Minnesota Legislature.
Thuet . elected to a second Senate term in the Nov. 6 election, is
attorney. He defeated Sen. Karl
F. Grittner of St. Paul, an educa- ETTRICK, Wis. (SpecLal)-A totor, by a 13-10 vote for the House tal of 249 persons received chest
minority leadership. Grittner be- X-rays when the state Board of
came assistant minority leader. Health mobile unit visited here
Thursday. .
Set*, Relphael Salmore, Salt- Mrs. Warren Peterson, president
of
the
water, was named secretary
of the sponsoring /_nerican Legion
liberal senate caucus.
Auxiliary, was assisted in the projCina, majority leader in the last ect by Mmes. Fred Bahnub, Milwas
three legislative sessions,
lard J o h n s o n , John Terpeatag,
chosen minority leader without dis- Kenneth Truax, Paul Bishop, Irene
sent. The House previously was Briggs, Arthur Ofsdahl Sr„ and
controlled by liberals but conser- Lester Tranberg arid. Miss Lucile
vatives won control in the election Pederson.
last month.
Ettrick Community hall, wiere
Hep. D. D. Wozriiak, St. Paul, the mobile unit was stationed, has
was named secretary-treasurer of been equipped with a water heatthe liberal caucus.
er by the Legion and Auxiliary,
Tha caucus nominated 6- J.
Chllgren, Llttlefork, for speaker BOAT CLU6 PARTY ,
of the house—a post he held in The annual Christmas party of
the 1B59 and 1961 sessions. This the Minnesota City Boat Club will
time the nomination was a token be held Wednesday at 8 p.m. at the
affair, because conservatives will home of Mrs. Marvin Penske, 6.2
control the House and elect the E. 3rd St. All wives of Boat Club
members are welcome. Gifts will
speaker.
All the Senate literal leadership be exchanged.

Valentin Donskoy, chairman of

DEAR ABBY:

What 's Wrong at
Office Parties?

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DSAR ABBY: Please print this to let other wives know
how one wife ieels about office parties. I think it's silly for a
wife to try to keep her . husband from going. Let him go and
tell him to have a good time. If he kisses a widow. '. — so what?
Or even a divorcee. If a man knows he has all the freedom
he wants, he won't take It. Half the fun of-swiping green apples
Is the danger and risk ol stealing / them. I shove my husband
at other women all the time and he hardly looks at them because having my okay takes all the fun out of it. Try it. It
works.
JULIET
DEAR JULIET: And what if it doesn't work ? You'll
have to go, hunt up your husband in somebody else's orchard.
No, thanks. I say tell him you love him, refuse to share
him, and if you catch him straying you'll have his scalp.
DEAR AftBY: Thank you for making it

known that tattoos can be removed by a
ph ysician. Sonne people still believe that just
because they foolishly got themselves tattooed
when they were out on a spree one night
they have to live with the tattoos forever.
I know a fellow who applied for the State
Police and had to have two propellers removed from a very embarrassing part of his
anatomy before he could pass the physical.
. AN M,D
DEAR ABBY: My daughter had a child
out of wedlock when she was 16. She married
Abby
shortly afterwards and her husband adopted
the boy. At 18 the boy joined the Air Force. He was never told
that he was Illegitimate. Everybody knows but him. I told my
daughter to write the chaplain and have him tell the boy. He
Is a man now and should be told, My daughter refused , and
e-ven forbade me to write to my own grandson for fear E might
slip and tell him. She has robbed him of his greatest joy . < .
to write to his Granny. We have always been on good terms.
I say the boy should be told, I think my daughter is afraid
her son will find out she was no angel. What is your opinion?
GRANNY
DEAR GRANNY : It appears to me that you 've never
forgiven your daughter and would like to punish her through
her son. My advice is to stay out of your daughter 's personal relations with her son.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 15-year-ol d girl who Is worried about
her brother. He is 17, very goodlooking, has a build like TARZAN and I think there is something the matter with him, He
dosen 't like gj irlsl
All he is interested in Is sports, his guitar, hunting and
country music. He doesn't even like rock and roll. How can I
«et him Interested In girls?
TRAZAN'S SISTER
DEAR SISTER ; Leave him alone. He 's normal , He'll
discover "girls " soon enough — or some "Jane " will discover him!
What's on your m ind? For a personal reply, send a selfaddressed , stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly Hills
Calif.

F ree Loading Skunk
Goes on Display

at him during the day. Just like
the zoo's otlier five skunks.
¦

PHILADELPHIA (AP)-A freeloading skunk has been sneaking
«-.. night Into the camel , kangaroo
and penguin cages at PhiladelpWa Zoo.
Zoo officials caught him Saturday night . They 'll continue lo
feed him, but the skunk will have
to go on display arid let folks look

Firms representing nearly 40
percent of the total plant Investment and 61 percent of the employment which sprang; up along
a modern freeway reported that
employe accessibility wns an important factor in locating near the
new road.

NEW INDUSTRY

Advertlieitient

Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Stops Itch-Relieves Pai n

N«* Y«_, W. T. (B»M UI> -for the
rlrit time k«l*nc« has found _ new
beallnc aub-sUnc* with tha aatonlablng ability to ahrlnk hemorrholda, atoji tt-hlnf, •nit rellara
pain - without auri«r».
In can a.Har caae, whlla f«ntly
relieving pain, actual reduction
(altrlnkaire . took plac«.
MeU amaaln«aiall-raaulUwere

eo thorougfc th»t _uiTer«r» made
natonlehing atatementi like "Pila*
have ce-ned to b_ a probleml"
The aecre t !•« now he«lln? aub»Unc« (I)lt>-nyno*)-(Hacoy«ry of
» world- famoua raaearoh Inatltute,
This suba tanca In now available
in aupp otilirv or ointment form
undur the name Prtpamti t * M *\
At all drus counter*.

the Makstroy state farm near Donetsk, said he and his farmers
got a shipment of idlers last year.
"The worst oE it is the drunkenness," he told an interviewer,
"especially on paydays — then
they drink for three or four days.
They don't go out to work until
they drink up everything." 7
Donskoy and his . assistants decided to quit selling vodka at the
state farm store. That same eveniing, all the special settlers were
Twomembers of the Winona drunk as usual.
Senior High School debate squad
"
9 ***>«lf MHU. p JU gaXlP * <**¦
received certificates for superior "It tunwd ovt ttM special sat9!
***-W»M • »» ftutOtt** J
debating in the Blue Earth tle-rs had hung one on with cheap
)
eam
de
cologne,"
(Minn, High School debate tourhe explained.
"The storekeeper couldn't keep
nament Saturday.
Competing in the A division, the up with the demand. He fulfilled
affirmative team of Barbara Fer- his plan for the sale of eau de
guson and Richard Tezak was un- cologne for the next 10 years."
defeated in three rounds.
Another state farm leader riie-7 m. BURcinr .eij. irnirai, mm , IUM
Other members of the squad ful_y said: "Our village people
coached by Robert Neujahr who are saying: If the city folks don't
participated in the tournament know how to faring them up, then
were Jennifer Boiler and Carole what are we supposed to do?"
VanThomma, negative la the A A district official said, "this
division, and Gloria Sifferath and was a nice quiet village district.
Dorothy Deye, affirmative, and But the. cities started cleaning out
Lee Turner and Bruce Holan, neg- their scum and dumping all the
hoodlums on us.
ative, B division.
, g§i______iifira
Beginning debaters at Senior
Sfi« g_M_ w_aa_H
^'''*&/3X_U_l__^_____ ^__________ ^__H_^__^__H
Is no place for rh»m. ' iHgaiS
]A ^MVH _H___________________ H__________ H
mffiBK8_fi ™™T^^
*
High School will attend a session "This
get
They
their
bread
too
easily
_H___H____P_____F
- ^_f___________HH__
at Rochester High School this weekN
____________cg__p
yg_r'
here. Not far from here, there
end.
____H_B_fl_______/7 me* °- ' s '"r __lii_H_______________l
__3lI»______________ H
ar« some stone quarries. It would
|
_________H__H_F7^_rJir
Y?-^4s!%HK
be a good idea to send them
there. Let thern work—and if anyRidgeway Meeting
________j______________^_Hf
body doesn't show up for work he
.,v^i«_H_3__^RR_f__^_^_____________________________^_^_l
___^^__^__B> $^^_3______ B___B_______________________________ i
____________________ H_____ B_
-v 3^L^BK^ffk _^_ffi_j_^____B_________________________________
RIDGEWAY, Mlnn.-A meeting won't get a fig on payday.
_____-_^_______________HH____-T
on farmers' end of year money "That would be a real re-educa__tlHtsRH-l[^__-F - ^^sP*^'1' ^ 1 J|
|
|
H
management, scheduled for Tues- tion."
^
The
official
said
that
of
the
220
day, has been postponed until 8:30
p.m. T h u r s d a y at Ridgeway exiles shipped to his district a
^^t_^____u_______________________r __^J_________________________ i
___H________________ F_r
School, John Januschka, adult ag- year ago, only about 100 remain.
___fl_______________r_F <
* ^I______N____________________ F * _vJ________________________ -____.
"are
Most
of
the
others,
he
said,
___________________¦
_f
£_2?________________________ -_-p JF ^_____________________________ I
riculture teacher, Winona Senior
High S c h o o l , announced. Area being re-educated in prisons."
ij ir_________________
farmers are Invited.
__^_____B_;
- ¦v_^_______P^'
,
¦
_!
_______________________\\. -P*1 '_______I__S__^___________
P^^ ' "*" mm\W _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-__-l

[ CORBY 'S

2 Local Debaters
Get Certificates

whiskey

________________

___E_____fl_r * :' > 'l!iHN___if__H____________M

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

____________ \

Ambassadors Parry
T h e Ambassadors' Christmas
party and dinner will he held at
B p.m. Dec. 15 at the Oaks, William P. Theurer, ambassador supreme, announced. The group is
the W1 n on a Chamber of Commerce's membership and goodwill committee. Ambassadorettes,
wives of members, also will attend. Theurer will speak briefly at
the dinner and gifts will be exchanged.

STEAK SHOP
— Family Styl. —

LUTEFISK & LEFSE
DIMMER
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Thursday Night
4 o'clock

R.ierva.lon. Appreciated
PHONE 3150

Auto Beauty
Shop
470 Mankato Avo,

NOW UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT
OPERATED & MANAGED BY

Harold "Bud" Wooden
14 Years Experience With
S»Iferf-Baldwin Motor Co.

• COMPLETE AUTOMOBILE
BODY SERVICE
• GLASS INSTALLED
Free Estimates on Any Job
• PHON E 3266 •
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COMFY?
That's what my wife says our living room is now. ALL our
rooms, in fact , since we started service on MILEAGE heating
oil. Must be because it contains that special "BunvClcan"
additive to make sure your burner delivers clean heat on a
full flame. (Which I guess you 'd have to call a pretty comfortable — or "comfy " situation, huh? )
Look at all the ways MILEAGE gives you your MONEY'S
WORTH in fuel oil:

4

-Special ' 'Burn-Clean " additive automatically and conllnously
keeps your entire heating system - from fuel tank to burner
nozzle — clean nnd free-flowing, Every gallon burns FULLFLAME for clenn, efficient heat.
—Prompt, dependable delivery — Including emergency service
If needed.
-Automatic "Keep-Full" Service — make ONB phone call
once a year, and never worry about t,ank running low.
-Direct r-finery source means highest possible quality at lowest possible price,
-Budget Payment Plan spreads .nil year's heating cost over
10 months — easy monthly payments help you keep your
" budget in order.
Call us now for low prlce», prompt urvlc» on MILEAGE Fuel
Oil.

MILEAGE^¦__ «
[Wmarly Mark),St8ven,on Oil Co.)
372 W. Jn-d St.
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Black Market on
Wigs Hits Florida
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By GRETCHEN L. LAMBERTON

(Editor 's iVote;' ' TWs ' ts the second o/ too columns of The
Casual Observer 's visit \cith Bob and Patrice Schuler at their
Long Is land , N.Y. home.)
EW
^"
YORK , N Y . - We walked back through a beautiful
-L ^l formal pale-lemon colored dining room with exquisite
crystal chandelier and a French brocade settee and chairs
grouped before the marble fireplace. "When we have parties
we take up this rug and dance in this room," said Patrice.
At the door of the spacious formal drawing room Patrice said
with a laugh , "And this is actually the gymnasium — see what
I mean?"
' .; Jn the beautiful room Heidi and a young friend were busily
turning cartwheels around the grand piano and brocade furniture. Back in the comfortabl e green library Bob started a fire
in the fireplace, and we were served our luncheon there on
trays — cheese souffle, a green salad , Spanish wine, and . later
coffee and chocolate ice cream. A large cat came in, stretched
upward against the arm of a , couch and clawed the velvet upholstery vigorously.
"That s one of our seven
cats. . One of our seven cats
and fourteen dogs", said Bob.
"Did you say fourteen
dogs?" I asked.
Pat burst out laughing. "Yes,
fourteen. It's one of those things
that are always happening to
Us. You remember how we
raised English bulldogs for a
while?"
"Yes," I said.
' 'Well, whenever the whole
family travelled to the West
Coast or somewhere on a concert trip we'd always take all
the dogs, too, of course, and six
or seven bulldogs is an awful
lot of dogs. So last spring before we drove to California we
got down to just ONE bulldog
and it was wonderful and I
said, 'One dog is just enough
and that's what we'll have from

. .

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP )
—Patricia Nixon campaigned for
her husband, Richard M. Nixon ,
while suffering from
three
cracked ribs, an informed source
has revealed . 7
He said Mrs. Nixon kept the
injury secret, although she was
in intense pain for days , "because
¦
she didn't, want pity ." - . '
Mrs. Nixon received the injury
in early October when she slipped
on a bathroom floor in a San
Francisco hotel.
Since Nixon lost to Gov. Edmund G. Brown in the Nov. 6
election, she has been in virtual
seclusion at their home. She and
their daughters , Tricia and Julie ,
joined the former Vice president
in Bermuda for Thanksgiving but

I

FALSE TEETH

of Mrs. C. C. Schuler, 252 Franklin St, and
she is Patrice Munsel, famed opera singer.

SCHULER LIBRARY . .. This is the library
at "Malmaison, W, Long Island, N.Y., home of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schuler. He is the son

wm

ary was in charge of
ments.

Car Mishap Injures
Actress Shirley Fields

¦
.

492 Visit X ^Ray Unit
At Blair in Two Days

BLAIR , Wis. ' (Special.)—A total
ot 492 —- 344 of them on Thursday—took advantage of the mobile X-ray unit here Thursday and
Friday, The unit also offered diabetic and blood pressure tests.
Mrs. Jerome Strande. president of
(he local American Legion Auxiliv.

'

I _

Navy Plane Spots
Nina II for Reward

i*

LOS ANGELES UP) - The
Wynn Oil Co. of suburban Azusa
said Sunday it will ' pay a $1,000
reward to the crew of a Navy
plane which spotted the missing
Nina II sailing ship Friday.
The ship, a reproduction of one
of Christopher Columbus' fleet ,
had been missing for two weeks
on its voyage from Spain to the
Bahamas, duplicating Columbus'
voyage of. discovery in 1492.
Carl E. Wynn, president of the
oil firm , offered the reward last
Wednesday. One of the Nina 's
eight crewmen, Man ual Darnaude
is a Wynn employe.
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WEBCOR IS BUILT
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LOS ANGELES (AP)-Thieves stole furs and jew elry valued at ,
$21,000. from, the Holmby Hills '
home of Davis Factor , board
chairman of Max Factor _ Co ,
over the weekend,
Factor told police he discovered
the theft Sunday when he and his
wife returned from Palm Springs.
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See Orlane Kittle for coin information
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K OINS AND SUPPLIES >
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225 West Second St. (National Hotel)
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ERVE TENSION
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Alter 21, common Kidney or -Udder Irritations -fleet twice as mans woman as
men and may ma-e you tense and nervous
from too frequent, burning or Itching
urlnationboth day and night Secondarily,
you may lose sleep and suiter from Headaches, Bickache and feel old, tired depressed. In such Irrltrtion CYSTEX
usuaUy brines fast, relaxing comfort by
curbing irritating germs in strong acid
urine end by analgesic ualQ relief. Get
OYSTEX at druggists. Peel better fast.
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Ardena Body Cream

I

'

Let Elizabeth Arden bring you a new, lasting luxury
from head to toe—at the touch of Ardena Body Cream I
With each lnvish caress of this rich , flowing cream
summer-parch ed skin becomes exquisitcl y dewy, supp la
a nd silken smooth. Here , at last , is what every bod y
7: craves —for a moisturizing body massage or fragranJ
',i rubdown after the bath. 8 oz., 3.O0; 16 oz., 5.00.
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Bui/ your Color TV where 75% of all area
color j ets are serviced!

I

RADIOS • HI-FI - STEREO - TELEVISION

ELECTRONIC
G& K
HAROLD GATES and WES KITTLI

No Jfoinc Service Call Charac When Your TV or Radio
Set Is Unpaired in Our Shop.
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Vielva Moisture Film
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jj TAPE RECORDERS , from . . . . $79.95 j
]| RECORD PLAYERS, from . . . . $19.95 |
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Lucky? .
. yes. She found a 1909s Lincoln Cent.
But more than just the luck involved, she realized it
was worth $15 here. You, too, can quickly find Ihe
value of coins . . FIRST 5 COINS VALUED FREEI
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Furs, Jewelry Stolen
From Factor 's Home
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returned soon afterward. Nixon is
still vacationing in . the Florida
keys.
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Here Is » pleasant w_y to overcome
loose plate discomfort. FASTEETH,
ail Improved po-wder, sprinkled OQ
uiper and lower plates holds them
Aimer so that they reel more comfortable. No gummy, gooey, pasty
tnste or feeling. It's alkaline (aon leld). Does not sour. Checks "plate
odor breath". Get FASTEETH today
at dniR counters everywhere .
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finding a
immeasurcan comany direc-
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HOLLYWOOD (AP) — British
actress Shirley Ann Field. 24, was
nursing a bruised leg today—because of a three-car auto accident
in front of her hotel.
The actress was returning to
her hotel in nearby Beverly Hills
from a dinner; date with British
director J. Lee Thompson when
the accident occurred Saturday
night.
Thompson , 48 , Miss Field's frequent escort, was cited by Bevep
ly Hills police for driving without
a license.
¦
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now on! . •".
Bob interpolated, "So in San
Francisco some nice soul presented the children with a pupp y — a Great Dane puppy of
all things — which they adored.
Then when we got back home
we had a chance to get this
wonderful ' German couple as
cook and butler, but they said
they'd only come provided they
could bring their dogs. Their
three dogs."
Pat bubbj ed on, "And so we
thought what must be must
be, and the couple came and
brought their two beagles and
a big German Shepherd; And
then — do you know what?"
She began to giggle.
"In a few weeks the German
Shepherd produced a fine litter of nine puppies. So here we
are with 14 dogs."

both the marbl. and the tculp-
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area. His chances of
position he likes are
ably better where he
mute long distances in
tion.
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More Comfort Wearing
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WHITEHALL, Wis. (SpeciaDDianne Pischke, 5-year-old daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Pisch
ke, Whitehall, is a patient at ,St
Mary 's Hospital, Rochester , Minn,
following heart surgery Wednes
7 :
day.
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Has Heart Surgery

"Oh yes, and the cats," she went on. ''The children had
two cats. ' Then last summer when I was singing in Dallas we
hired a new secretary, and she said she'd come if we'd let her
bring her pet cat back to New York. So — as soon as we all
got back to New York the cat had four kittens. So now we seem to
have 14 dogs and seven cats." "Not to mention a few baby raccoons that strayed up out of the.woods. Things like that are always happening to us ," added Bob. ' : . "
Patrice will sing over the Firestone Hour the night of Dec.
16. In February the Schulers will spend several weeks in St. Paul
where Patrice will sing the lead in the St. Paul Civic Opera
production of "The Merry Widow ". Her new album of jazz has
just been released, and it's the first non-classical or non-opera
record album of her career; the critics say it's delightful fun.
While they are in St . Paul the Schulers hope to run down to
Winona for a \nsit with Bob's mother Mrs; C. C. Schuler.

Mrs. Nixon Had
3 Cracked Ribs

HIGHWAY JOBS

Thanks to the automobile and a
¦'MIAM I,. Fla. (AP)-The black good highway system, the working
market was turned blonde, bru- man 's opportunities for employnette, fed, and a variety of other ment are spread over a large
shades. The latest item on the'
list is human hair at $150 per
pound.
Police estimated thefts from
wig shops over the weekend at
more than 200 wigs and 20 pounds
of hair and attributed them to
professional thieves.
N7
A heavy, demand for wigs in
South Florida has created the
lucrative black market , said detective George Watson.
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Velv a Moisture Film is ynu ^
ivellsprin fi of he n iity, the
noiirce nf precious moihtur eg ivinp iiiRicdients your skin
craves ami must hnvr . lVotrclive , lasting , in -visibl e
under Basic Sheen or I'at-aOeme mak e-up Vulva Mois-
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p lexion luminous witl iallur e.
It sm nolhs wl i erov n r it

touciiei~ an« i i« th « most

mnrccloiis lolimi aay bod y
could *L for.

5.00 , 10.00
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TODDLER AND LITTLE
GIRL DRESSES
An
new collection ofand
holiday
enchanting
tlie
with twirling
skirts
fashions
And
festive touches little girls adore.

l'iey ore a^ easy cnre as can *)e"

Sizes : Infanls thru 7 to 12.

LITTLE GIRL SWEATERS
Large ¦selection of wools and blends in
bulkies , ski type and novelties . . .

sizes: 3 to 6x ancJ 710 14
Perky plaids

and

plains with flaring
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The Littlest Merrymaker will de''9^ '" these tinsel time gifts
w t '1 *^ e '10'ic'ay air< Choose
'
in^ rom our new selection for
fonts and toddlers . . . for little
cherub boys and girls.
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SHOP TONIGHT 'TIL 9:00
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Economic Study
Reveals Vast Imports

How Do You Stand/ Sir?

THE UPP ER MIDWEST produces $1,554 million more non-manufactured goods
than it consumes and imports $2,341 million more manufactured goods than it produces, an Upper Midwest Economic Study
on "commodit y flows" has disclosed.
. Implicit in the region 's unfavorable
balance of trade with other parts of the
United States and foreign countries is the
extent of its dependence upon service industries and other sources of income.
Technical data , the latest available,
cover movement of goods in 1958. The report was prepared by Bruce F. Duncom.be,
research fellow, under the direction of Research Director James M. Henderson and
R. Stephen Rodd , research associate , for
use by the Upper Midwest Research and
Development Council in its program aimed at stinrulating economic growth.
The "Upper Midwest's balance of trade
deficit , totalling $787 million , Twas spread
among all parts of the region with the exception of South Dakota where production
of non-rnamifactured goods exceeded consumption of manufactured goods by $167.4
million. Deficits for other areas "were:
Montana ;— $145 million, North Dakota —
$90.8 raillion, Minnesota — $631.9 million,
Northwestern Wisconsin (26 counties) —
$54.3 million , and Upper Michigan — $32.5
:
million.
EST IMATES

ON

non-manufactured

goods are broken, down into 13 categories:
livestock, wheat , corn , soybeans, other
grains, dairy products , other agricultural
products, iron ore, copper ore, other metal
mining, coal and lignite, non-metallic min^
erals. No breakdown is given for manufactured commodities since comparable data
from tine Bureau of Census are not available for publication.
Coaclusions warranted by the report ,
according to the authors, are (1) the percentage of the Upper Midwest's production shipped to markets within the region
is evidence . that the "Upper Midwest" has
meaning as a distinguishable economic
area; (2) Minnesota tends to mei've the
largest share of interstate shipments from
other states and part states of the legion,
"further suggesting strong regional ties;"
(3) there appears to be an inverse relationship between distance and shipments
(for example, "Minnesota tends to ship
more to such contiguous areas as the Lake
'Midwest . . .")
States and the Lower ^
CATEGORIES OF goods and percentages of each exported from the region (the
balance of 100 percent in each case representing the part of production shipped to
destiaations within the region) include: :
, Lrvestock 31 percent , wheat 45, corn 21,
soybeans 35, other grains 27, other agriculi
tural products 22.
Iron ore 100 percent , coal and lignite 5,
crude petroleum and natural gas 31, nonmetallic minerals 14.
M eat products 70 percent , dairy products 39, grain-mill products 63, other food
and kindred products 59, textile products
and apparel 80, lumber and wood products
55.
Faimiture and fixtures 35, paper and allied products 88, printing-publishing and
allied industries 17, chemicals and allied
products 66, products of petroleum and
coal 17, stone , clay and glass products 23.
PRIMARY METAL Industrie.

45

per-

cent , fabricated metal products 32, nonelectrical machinery 75 , electrical machinery, equipment and supplies 92, transportation equipment 51, and other manufacturing 64.

A Tribute to
Alcoholics Anonymous
IT IS A PLEASURE to devote « bit o{

our space to saluting an organization
whi ch has quietly performed miracles,
The occasion we note is the recently celebrated 28th anniversary of the founding o(
Alcoholics Anonymous.
Years ago, Alcoholics Anonymous was
the butt of many a crude joke. This is true
no longer , and has not been for a long
time, There is widespread recogniti on
that this group, by offering heavy drinkers
a way out of their particular morass , has
done incalculable good in society.
Alcoholics Anonymous also
much to educate the public in
about alcoholism. It has done
out great sums of money; it is
by voluntary donations , none
S1O0.

has done
the facts
this withIkept going
exceeding

ONE OF THE co-founderi of the organization , a man who prefers to bo
known only as Bill W., had this to say at
the anniversary celehration: "A.A. is a
synthesis of medicine and religion plus
Ihe alcoholic 's ability lo transmit to another alcoholic in depth. " The synthesis
ha.s worked , and has brought many compulsive drinkers back from despair to a
normal and useful life.

1

Try and Stop Me

US. Deficit
$7 S Billion

By SEN. : BARRY GOLDWATER

AND GUESS who is to blame for the large

new deficit. If you believe the Bureau of the
Budget , it isn't the New Frontiersmen who keep
pushing . through new spending programs. No,
indeed. Tlie culprit , it seems, is the general
economy.
According to the government , the economy
didn't perform. ' - the way it was supposed to. It
didn 't come up to White House expectations. In
effect , the economy double-crossed the estimators and the thinkers " among the government's
fiscal experts. And because of this, the tax yield
to the government wasn't as high .as the administration last January had hoped it would be.
There is no- mention , of course, of what might
have slowed down the economic recovery on
which' the administration pinned such high hopes
of tax receipts. There is no suggestion that the
attitude of government and the executive action in; the steel price dispute might have crea ted the wrong kind of climate for economic
growth. There is no suggestion that the government might , in any way, be at fault in the
piling up of the second great Kennedy deficit.
ONE THING IS definite: Along the New Frontier there is no fear, not even a bit of apprehension, over recurring deficits. If there were,
we wouldn't find the government' s fiscal spokesmen now talking in terms of a whopping big
tax cut next year.
And, of course, there is no suggestion to . be
found anywhere that the administration 's taxcut proposals might be accompanied by some attempt to reduce government spending,
How do you stand , sir?

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Years Ago ' ..' . . 1952

Winona employment in November topped Ihe
10,000 mark , setting a new three and one-halfyear high.
Jerome C. Ttozek was re-elected president of
the Winona Athletic Club.

Twenty-Five Yea rs Ago ... 1937
H. G. Stanton , Hotel Winona chef , will entertain members of the Lions club and their
wives in an annual holi day dinner party at the
main dining room.
Between 890 and 900 Eagles and their wives
from Southeastern Minnesota and nearby Western Wisconsin attended a Iwo-day observance of
the formal opening of the newly remodeled lodge
and clubrooms of the Winona Aeiric 1243.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1912

The higri school football eleven will be guests
of Messrs. Waller , Voorhecs and Cartlich at the
association dinin g room , when an elaborate
"spread" -will be prepared for the boys. The
banquet will mark the close of 11)12 foolbull
events.
The first business meeting of Ihe newly organized Chauffers Association will lake place
with the followin g officers: President , Lewis
Kline; vicc-presidenl , Jack Einfe Jdt ; secretary ,
Carl JJeng cl, and treasurer , William Stark.

THE WASHINGTON MERR^GO-ROUND

FTC Charges Kansas City
Doctors Monopolize Blood
By DREW PEARSON

WASHING TON-T h is week
significant preliminary hearings are _ being held in Kansas
City which may well influence
future congiessonal voting " on
medicare.
The Federal Trade Commission is changing Kansas City
doctors wit Ii d o i n g exactly
what the American Medical
Association charged the government with wanting to do
under medicare - — . namely,
monopolizing medical and hospital practice.
What the Kansas City doctors did , according to the FTC,
was to set up their own blood
bank and require patients *o
buy blood from their bank only. Privdte blood banks had
their blood returned even
though the patient had paid for
it in advance. Naturally, a . patient on tlie operating table
isn 't going: to argue with his
doctor as to where he gets his
blood , and the doctors this
week are being given a preliminary hearing on charges of
monopoly and of trying to
drive otheir blood banks ' out -of
business.
In fighting against

medical

care for the elderly, the doctors had claimed the government wanted to restrict free
enterprise and drive them out
of business. But in Kansas
City, accord ing to the official
charge of the Trade Commission , the shoe is on the doctors ' other foot.
One congressman who campaigned hardest on the issue
of m e d i c a r e was Jimmy
Uoosevelt of California , eldest
son of FDR.
Jimmy ' s opponent - was a
doctor , Henry Beltz , who was
strongly opposed to medicai d,
and this became the most important i ssue between them.
One day, Dr . Beltz came to
hear Roosevelt speak. Knowing his opponent was in the
audience . J immy snul:
"I want medicare passed so
Dr. Beltz , when he retires ,can
get p r o p e r medical treatment. "

TDr. Beitz rose in the audience and announced :, "I've .got
enough money to take care of
myself."
S n a p p e d hack lioosevelt:
"You're thinking of yourself.
I' m thinking of other people
who are not so fortunate. "

Roosevelt was re-efacted by

a big margin.
Perhaps the only congressman definitely defeated by the
doctors' lobby was Rep. Walter Moeller of Ohio, who actually never voted against the
doctors but indicated that he
might.
Despite this, the doctors' lobby spent an estimated $100,000
to defeat him. One of their
most effective weapons was to
lobby with their own patients,
and the four doctors who 'ed
this campaign were Louis Urling, William Monger, William
Jasper and Jack Cramer , all
of Lancaster , Ohio.
Another doctor, J. C. Beesley, also of Lancaster , wrote
Kep. Moeller : "You ¦outsocial.ize the avowed socialists, You
may be sure that I am campaigning daily and vigorously
for your defeat. "
Note — Moeller , a former
Lutheran minister and a moderate, is one of the few congressmen who turn back their
payroll allotment to the treasury -r- the Ohio representativ e
last year, returnin g $27,790.
VERITAS , New York — The
reason I have not written about
gifts to President Kennedy as
I did about gifts to President
Eisenhower is because Kennedy has followed a very strict
rule on this point. He permits
no gift worth more than $2r>,
other than a dog or a pet. Eisenhower , jn contrast , received around $500,000 of financial
support from three oilmen —
Alton Jones of Cities Service;
Eillie Bya' rs of Tyler , Texas;
and George Allen—for the expenses of his farm ; and , in
addition , received all sorts of
other gifts In cattle , horses ,
trees , farm machinery , tractors, electric kitchens , elc\
The one Kennedy family ex-
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Accordin g
value of the
The river
al this place

to the Uix figures the real csUUe
property in Winona is $3 ,207,078.
is again clear of ice and the ferry
is running as usunl .
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GLKNDALE , Wis. Mi-Freddie Bollow , 8, got the mail
one day for his mother and
said , "I know the name of the
people who lived here before
we did. "
"Who?"
"Occupant , " said Freddie ,
"We're still gelting t h e i r
mail. "

MARENGO , Iowa Iff)—lames
A. Mayer observes in the Mniengo Pioneer-Republ ican:
"One way to save face is to
keep the lower part of It .shut."
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Truman had to make some

of the great decisions of recent history — whether to fight
in Korea , whether to drop the
atom bomb over Hiroshima ,
and the decision to go ahead
w ith the Marshall Plan for the
reconstruction of Europe. How
they were made can be told
only by one man alive today
—Mr. Truman.
They were decisions that
shaped the lives of millions.
Yet, though time is running
out, the networks have turned
thumbs down. Time Magazine ,
hearing of the series , voluntarily offered to release ils
rights lo material Truman had
written for Time-Life , Inc.;
while Wcstinghouse , which has
developed one of the most
alert , broad-minded TV stat ions in the country , expressed a desire to get the Truman
story. But , due to network indifference , the record of a
great, chapter in history may
remain untold.

BUCKKYE , Ariz. Ml — Pat
Iiarve of Buckeye last her
purse nt a carnival . A few
days later a package nnd letter arrived.
Inside was the purse , The
Idler rend: "My husband
operates the ferris wheel.
Your purse was found there.
.So I' m taking 12 cents out for
postage nnd mailing it to you.
Yours, Mrs, Paule Wilke. "

Justice Storey has opened an office at Third
and Main streets.

A beautiful model , disillusioned wllh
h«r boss after a two year on-and-off romuince, dismissed him with ;i scathing,
"You 're such a crook, that even the wool
ygif ve been pul ling aver my eyes is 40 percent cotton!"

ception , to the $25 limit was
the ruby, diamond , and emerald necklace received by Mrs.
Kennedy from the president of
Pakistan , which I reported in
some detail. I suggested that ,
while it was not illegal under
the constitution for Mrs, Kennedy to receive this , it might
be appropriate to give it to the
Junior Vllage , a "city-operated
orphanage in Washington. Mrs .
Kennedy did not act on my
idea , but she did tell my wife
at a White House .reception ,
"Tell your husband I'm going
to give that necklace to ' you. "
The death of Mrs. Roosevelt
and the prolonged iliness of
Winston Churchill highligh t t:le
fact that there is only one
former president alive who
came through the vitally important p o s t w a r years.and
could tell the inside postwar
story—Harry S. Truman.
What most p e o p l e don 't
know , however , is that the TV
networks have flatly refused
to have anything to do with
the "Truman Story " though it
has been prepared and offered to them by David Susskind.

NOBODY LOSES

One Hund red Years Ago . . . 1862

M. (il.KK <iltlSWO I.I)
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By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — The name of Anastas I. Mikoyan , first
deputy premier of the Soviet Union, is again in the headlines.
He is received by President Kennedy with dignity and forbearance. But how much do the American people know or remember
of the* misdeeds and acts of treachery committed by Anastas
of the Hungarian people
Mikoyan in the crushing of the liberties
¦
just six years ago this month? . • ¦'
Mikoyan is an emissary of Premier Khrushchev, so, as is
customary, he is received by
high officials of the governirient of the United States.
But can his word be trusted?
The game of deception played , by Anastas Miltoyan in the
past is written plainly on the
pages of history for all to
Object to Disturbances
read. In October, 1956, a new
In Public Library
government was established
after the anti-Communist reTo the Editor:
volt in Hungary. On Oct, 31, it
The matter we are presenttook up with Mikoyan in Budaing we feel concerns the entire
pest — where he had been sent
City of Winona. As college stuby the Kremlin — the question
dents, we are often required
of the withdrawal of Soviet
to use the Winona Public
troops from Hungary. This
Library facilities. After a reMikoyan promised would be
cent visit, we were rather disdone.
¦ , gusted with the conduct and
President Eisenhower in a •
attitude of the high school sturadio and television talk on the
dents of Winona in the manner
same date said with respect
with which they seemingly
to an announcement by the
"took over" the library. They
Soviet government on Oct. . 30
completely disregarded the rethat it would consider withnionstrances of the librarian
withdrawal of its troops from
who continually attempted to
Rumania and Poland, as well
lessen the pandemonium.
as Hungary :
A library should be condu"If the Soviet
cive to study, and not a place
Union indeed
for social gatherings. Parents
faithfully acts
are responsible for teaching
upon its antheir children to respect such
nounced inan institution.
tention , t h e
We believe the above matworld w i 1 1 7
ter should be brought to the
witness t h e
attention of the public. Trustgreatest f o ring that the present situation
ward s t r i d e
will soon be remedied.
toward j u sMiss Dianne Patnode
tice, t r u s t
College of Saint Teresa
a n a unaer.Lawrence
Miss Lori Lane
¦
w
s t a n~ dA i n-g»
College of Saint Teresa
among nation s in our gener- \
RED HOT PUNT
ation."
TUCSON, Ariz , m — Tucson
But what h appened? Not
firemen blamed a football for
only were the troops retained
setting a utility pole on fire.
in Hungry, but additional units
They said ; a punt went
of the Soviet a rmy poured in
astray, bit a ground wife and
from Rumania and on Nov. 4
knocked it against a hot wire,
attacked the Hungarians. The
thus
starting the blaze.
anti-Communist movement was
wiped out by overwhelming Sosolely the purpose of contributviet , forces. The Hungarian
ing to the defense capabilities
delegation "negotiating" with
of Cuba,' that , ' and I quote
the Soviets on the "withdrawal
him , 'training hy Soviet speof troops" was imprisoned , and
cialists of Cuban nationals in
its leader later executed. The
handling defensive armaments
new premier, Imre Nagy, was
was by no means offensive ,'
arrested , deported to Rumanand that 'if it were otherwise,'
ia, and subsequently executed.
Mr. Gromyko went on, 'the SoHungarian appeals to the Unitviet government would never
ed Nations were of no avail.
become involved in rendering
such assistance.' . That stateTHE U.N. Security Council
ment also was false. "
had met on Nov. 2 to discuss
Now Deputy-Premier Mikoythe "critical situation in Hunan is under instructions from
gary.'' Soviet Delegate ArkaPremier Khrushchev , just as
dy A , Sobolev blandly assurwas Foreign Minister Gromyed the council that reports of
ko when he visited the White
a Soviet march on Hungary
House. Can anything Mikoyan
were "utterly unfounded. "
says be believed?
Immediately after news of
As of today, the United
the Soviet attack on Hungary
States has no assurance that
,
was received the Security
on-site inspection in Cuba by
Council met again on Nov. 4.
the United Nations will be apA resolution was introduced
proved by the Mikoyan-Casby the United States condemntro-Khrushchev team. Oddly
ing the Soviet attack and callenough , the details of the exing for an on-the-spot investiperiences with past deceptions
gation by the U.N. of the sitseem to be swept aside as
uation in Hungary. It was veDeputy Premier Mikoyan is
toed by the Soviet government ,
formally received at the White
and one veto is enough to kill
House ' as an accredited , emissuch „ proposal. The measure
sary of the Soviet Union .
was passed by the General
Assembly, but the Soviet government — which , by then ,
was in full control in Hungary
—refused permission for any
commission to enter the country. None has ever gone there.
This is the sad story in which
Deputy Prem ier Mikoyan played a principal part. He was
th«n—as he is today—a tool in
Troubled with GETTING UP MIGHTS
the game of the Soviet government. He does what he is inPains In BACK , HIPS, LEGS
structed to do , irrespective of
Tiredness, LOSS OF VIGOR
whether it requires g i v i n g
pledges that will not be kept or
If you are a victim of these
asserting facts lhat later
symptoms then your troubles
prove to be false.
may be traced to Glandular
JUST A FEW weeks ago—
Inflammation. Glandular Inon Oct . 22-President Kennedy,
flammation is a constitutional
in a nationwid e radio and teledisease and medicines that
vision address , told the world
merely give temporary relief
of the deception that had been
cannot be.expected to remove
practiced by the Soviet Union in
the
causes of your troubles.
connection with the missile
Neglect of Glandul ar Inbuild-up in Cuba , including the
flammation often leads to prefact that Soviet Foreign Minismature senility and to incurater Gromyko had come to the
ble conditions.
White House and had lied to
The past year men from
him. Mr. Kennedy said:
3,000 communities have been
"The size of tin's undertaki ng
successfully treated Jicre at
makes clear that it has been
planned for some months. Yet
Excelsior Springs. They have
only last month , after I had
found soothing relief and imninde clear the distinction beproved health .
t ween any Introduction of
'—
The Excelsior r
ground - to - ground missiles
Medical Clinic, ' DcnildRlE
and the existence of defensive
><"«"">«
to the
anti-aircraft missiles, the So- devoted
treatment of dieHERNIA
viet government publicly stat*aiea peculiar Ii ilu MMMI I I le
ed on Sept. u that , and I to older men. • »!"
" Hw*"!*'"'
quote , 'Tlie armaments and
n a a a N e w k lrl
military equipment sent to
FREE BOOK
Culm are designed exclusively
tl»»t telle how
for defensive purposes ,' that , tneae troubles RECTAL-COLON
DISORDERS
and I quote the Soviet governmay be correctcd by proven Art slim mtclitu
ment , 'there is no need for the
NON-SUROICAl, "'to «l»wlul»r InSoviet government to shift its
7PF» T U F M T < ! Ilammitlo*. Either
¦weapons fox a retaliatory blow
rhw book way maj «» treated at
to any other country, for inluove o( utmost "" ,,mB nmm »ou
stance Cuba , ' and thai , and I
i„„„,i. „„„ Jin
„ «r« receiving traitimportance,
m,nU ftr ,fwiu)ir
quote thei r government , 'The
your Ufa. No Inllanmatiea.
Soviet Union has so powerful
obligation.
|
«____
rockets to carry Ihese nuclear
r
warheads th at there \a no need
E^5r^5rcAi"
lo search for sites for them
cuNrc"'i|
^"
¦MI0
!
(Dept.
beyond the lioundnrles of the So}
viet Union. ' That .statement l*x"lalV «Pflrm, Me.
was false ,
l»««r«'M liil
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J
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IT SHOULD be remembered, also, that the

$7.S-billion figure fixed by the Budget Bureau
isn't: final. It can , in subsequent: reviews, be
adjusted upward , and most , observers ' of the government's fiscal position expect that , the final
figure will exceed $8 billion and perhaps go as
high as $10 billion. .
Of cQurse, the Budget Bureau had some consoling words to issue with its uncwisoling ¦figures . '• '
7 "With the existing level of unemployment and
unused plant capacity," it said , "the deficit is
neither inflationary nor dangerous to our balance
of payments position ."

Today In World Affairs

Can Mikoyan
B^Trusted?

The Kennedy administration admits , now that
the election is o^er, that the Treasury deficit
will be $7.8 billion in its second budget year.
This is the second highest red-ink mark for
the government La peace-time history.
Ordinarily the Budget Bureau comes out with
its review of the foreseeable fiscal situation a
lot earlier. This year, however, it waited conveniently until after an election
in which one of the major issues pushed , by the administration's opponents had to do with
extravagant government spending and endless deficit financing- ' : ' " '' .. . '
The political factor involved
in a prospective deficit of $7,8
fcillion for the 1963 fisflal year
isn't difficult to find. This is
particularly true when you recall that this was the year the
Goldwater Itennedy administration h a d
. promised to balance the budget
and run up a surplus of $500 million.
One of the thihgs theTBudget Bureau's estimate does is give the American people an
orer-all view of how much the New Frontier
is costing thern. -It brings the two-year total
deficit for the administration to a figure running between $L4 and $15 billion.

L By BENNETT CERP

For whore two or throo are gathered together
Ire my name, there am I in tho midst of thim.
{Mat . 16:20).

ANNUAL CHRISTMAS DRAG RACE

I thought I'd buy these from you this year. I've heard
my husband remark so many times about what nicelyfil led stockings you have. "

NEW YORK (if) - Curl Itelncr 's book "Enter Laughing, "
nboul a stage-struck youth , is
(o provide tlie material for a
play set down for Broadway
arrival on March IS,
The adaptation is by Joseph
Stein , The director is dene
Saks, who Is being granted u
seven-week lenve from his role
in "A Thousand Clowns ' 1 to
Stage the production .
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"ONLY (.AST Thuredey,
evidence oi this rapid offensive
build-up vwns alroudy in my
hand , Soviet .Foreign Minister
Gromyko told me In my office
thnt he WJWI matructod to make
It clear once again, ax he said
his government had already
dono , thnt Soviet assistance lo
Cuba , and 1 quote , 'pursued
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THE PUR BOA

GIVE THE GIFT OF HEARING

f. ^

FURS BY FRANCIS

Above Kresge ^e
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MAKE IT A RECORD CHRISTMAS FOR THE

"DISC" LOVERS ON YOUR LISTl .. - . ; . .
. ..
A single record or an album is sure to please any record lover
on your list this year. Choose from a wide variety of all
nationally known names and some specials made by area persons. Single songs, albums of choral, symphony, band and
orchestra selections. They're all at our place right now. New
numbers received every day. Or give a record gift certificate
and let them choose their own
:

HARDT'S
MUSIC STORE
¦
_ ..

i» Via C
116-118
East
^Third Street»
TUI

»,
Winona

FASTEST MANUAL PORTABLE IN THE WORLD

High-speed action lakes the work out of typing. Galaxie
has every feature for easy, perfect typin" . . . full-size keyboard quick-set margins , finger-tip tabs , touch adjustments.
Trim , modem design with an all-steel bod y that' s actually
strong enough to stand on! Choice of four smart colors.
Lightweight carrying case included.

LUND TYPEWRITER COMPANY
119 Center Street

Phone 5222
___fc_'__'

. . _ _ _ - . - - .'... ___W1« _
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FA^AOUS PORTABLE HAND MIXER
.,
m.,
.. «I I b
K „. nawrrfni
f Hamilton Beach Mix..., is r«„
This ightwerh.
"
"X""

.f^
and has
trolled with 3 speeds
repair
provides
free
giiawntco
misuse.
A
due
to
dmiioeo
and
will rcnlly enj oy ,m. priced ad

ctector.
0^ Ihe
T e 5-yenr
5 vZ
a beater ej
and parts excepting . cord set
wonderful gift every housewife
« low $14.03.

Winorra Electric Construction Co.

Street
,
„ We»t
1,7
" Third

Pho„„ 5802

THE WORLD'S MOST BEAUTIFUL COOKWARE

M-72 East Second Street

>hene 2304
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THE GRANDEST GIFTI

uesen Flower
aie Desert
really apprecj
appreciate
someone on vour
Someone
your list wiu
will re^iy
r ower tiana
Hand
and Body. Lotion. Its heart-of-Lanohn formula softens, tones
and restores moisture to dry, chapped skin. Large 8-oz. size
now at ^ regular price. Reg. $2.00. Just $1. A stocking stuffer
was never more PODular
or so moderatelv Priced '
:7 •¦ • . . •'
.

WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE

TED MAIER DRUGS

¦
N0 FRE E.z ! N0JTCH' N0 *WEATI
.,
„
, f of, cold-weather underwear!. r , up ,to a new kind
Wake
Tailoredj

FIRST CHOICE OF THOS E WHO WAMT

to men '., in-and-out living. Outdoors Dnofold keeps you warmdry. Indoors you stay dry and comfortable. It' s all in the
patented 2-layer construction. Soft , absorbent , itch-free cotlon
skinside picks up sweat , whisks it through insulating air
space via millions of tiny wicks , evaporates it throu gh outside
layer of virgin wool-Nvl on-cotton. No chill! Sized for you in
five warmths , in Unions , Shirts and Longics. $5.50 shirt , $5.50

^

^ '
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VIKING . . . THE GIFT OF A LIFETIMEl

The Viking¦ - Sewing Machine combines modern beauty with :.
. .m \mKlo(rM anA eitnn ,a . 11KO
,/ oivo .
.- . design.
fltunctaonal
Trouble-free and simple to use, it gives
the basic
you all of the pleasure of automatic sewing, yet does
^
mending and repaij infliHhe easiest possible manner. Factory
established
in 107 countries. Parts and service)
¦ in 1689. Sold
' ¦ ¦
_v
a ;i_M- e\
evrrvwhtve
avaiiacie
erywnete. " ' ¦
Phone M4«

WELLER HI-POWERED SANDER

-t ,-?- -,-J
¦„, other
o J .twice
• a.Wca sti- as any
-ti,„- sander
price
Heax y™ u<>,,-„
*^ A ^ at its
Sands
reciprocating
14,400
strokes
of 5/32
mptor
,
duty 4.B ampere
2fi sq. in. sanding plate. Straight-line action ;
a minute and big:
j n for sa
wj( h
tin-sir»ooth finish. Goes into corners ,
^
'*
Safotv aesign.
desit-n Kcgiuar
Retnilar »$19
I ».95
JD
Never bucks oi scais uooa. _aiciy
. .. only $12.95.

119 Weit Third Street

Phone 58W

tt-Tl East Second Street
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him the pleasure nnd pride of owning his own instrument. liemember , musical training forms n sound foundation for almost
^^ ,7^^T^

Phone 522J

TO GIVE THE VERY
VER.Y BEST!
BESTI .
. . n
_
The Zenith Royal 50O E is the world s most powerful , all
transistor pocket radio. L'p to 300f i more sensitivity—operates
"'here others fail! Exceptional tone quality at all volum«
levels. Unbreakable case -in popular White , Maroon and
Bbony colors. Complete with earphone , carrying case and gift
box . . . only $39.05.

W «*

REASONS WHY A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKES
A WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS GIFT
c,lil <' is ™* P '»y«"R
,B
If
» slucfcnt-Iine i.ist.ument , imacine
^
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119 Center Street

551 Huff Street

Winona Electric Construction Co.

Phone 7098
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64 Eait Second Street

THE WORLD'S FIRST ELECTRIC PORTABLE

WINONA SEWING MACHINE CO.

Third & Lafaye**

Phone 8-3300

_

\

Once yeu've typed on an electric portable you'll never typa
0n a manual portable again. And the Coronet gives everyone an Xpert's touch. With electricity, every letter is the
same even blackness. There are no jiumpy lines, no jumbled
letters, no uneven spacing. This electric portable does things
no other can. Lightweight carrying case included.

*

A PERFECT "LITTLE" GIFT

Here's thei gift thatV beautiful, useful and j ifeUme-lasting tbe super-hghtweight |_ ettera 22 Portable.
^
Yet this handsome
Underwood machine has every important feature of full-size
typewriters (even keyboard tabulation!). Let us show you
why it heads the list of "most wanted" gifts. Stop in to _ay.
In addition we have other major brand portables starting as
low as $49.95.
'
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BMiw CORONA MARBHANT
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underwood

161 East Third Street
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Designers' Group has the smart , low silhouette and squarecornered look that matches modern kitchen appliances. New
- ¦ >*'? ™*f {*<*£ .^J^ort L^l^te&^SnffleJ
and finger-guard knobs are cohl Bakelite . (A)»,m-Qt7 Covered
Sauce Pan, $3.25. (BK 8* Covered Skillet, $9.95. 7C) ,2-Qt.
Cevered Double Boiler, $14.95. (D) 2-Qt. AVhistling Tea Kettle,

51'/iWest Third Street
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REVERI WARE

I f

Newest and most fascinating fur accessory . . . can be worn
. . What finer gift for a hard-of-hearing friend or loved one?
Sel-ect any one of the Zenith Quality 4 and 5 transistor hearing
so many ways . . . as a neckline decolletage a jaunty shoulder
scarf , a circlet, a chic shawl or a neckline ascot. What a Santa 7 ; aids. We'U mail a gift certificate in your name and ^ m
all arrangements directly; Remember Zenith is the world' s
you would be with a gift like this. In all shades of mink from
most attractive hearing a i d . . . styles for men and w.omen. Give
$69. Dyed mink , $35.
7
the most thoughtful gift of all. $50 and up.
57 West Fourth Street
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A WONDERFUL GIFT FOR ALL THE FAMILY
_ ..
.. . .
....
. _ .
., „ . .. , tn .. with
fainis the favor le
»« Winona Daily nnd Sunday News

?,
'"«« >^'ause thco's something « It every day for everyone.
Mom , Dad , big sister , and kid brother all enj oy reading tho
D nily & Sunday Ncwa. If you're not a regular reader now,
and ask SW1H0J1
for theis ,hc l)est Ume (o start. Jll8t telcphone
thi <, Cllris„nns
a-2,,0 ,
circulation , department. We'll gladly
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JITH WASHABLE
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WINONA FURNITURE CO.
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» from

Po5t Office)

Phone 3145

Patricia Willems,
Jerry Papenfuss
Exchange! Vows

Children 's* Theater to Present
Ch inese Oper a Jo r "T~e resa n s
Foo Hsing Theater of Taiwan
will appear at the College of Saint
Teresa at 8 p.m. Tuesday. Sponsored by the Republic of China ,
this company of 40 or more children will present a Chinese Opera,
"The Beautiful Bait;" a melodramatic story of intrigue in the
Hans Dynasty of the Third Century. .
This first American.visit of the
Foo Hsing Children's Theater will
take them to 30 U. S. and Canadian Cities. The children range from
seven to 17 years old. Many of
them are orphans and most are
children of refugees from the Chinese Mainland .
The Chinese Theater has a history dating back more than 2,000
years. With its gorgeous costumes
and extraordinary masks a n d
make-up, it blends spectacle with
symbolism , pageantry with music ,
pantomime with dance. Foo Hsing,
Children's Theater of Free China ,
was founded in order that the ancient dramatic arts of China might
be preserved. Distinguished stars
of Peking and other Theaters who
have fled the mainland make up
the drama, music, decor and acrobatic faculties.
Vivid make-up is used as colors
identify character. Gorgeous costumes elaborately embroidered
are also used as symbols as well
as the combination of music,
dance, stylized pantomime and
strenuous acrobats.
"The Beautiful Bait" affords
many fighting scenes, tumbling
scenes, ribbon and sword dances
which are typical of the most ancient classical forms as is the ancient art of face painting. For us,
who follow the Western drama,
some of the Chinese traditions are
quite unusual. Each character in
the opera comes to the footlight
and announces the character he is
playing. 7
All seats are reserved for this
production and no tickets will be
available.
". . Advertisement

NEW WAT TO BE
SUDDENLY SIM

Barbershpppers Laughed
At Their 0wn Tradition

Winona barbershoppers laughed
at themselves Saturday evening
and the capacity audience — some
standing — at Winona Senior High
School laughed louder.
Winona Chapter of the Society
for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Quartet
Singing in America has a tradition of shows starting promptly
and moving briskly. Chords a Poppin show was sold out before Saturday evening.
,
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FOO HSING THEATER, currently on its first -visit to the
Western Hemisphere will appear at the College of Saint Teresa
Tuesday at 8 p.m. Some 40 children will sing, dance and per- .
form acrobatics in "The Beautiful Bait," a full-length production dealing with intrigues in the Han Dynasty. I31 this scene
Chen Fu-wen as Tung Cho, the evil prime minister, is slain.
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No customer has been anything but HAPPY and PLEASED
with the cleaning received at such a reasonable prieel
Next lim« you have DRY CLEANING, try Ihe new N9ROE
; DRY CLEANING way.

NORGE Dry Cleaning & Laundry Village
¦ — -¦¦ ¦' -

BLAIR MNC CLUB CHANCE

BLAIR, Wis. CSpecial) - The
MNC Club Christmas party will be
held Dec. 14 at 2. p.m. instead of
Friday as originally scheduled at
the home of Mrs. William ¦Duffield. Mi's, Orvin Stay will be in
charge of the program , "An Old
Time Christmas." Gifts will be ex,
changed.
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SPECIAL ENpS SAT,, DEC.
— Free Pickup and Delivery

'

Now Only

7" ¦

$

$

M7 20 26up

CLEAN ONLY
FREE PICK-UP and DELIVERY
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Choose from: Orion*

[ DRY
CLEAN
us. ONLY

100% PROFIT I
FOR YOUR CLUB
|;
$
j*
S;;
1
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'
%
%
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SS
$
g
7
§
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$150

8

Only 25c for
^|
H Each Additional
Pound

LEAF'S
SECOND AND MAIN

Phone 2222

DRESS and SPORT

FLATTIE
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ALL ODD IOTS—BROKEN SIZES OF NEW FALL
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FLATS HAVE BEEN SHARPLY REDUCED FOR

Quick CLEARANCE
LOAFERS —- TIES—BOOTIES
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now only ^2.87
Bruih it, comb i* , it 's
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Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Papenfuss

DAKOTA, Minn.—Mr, and Mrs.
Edward Strupp, whose picture appeared in Sunday 's paper,/ will be
married 40, not 50 years Dec. 12
as the story indicates. They will
hold an open house Sunday from
2 to 5 p.m.
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Get-to-Gether Circle wiil meet
with Mrs. John McDonald, 828
Mankato Ave., Tuesday at 8:15
p,m.

Y7
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GETVTo-GETHER CIRCLE

&l Servi a delicious, fresh Msrvil
gj Chow Mein dinner af your next fund
|
; reUIng evenl. Frte fried rice,
p; hoodies, soy sauce, piece mats, nap$ kins, and gilt <hepstleks. Borrow
M Chinese lariUrns and coolie hats.
m Food preparri in Gov't. Inspected
M; k^chens. W« efo fh» work . . .
w; your guests have fun . . . veur
Mi' ' club gets the profit.
FOR COMPLETE DETAIL
Write to:
Marvit Foods, Inc.
• 'j
®
7» W. .Island
Mlnnnpells
1, Minn.
0
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Phone 68«5

40WM HuH Street

red velveteen street-length dresses
styled with scoop necklines, elbowlength sleeves and bell skirts. They
wore matching bow headdresses
and carried red roses and white
pompons .
A dinner and reception were
held at Waconia , Minn :, city hail.
Following a trip the couple is
at home at 75 E. Broadway.
The bride, a graduate of Good
Counsel Academy, Mankato,Minn.,
and Marquette University, Milwaukee, is women's editor of the
Winona Daily News. The bridegroom attended Winona Senior
High School and St. Mary's College and is manager of radio
station KAGE.
The parents of the bridegroomelect entertained Nov. 23 at a
bridal dinner at Mueller's, Young
America* Minn. The bride^elect
was entertained at a shower in
Cologne Oct. 28; by women employers of the Winona Daily News
at the Williams Hotel Nov. 5, and
af a shower at Jack's^ Place Nov.
11 by Mrs. Peter Peshon, Mrs .
Willard Feine, Mrs. Roger Papenfuss and Mrs. Albert Gernes.
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Hichard Darby, assistant director,
led the chorus while Arnold Steriehjem, director sang "with the group.
Winona Chapter quartets who
performed were the Dis-Orderly
Four-Mr. Darby, Gene Gough ,
Mr. Eddy and Donald Justin—and
the Cross Country Four—Gordon
Selke, Kermit Selke, Ray Kostuck
and Glare Redders. The Dis-Orderly lifted a» barbershopper 's .wife,
Mrs, Bill Adank, out of the audience for inspiration.
Wait Gudie, La Crosse, vice
president of Region Three, was
master of ceremonies for the quartet parade comprising the second
half of the show. Quartets included the Four Clips from Green
Bay, Wis.; the Rapsodies, Wisconsin Rapids, and the award "winning Vigortones from Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Quartet costuming from the Four
Clips beach outfits to. grass skirts
and ringing" barbershop harmony
combined to produce a show which
brought encores for each quartet.
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DRY CLEANED over 15;000 Lbs.
of CLOTHING and DRAPERIES.

THE BRIDAL attendants wore

H
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W« ot Noma Village are surprised to find, that, in th«
.
short lime we have been OPEN, -we have

THE REV. Leonard Bertrand

Axe you a woman whose figure
Is on the goodside but mlgttlook
perfect? Youll be thrilled by the
new easyway sciencehas discovered for youto become SuddenlySlim. If you're more than 15
pounds overweight,Aeathisidea
ALBERT EDDY announced the
_ Ifyo_ rwei
isnotforyoi
ghtprol)- show and at 8:01 promptly the curlem falls •withia this xange, then tain opened on a group of almost
you can realize a new, smoptker dressed barbershoppers setting up
figure today, without diet er props for the show. One singer
exercise. left the chorus between numbers
SuddenrySlimlsanal-newktcd to finish painting the stage sets.
of 4-oz.girdle constructedof w=iA character who looked a little
ence fibers. One startling innova- like Mitch Miller and a lot like
tion is the sheer nylon front pancL a beatnik , Gen Gough, and the
This is permanently stiffened by a audience came to the rescue of
science process
and cannot give or the shew producers with their own
la&Itssurroimdedbyaslimmirg version of barbershop harmony.
action border.A featherstitched
T. Charles Green who appeared
paneldown each sideof thisgirdle
will contour your hips if they are early in the. show as Jack Frost
a prohlem.Tho girdle itself Is ol was master of ceremonies for the
a "wonder"Lycra sparidex blend. show which upheld the chapter traIt's a new power net consisted of dition of keeping the audience
nylon, acetate and spandex. It watching and iistening lest they
feels like nothing on hut has sack miss a laugh or a note. Effective
slimming" strength, it gives your- lighting set the mood for each
figure eveiything that's possible n u m b e r and a barbershopper
friend, John Saecker Jr., appearwith a foundation.
"Suddenly Slim* la the peak ing in a different costume each
achievement of the designer- time kept up the disorderly nudges.
genius, Olga.
Be "Suddenly &___* today Jn
HIAWATHA Vails/ Chorus seleceither girdle or pantyversion.Fe»« tions included "K You Can't Say
tared at "
Good Things About Your Neighbor," "I'm Going Back to Frisco."
NASH'S WOMEN'S SHOP
"California Here I Come" and
Fourth at Center
Phone S458 "Gee I Wish I Had a Girl * and
"I'm Sitting on Top of the World."

'

White pompons and red roses
decorated St. Bernard's Catholic
Church, Cologne, Minn., for tfoe
marriage Nov. 24 of Miss Patricia
Willems, 515 Huff St., and Jerry
Papenfuss, 264 W. Wabasha St.
Parents are Mr, and Mrs. John
P. Willem s, Cologne, and Mr. and
Mrs. Viet or Papenfuss, St. Paul,
formerly of Winona.

.

HOMER , Minn. (Special)—The
Woman 's Society of. Christian Service will meet Wednesday at 2 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Nora Runnion. All members will serve a
cooperative lunch.

Winona Unit of the Sixth District
Nurses will meet for a Christmas
party Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in Community Memorial Hospital solarium. All muses in the area are
invited.

performed the double-ring ceremony and Sister M. Inez played
traditional organ mAisic and accompanied the church choir.
Miss Virginia Willems, sister of
the bride, was maid of honor and
Miss Mary Ann Papenfuss, Minneapolis, sister of the bridegroom,
was bridesmaid. Donald Runger,
Dubuque, brother-in-law of the
bridegroom , was best man and
Leo Willems, brother of the bride,
was groomsman. Leon /Hoen , Cologne, and Douglas Dircks , Chaska,
Minn., cousins of the bride, ushered.
The bride who was given in
marriage by her father , chose a
floor-length white satin princess
line gown made with scoop neckline and long sleeves. She wore a
mantilla and carried a white orchid surrounded with red roses
arid white pompons.
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Quilt Lined or Pilclined

SNOW SUITS
For -Ihar exlra warmth. V/athable garments for easy c«r». Sixet 12 montht to

24 mon,,h5 ond 2/ 6
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Stella Halderson
Continues Club
Tradition

Holiday Decor
Is Setting for
JiAU W Luncheon

Winona Flower qnd Garden Club
members will open the Christmas
season Thursday with their traditional program given by Miss Stella Halderson. Miss Halderson will
show a Madonna slide and give
the Christmas message at the
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at Lake Park
Lodge.
Bruce Reed will bring Christmas greens and demonstrate the
malting of wreaths, roping and other house decorations. A limited
amount of materials will be available to members for the making of
wreiabhs at home.
A series of slides, taken by J.
M. Witmer, Hopkins, Minn., board
member and past president of the
Minnesota Horticulture Society,
will be shown by Fred Leicht and
narrated by Mrs. C: A. Rohrer.
Decorations; shown will be-of materials easily available and of simple enough construction to be
made at home. A display of gift
items and ideas for Christmas giving to gardeners will be featured.
A social hour will follow the
business meeting.

Metal From Truck
Hits Car Driver
On Road at Blair

A! Student Is
Now in Fashion

PAID ADVERTISEMENT— Prepared by th* Wendland for fruslet and N«l»on
for clerk ol court volunteer committee, and Inserted at the rejulsr gentrtl
advertising rate. .

BLAIR , Wis. (Special)-A piece
A Christmas luncheon was servof metal flew off a truck near
ed to 150 members of the AA.UW,
here, crashed through the windWinona branch , and their guests
shield of a car following the truck
in the gala holiday decor of the
and injured the woman driver.
dining room of Lourdes Hall , ColMrs. Robert Nehring's glasses
lege of Saint Teresa, Saturday.
were broken, she was cut about
Sister M. Camille, college presi- By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed.D. home, school and society.
the nose and a tooth was knocked
dent, welcomed the guests on beProfessor of Education,
Once their study skills improve out. .¦ ' '
half of the faculty and students. University of Southern California and their grades become satisfac- Mrs. Nehring caught up with the
"We here at the college feel a Gone are the days when the "A" tory non-conformity disappears. truck, which she believed
be
part of your organization because student was ridiculed by his "all- Their attitude at home as well as driven by a junk dealer. Sheto was
of the AAUW scholarship .given around" classmates and pictured as at school changes. Their traffic able to continue into the yard of
yearly to a Teresan student ," com- a skinny egghead wearing horn violations become virtually non- her rural home and then was takmented Sister Camille.
existent.
rimmed glasses.
en to Tri-County Memorial HospiMiss Marilynn Rivers, senior el- Good grades have come to be Grades, therefore, are a gauge. tal, Whitehall. S e v e r a l stitches
GOVERNMENT . .. VOTE FOR
ementary education major, now associated with good character Falling grades are dangeV signals. were taken in her eyebrow. She
cadet teacher at Central Elemen- and success in school, Jn athletics It should not be necessary to wait was released.
tary School, extended her thanks and on the j ob.
until there is defiance of author- Two children were with Mrs.
MR. AND MRS. Norman for the financial assistance for
Trustee . .. Mrs. Charlotte Wendland
to spot a potential drop-out or Nehring.
Anderson, North Beaver Creek, 1962-63. Miss Rivers attended the A SUPERVISOR hirin9 many ity
delinquent.
Wis., announce the approach- luricheon a3 the guest of Mrs. Cur- college students for summer work
Clerk .. .Norman Nelson
chair- has found that those who make THE PROBLEM can be recog. Ettrick Creamery
ing marriage of their daughter, tis Johnson, fellowships
¦' '
good grades are more dependable nized and solved more easily in
.
man.
.
'
ETTRICK,
(Special)
Wis.
Norma , to "Wallace Tranberg,
— EtThe ceiling-high Christmas tree, and do more satisfactory work the early grades than at the high trick Cooperative Creamery stockson of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin traditional
school level.
focal point for ttie event, than poor students.
holders and . voters will meet at 1
Tranberg, Upper Fr e n c h was the background for the musi- Good students gain recognition in There is
no need to wait until a p.m. Friday at the Community
other
fields
too
due
to
the
fact
Creek. The Wedding will be at cal progrlm presented by Miss
boy gets behind the wheel of an Hall here. They will vot e on
Faith Lutheran Church , rural Linda Sun and Miss Judith Auer. that good grades are usually as- automobile and vents his frustra- amending the by-laws to comply
sociated with patterns of conduct tion by breaking traffic rul es and
Ettrick, Dec. 22 at 7:30 . p.m. In presenting "' the two students, out
with the new cooperative income
of school as well as in school. endang-erin? lives.
"
program
Mrs.
James
.
Rowan,
tax
law.
with the Rev. E.- .E. Olson readSHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST
a
high
school
June
Last summer,
ing the wedding service. Both chairman, related that Mis3 Sun graduate received a . $25 check, a
Grace Presbyterian
is a native of Hong 5ong, now in
Miss Anderson and her fiance her sophomore year majoring in refund on his automobile insurWomen Hold Thank
are employed at the Etco fac- biology, pre-medicaf course. Miss ance, under the terms of his poltory in Ettrick.
Offerina Service
Sun, pianist, played works by icy, because of his good grades.
Chopin, Lecuona, Ho Lu-Ting, Ger- His insurance company 's records
The Women's, Association of
shwin and MacDowell sis well as show that students making better
G-race Presbyterian Church met Ettrick Woma n
accopanying Miss Auer. Miss grades have fewer accidents.
Wednesday at. the church , Mrs.
Judith Auer , senior from Chicago, Low grades are not necessarily
Cletus J. Moore presented the pro- Is 93 Today
is a . French major with a music associated with careless driving
inattention to duty on the job.
minor. A soprano, her four selec- and
gram entitled "Blessed To Bless."
'
Mrs. Fae Griffith , Mrs. August ETTRICK, Wis. (Special )-Mrs. tions ranged from "Schubert to Ba- Sofrie children making low
grades are working up to their
Thiele, Mrs. Leon Knopp and Mrs. Andrew Ofsdahl is celebrating her rodine.
Robert Walther , assisted and Mrs. 93rd birthday today. She makes Following tlie program, tours of capacity in school , and take a seriWalter Gilbertson was organist. her home with her son and daugh- the new Loretto Hall dormitory ous attitude toward their responThe program was a Thank Offer- ter-inJaw, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur were conducted by student guides. sibilities in other activities,
ing Responsive Service. A special Ofsdahl Sr. Her home farm is be- Also participating were members HOWEVER, I have had occasion
Thank Offering was dedicated. ing operated by a grandson, Ar- of the studen t body who served the to work , with many boys . and girls
meal.
Mrs. William Schellhas, Mrs. Paul thur Ofsdahl Jr. ;
who came to me with a pattern
Eenk and Mrs. 0. E. Olson were Mrs. Ofsd ahl has five children , Mrs. Robert Horton, AAUW of low grades, defiance of authorArthur,
Ettrick
;
his
twin
sister,
president, announced the January ity at school and at home , and
ushers.
Circle and committee reports Mrs. S. C. Lund, Wausau; P. L. meeting which will be a program along with . these, a record of
were given at the business meet- Ofsdahl, Fosston, Minn.; Mrs. Ben on estate planning, its necessity numerous traffic violations.
Redsten, French Creek, and Mrs. and -problems , to be held at the These students felt helpless'in a
ing.
Hostesses for the social hour Emil Helstad, Ettrick ; 14 grand- Hotel Winona. Arrangements will society where grades determine
¦were Mrs. Paul Johns, Mrs. Es- children and 36 great-grandchil- be announced later by Miss college entrance, affect the kind of
Inez . Adams and Mrs. John Fuller. j ob available and even the cost of
ther Buskirk and Mrs. Walter Ge- dren.
Mrs. Ofsdahl was born in French
sell.
automobile insurance. They coverCreek in 1869. As Laura Larson, CHRISTMAS TEA, BAZAAR
ed up their: insecurity with reshe was married March 22, 1890, CHATFIELD,, Minn. (SpeciaD- bellious behavior . and unwillingArcadia Hi gh
and the couple . farmed in the The Woman's Society of Christian ness to conform to the rules of
French : Creek Valley 'until, they re- Service , of the ' .Methodist . Church
To Present Two
tired nearly 25 years ago- They will have its annual Christmas tea
FRESH! LEAN! ALL BEEF
observed their 60th wedding anni- and bazaar Wednesday from 2 to
Winter Concerts
versary in 1950. Mr. Ofsdahl died 5 p.m. in the church basement.
ARCADIA., Wis. (Special)—Th e in 1958.
The bazaar will include tables of
first of two winter concerts of the
aprons, Christmas gift items, asArcadia High School music depart___B_H__9___S_^I_____:- ^rf_ *
sorted baked foods and the annual
ment will be presented in the high Eyoia Woman, 93,
A
chicken
salad
lunch
grab
bag.
school auditorium Sunday at 8:15
will be served in the dining room
p.m. There will be two concerts Flies First Time
and the public is invited.
instead of one as in previous
years in older to present snorter EYOTA, Minn.-Mrs. J. H. Chermak, 93, took her first plane trip GIFT TO ST. MARY'S
programs.
The first concert will feature the recently when she lef t from Min- St. Mary's College today receivjunior and senior bands, A second neapolis to California where she ed a check for $100 from Houseconcert by vocal groups will be will spend the winter months at hold Finance Foundation, D. P.
presented in the auditorium Dec. Los Angeles with hsr son, Law- Haack, local manager, Household
Finance Corp., said checks total18. Gerald Gleason is instrumental rence.
:
America'* largitt $«i/injr
music instructor and Miss Suzanne Members of the Eypta -Method ing $77,000 had been sent by the
¦
i^___^______________t_^_____l__P^^f
¦-&'-____^^^______' _^^^_____¦¦^_H-' ¦
dist 7Cliurch "Woman's Society of foundation to 525 privately sup- TOILET TANK BALL
Sheeny, vocal music instructor.
Christian Service of which Mrs. ported liberal arts colleges, coThere is no admission charge.
Wol»r Moit«r tmtanrly itopi
Chermak j s a longtime; activs educational and male. Checks Th* tffldtnt
offtr **<h flushing,
LADIES AID
member, helped her pack and pre- ranged from $50 to $1,000 based Hi* flow af waf*f
St. Martin's Lutheran Church La- sented her with a corsage and on full-time enrollment.
75e AT HARQWARt STORES
dies Aid will hold its Christmas mementos. A native of Spring
party Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the Valley, Mrs. Cherrnak has lived it
school: auditorium. A cookie sale the Chatfield and Xyota areas
will also be held.
,
nearly all , her life.
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40TH ANNIVERSARY

FRESH SLICED PORK LIVER.... 1»
Heinz

'
. . :¦

DOVER, Minn.-Mr. and Mrs. TREE SALE AT ARCADIA

John Younger will celebrate their
40th wedding anniversary Sunday
at an open house at the home of
their daughter, Mrs. Donald; Ruhberg. Hows will be from 2 to 5
p.m. No cards have been issued.

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special)—Areadia Boy Scouts will sell Christmas trees at the old depot building here beginning Saturday. Advance orders may be placed with
the Scouts.
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GOLDEN YELLOW
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))

SWEET, THIN SKINNED, FU LL OF JUICE

; ORANGES
! |
)

)

nftc

p",n JLw
NEW CROP ENGLISH

WA LNUTS
c
_ 2 s 89 '
RED

POTATOES

10^ 29'

Condensed

MONDAY & TUESDAY

SPECIALS!
C«H CANE

SUGAR

1

FRESH, CRISP MONARCH CRACKERS

'
______. " ^___.

HERSHIY'S

MONARCH CREAMY or CHUNK

CHOCOLATE CHIPS

THE BUTTER SYRUP — M Off

Instant Cocoa - - ¦!£ 43c Peanut Butter - "" 29c
THE AJAX FAMILY
m^-mrm. JOINCHLORINE
BLEACH
£^*"^?P___S1 W,TH INSTANT

With $3.00 Purchase or Mar*
FRESH GREEN

CABBACE

m/

))

HILLSIDE

Sliced Bacon
/ Oc

_

))

I

____

100 FREE

%

Gift House Stamps

! <=>

Coupon good thru 7ue»., Doc, 4 , 9 p.m.

(CS—.

|
_S__==iS9

I
I
2
29
CLEANSER
AJAX
AHfl
I
I
i
OlWf l
Ifl V
¦31
AJAX CLEANER s 25' mi
88
negaLIQUID AJAX • ¦ s? 1
"
NEw

^- FOR FLOORS AND WALLS

PSEMK|P^JI ALL PURPOSE CLEANER WITH AMMONIA

\

23

Hershey's Dainties X 21c Mrs. Butterworth S:37c

10 99
))

10'

BSALTINES
<0«D[HStD

:

__B __P^

fe^ TOMATO SOUP

c
,
i lO W*J
)
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Every Horn* Naodi FLORIENT Every Day

Colgate's Florient - c°" 79c

WSP|jjj^j8

Irmlant Suds in Hard or Soft Wat-r

Vel Powd«r - - - *T33c
0f>an Claar ThroU9h
Pink — Mild to Hand*
flTi ni-l
1 Heavy Duty Fab ¦S $1.31
Liquid Vel - - - ^fSc . W
'

For Automatic Dishwa*h«r»

S

/[XTlltil

Housohold Helper Utility

1 Vel-0-Matic - - - V: 78c H Tear Off Baggies - d, 45c

M

', <=> with this coupon and your purcliajo of $10.00 ^§

Th « Youngitors Lov« If

K
0
f Soaky
Low Suds Ad - - - sr 79c ^

For Automatic Wothon

iffKuJrt

- 69c

<g|

STORE HOURS: 8:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.
_

i.

¦

- ¦¦—

_________

EASY LOUVERS

building a
A time saver when ^
louvered fence or screen is to
use spacer blocks between the
louvers instead of the more time
consuming grooving of the top and
bottom framing members.

House of the Week

Bold Livingf Room Highlights Two- Story
By JULES LOH

The soaring roof line of this
house is a tipoff there 's something
unusual inside. You won't be disappointed. It' s a dramatic raised
living room, "arid the graceful exterior is onl y one of its exciting
effects.
The house clearly is classified
as a two-story. But it has a splitlevel variation in that the living
room, at the extreme left , is
four steps up from the downstairs
level.
THE ROOM has art assortment

of features of the kind unseen in
all but the most imaginative twostory designs.
Throughout the house, in fact ,
the design is characterized by a
crisp freshness. It contains four
bedroom s, all on the upstairs floor ,
STRIKING ROOF LINE: A dramatic raised living room tive exterior. Upstairs sun deck, over the entire garage, adjoins
two full baths plus a downstairs
the master bedroom for exquisite private relaxing,
lavatory, and a number of other
provides a bold departure from traditional two-story construcfeatures such as a rear entry tion in this four-bedroom home, as well as giving it a distincmudroom and an upstairs sun
deck which make the house truly
but also to the . outdoor play area
liveable.
It is design J-49 in the House and garage workbench.
A two-story with I 1' v In g
of the Week series,"^the product The kitchen likewise is a model
room, dining room kitchen,
of architect Samuel Paul.
of well ordered design. It has one
family room, entrance foyer,
full wall, away from the work
mud room, two-car garage,
ONE OF PAUL'S most intriguing area , for an informal dining arfour bedrooms, . 2V. barhs, sun
(as well as cost-reducing) innova- rangement.
deck, partial cellar.
tions is his treatment of cellar
First floor contains 71,159
sliding
pairs
easy-to-open
of
Two
space. The basement is located
square feetf, second floor 893
only under the raised living room, windows are over the double-bowl
square feet, cellar 332 square
enabling it to be lifted out of the sink to provide natural light and
feet. Overall dimensions are
good
backyard
supervision.
Counground enough to provide full
69 feet wide by 25 feet 8 inches
natural light and ventilation — ter spac e is abundant; there are
deep.
the same principle used in the plenty of cabinets; and note the
^
new bi-level type of construction . pantry space in the adj oining
The entry foyer is roomy enough service area.
to. prevent congestion , has more Speaking of storage space, take
than adequate : closet space, and a look at the upstairs closet area.
is perfectly placed so that you There are 18 lineal feet of hangcan go to any room in the house ing space in the master bedroom
without having to pass through alone.
another.
THE MOST dramatic feature
Equally efficient is the rear
entry, a well designed "decon- upstairs , however, is the ft.spacious
by 21
tamination chamber , " as architect deck over the entire 19
6
inch
garage
bedroom.
This
ft.
Paul calls it, which also serves
huge "upstairs patio" provides the
the garage entry.
last word in private relaxing,
Three permits for home- imTHE LAVATORY (as well as Both the raised basement and
provement projects with a total
the laundry ) is located in this the split-level type living room
estimated cost of $3,125 were isarea so it is convenient not . only are examples of Paul's unusual
sued last week by the city engito the kitchen and family room knack of adapting home architecneer's office.
ture's newest techniques to its
Going into the final month of
Oldest and soundest form , the twothe year the dollar volume of
story. '
new building in the city now is
The basement contains 332
$2,597,060, There have been 23
square feet, plenty of space for
permits taken for new louse conthe heater room and storage, plus
struction .
,159
house
square
feet
contains
1
FLOOR
PLANS:
.
The
basic
laundry
should
the
owner
prefer
a
it here rather than on the first
plus the 493 square foot garage. The upstairs contains 893 square
IN THE FIRST week of Decemfloor.
feet. Cellar is located only under the raised living room and is ber last year the total was $3,thus lifted out of the ground to provide full natural light and 434,864 with 47 house permits isTHE FIRST floor Hying area
sued.
totals 1,159 square feet plus the ventilation. 7
Two of last Week's permits were
493-square-foot garage, and the
PHONE 7466
for installation of aluminum sidupstairs contains 893 square feet.
ing. A. A. Klingseisen, 559 MinneGEO. KARSTEN Over-all dimensions are 69 feet
sota St., drew one for a job estiwide
by
25
feet
8
inches
deep.
General Contractor
mated to cost $1,500 and Frank
The living room has a cathedral
Jaszewski, 212 Chestnut St., the
ceiling, something impossible to
other for work to cost $l,40O.
[ achieve in conventional two-story
Viking Aluminum Products, La
design , and has front , rear and
Crescent, Minn., is the contractor
side exposures. - In addition , it
Full study plan information on this architect-designed House of in each case.
overlooks the gracious formal din- the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in hand you J. J. Borzyskowski, 827 E. 4th
ing room over a striking balcony can obtain a contractor's estimate.
St., received a permit for interior
rail.
remodeling
at 154 High Forest
You can order also,
$1, a booklet called "YOUR HOME—How
»An attractive double-run stair to Build, Buy or Sell it."forIncluded
in it are small reproductions of 16 St, for which cost was listed > at
leads to the upstairs level, and of the raost popular House of the Week issues.
$175. 7
Malcolm Becker, 529 Olmstead
balconies at both the mid-platform
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase the St., will remove an old wall and
and second floor overlook the living room. A brick planter and plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily News. replace it with another. Cost will
redwood paneled wall highlight Enclosed is 50 cents for baby blueprint J-49.
D be $50.
Enclose! is $1 for "TOUR HOME" booklet
the staircase ensemble.
D
PERMITS FOR gas-fired Instal-

J-49 Statist ics

3 Residential
improvement
Permits Taken

buildingservice

How to Build , Buy
Or Sell Your Home

I SAVE UP TO ¦
40%
<
>
AyIN FUi^^V
Install a "Shell Head"

A BRICK fireptaoa with a 54- NAME .................................................................

lations went to:

\
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By A. F. SHIRA
Nitrogen In The Soil

We have talked previously about the value of humus and beneficial bacteria in the soil and the necessity of renewing the nutrients
as they are used up. Some mention was made, also, of the various
physical properties of the soil in relation to the fertilizing elements
that make up its fertility.
Basically soil is the result of the decomposition and disintegration of various kinds of rocks through the action of climatic and other
pnysicai conaiuons sucn as treezing and thawing. Its fertility in the soil can be readily understood
the original state depends on the when it is realized that it forms
activities of plants and animals an essential part of all plant tisand the resultant decay after their sues related to growth, flowers
death. Just as these conditions and fruits. Aside from the '¦ fact
•vary, so the nature, composition, that nitrogen is the most impordepth and color of soils differ .
tant ingredient in the soil, it is
Among the food elements re- at the same time the element
quired by plants for their growth, soonest exhausted and the most
we think first of the three primary costly to replace,
ones, nitrogen, phosphorus . . and
potash. Without these, of course, NOW, WHERE does this nitro plants would not be able to exist. gen come from , we may ask. The
However, there are at .east thir- answer is simple. Jt comes origteen other chemical elements, ac- inally from the air. A small
cording to specialists in soils, that amount in oxide form may be
are needed in suitable balance for precipitated directly during rains
good plant nutrition. Among t^ese and snows. However, most of it
are iron , carbon, hydrogen, cop- comes from beneficial bacteria in
per; boron, and some others, the soil, certain forms of which
sometimes referred to as "trace take the nitrogen from the air
minerals." It might well be stated and make it available to plants
here that the greater part of any in a form they can use. Other
soil is made of minerals such as bacteria form nodules on the roots
silicon and aluminum that plants of members of the pea family
such as clover, soybeans and other
cannot use.
varietie s in which the nitrogen
FIRST, LET us consider nitro- can be stored until returned to
gen and its importance for plant the soil again.. From this knowlgrowth. It is the principal chemi- edge was developed the practice
cal element for the production of of growing crops of legumes such
foliage and green leaves. On ac- as peas, clover and alfalfa to be
count of its high solubility in eventually plowed under to add
water, nitrogen disappears most nitrogen to the soil.
rapidly from soils in areas of
heavy rainfall and , also, it is the The artificial method of supplyelement that is usually most defi- ing nitrogen to the soil is by the
cient in sandy soils. Therefore, it use. of commercial fertilizers cona known percentage of the
is the most important ingredient taining
element.
together with an
Miat must be added to the soil by adequate This,
supply of humus, will
the gardener. :
Ntirogen is so necessary to plant generally keep the garden soil up
nutrition that the amount of it in to a high state of productivity.
will take up the functions
a given soil is the controlling fac- We
pho sphorus, j iotash and some
tor of plant growth. The so-called of
the trace minerals in later
"worn-out soil" is generally one of
articles.
that has been robbed , or exhausted, of its original reserves of
nitrogen . without . 7 any adequate
measures having been made for
its replacement. Accordingly, the
amount of this vital element
usually denotes whether a soil is
rich or poor.
The importance of nitrogen in

Building Tolal
Up in District

**£* $130 ,ns,alled

Dover-Eyota Sells
Residential Lot;
Corn Drive Slated

October Building
Best on Record

KRANINC

Sales and Service BRUCE McNALLY

EXPERIENCE?

We've Got 106 Years of It!

SINCE 1856

m

CERAMIG |
fe-"9
|

Property Transfers
In Winona County
WARRANTY DEED
Ramona L. Ladewia et nl to . Phillip V ,
Hicks-SWV* of NE'A ; SE'A of NWW i part
oi NE'A ot SW'A; all of SE'A lying N.
of railroad In Sec. 33-107-8..
Frank O. Blesanz to Roger Joseph Kulas—Part of SW'A of SW'A and of NW'A
of SW'A, Sec. 35-107-7.
Frances Crim to Henry C. Jezeivskl—
Lot 4, Block 12, Wapashaw Add. to Goodview.
George W. HInton et ux to Anthony Jllk
et ux-rParl of Lots 1 and 4, Block 84,
Village of Stockton.
Lela Patterson Stubstad et mar to Wayne
R. Habeck et ux-N'/i of NWW, Sec. 3;
SE'A of NE'A, Sec. 4-105-4.
Laura T. Greenwood, widow, to Richard
J. Miranda et ux—Lot 5, Block 11, Park
"A" Add. to Winona, except S'ly 135 ft.
thereof.
Clifford S. Case et ux to Home Buyers,
Inc.-Part of NE'A of NE'A, Sec. JM07-7;
part of Outlof 2 of Goodvlew Subd.
A. Edwin Boyum et ux to John P. King—
i of
SE'A of SW'A, Sec. 15; part of B
NW'A, Sec. 22, lying M'ly of road, 105-10.
Lloyd A. Young et ux to Allen D. Jonjgaard et ux—Part of NE'A of NEVt, Sec.
2-105-7.
John F. King et ux to A. Edwin Boyum
tt ux—SE'A of SW'A, Sec. 15; part of EVt
of NWVi. Sec. 22, lying N'ly of road,
105-10.
Adele Helse et al fo Dorothy CurtisLot 5, Block 4, except S. 10 tt. thereof,
Plumer 's Add. to Winona.
William C. E. Saehler ef ux to Gerald
F. Van Pelt—Part of SE'A of SW'A, Sec.
12-107-8.
Oliver E. Eld» et ux to Franklin J.
Wantock et ux-Lot 2, Block 5, Plat of
Borkowskl's Subd. to Goodvlew ,
QUIT CLAIM OEEO
. Rebecca S. Fuhlbruegge to Dorothy
Helj e Curtis et mar—Lot 5, Block *, except S. 10 ft. thereof, Plumer 's Add. to
Winona.
Dorothy Curtis et mar to Rebecca S.
Fuhlbrueage—Lot 5, Block 4, except S. 10
ft. Ihereof, Plumer 's Add. to Wlnons.
CONTRACT FOR DEED
Vincent Jllk el ux fo Charles L. Stark
et ux—SEV < of NW'A , Sec. lMOo-7.
Russell Rossi el ux to Allen Forhan et
ux—Lot s * and 7, Block 4, Bclmcnl Add.
to Winona.
PATENT
United States to Thomas E. Bennett—
Sec.
2-108-9.
SE'A,
PROBATE DEED
Jack F. Dulck, by representative, to
"Paul Mathcw Mrachek—W'ly V) of Lot 9,
Block 26, Hamilton 's Add. to Winona.
LIMITED WARRANTY DEED
Frieda M. Grlosel to Ralph H. HarrisLot 5, Block 1, Foster 's Add, to Winona.
Ivor Odegaard et ux to S. O, Newman
et nl—W'ly 150 ft. of Lot 2, Block 1, Jenkins a. Johnston's Add. to Winona ,
FINAL DECREE
Bessie B. Kellner, decedent, to Dale P.
Anderson—Part of SE'A of SE'A , Sec. 12106-7.

Elec trical Contracting
Co.
l^h^ip
phone
628
Mal
Sl
8- 1002
J J m f + U -. "LICENSED
"
BONDED ELECTRICIANS"

• KITCHENS
CERAMIC
• BATHROOMS
A
TILE
/'
/# fc/fl/ i
,
• FAMILY ROOMS ^JmAJ%AJC,MAX^ CQ
• SHOWERS
¦
-r

Wm. (Curl*/) S»«ver»
.¦ .

¦

All Types of [{|]fl_|fl_H_|Products
COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAl « RESIDENTIAL

Installed in New or Old Homes

•-r.

mokat a HAPPY HOME

KLINE

memf c
'

"Serving Winona j or Over
¦

/

¦:
.

Half a Century "

122 W. 2nd St.

Phone 5512

"Licensed Bonded Electricians"

WINONA BOILER & STEEL CO.

7 163-M7 West Front Streef

Phone 59«

HOME — COMMERCIAU ^i^^

WIRING
...
W

I
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TO ; |;

HEW YOUR I
Gh iLsas, UK HOME
.
W ^^V
jf
CDM

u^gjijcL

PLETE "_a

The quality of the electric system in your new home will be just
,as important as the roof you instaU. Today's many modern
appliances call for wiring facilities unheard of just 30-40 years
ago. When you're planning remod eling or electrical installations for your home or business, plan on the best you can
^
get . . . plan on work to be done by

BAUER EiSRIC

225 East Third Street

Telephone 4578

410 Weil Jlh
1

as i,s F0UNDAT,0N
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HOUSEPOWER

ANY BiMHillJM is only as GOOD

mmt

^S^IM il
%J f)m

Remember, FULL

Building in Winona

<iti *-

'

Full Housepower is tha keyl

Can you use as many of your electrical apbliances as _you want to
when you're entertaining friends or
having a family get-together? You
can when your home has fuD
Housepower. What's more, you
can us*them wherever you want to
—right in the living room ... on
the patio . .> wherever the fun is.
Every electric appliance operates
at peak efficiency when your homo
has Ml Housepowerr—enough Wiring, switches, and outlets. Let uf
give your home a Housepower
Rating and show you what a difference a properly wired home can
make in your family fun.

|

|

Winona County Abstract Go.

A Happy House
Is more FUN

W_ %_ \BOILER REPAIRS
__\\_%
^

Kraning's Sales & Service, for
M. E. Anderson , 1203 W. Mark
St. Quality Sheet Metal Work s,
STATE ...... "
for D. A. Eitsert , "West Burns
Valley Rd.; Stanley B-udnick, 1072
E. Broadway ; Robert O'Neil, 452
Sioux St., and John Thompson, 103
E. Howard St.; Severs Heating &
Air Conditioninglro,, for Harry C.
Hanson, 624 Terry Lane.
Walter Tesch , 457 E. Sanborn
St., recei-ved a permit for an oilburner installation at that address
EYQTA, Winn. (Special)—Dover- and for Mrs. Ervin Wobig, 316 E.
No money down. Up to 3e
A $13 million increase in the Eyota school district has sold an- Sanborn St.
«T • Home Building ^W
total valuation of building permits other lot..
months to pay with terms
i • Cabinet Work
m,
3 __ issued in 185 reporting cities of
as low as $4.50 a month I
is Hans Dietrich , who
the Minneapolis Federal Reserve is Purchaser
i
,
• Remodeling
_
starting
erection
a house in
bank district in the first 10 months Watts Addition . Thisof will
be the
of this year , compared with the third house on the new school
For Complete Personalized
same period last year, has been street .
Total construction contracts in
. Building Service Contract
reported by the bank.
The village skating rink will be October, as reported by F. \V.
Through October this year $445,- on the elementary school grounds Dodge Corp., toppe-d the like
319,240 in new building was re- again.
month in 1901 by
and
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
flected in permits issued in the Dovcr-Eyota PTA will meet at were the highest for4 percent
any October
'100S W. 5th
Phone
8-1039
district embracing all parts of the high school gym here Dec, 19. on record.
Phone 8-2026
304 Lake Street
Minnesota , Wisconsin , North and Christmas music will be present- The $3,425,087,000 volume of OcSouth Dakota, Montana and ed by Instrumental and choral tober contracts represented a 4
Michigan.
groups from elementary and high percent climb above September
¦
Last year's January-October school.
1962 on a seasonally adjusted bar
tolal was $458,765,526.
The FFA will take part in the sis, pushing the Dodge index up DECK SPACING
Many women complain that deck
A listing of 10-month totals for Camp C o u r a g e corn collection. from 113 in September to 117 in
boards are spaced too far apart ,
several Wisconsin and Minnesota The tenth grade will sponsor the October.
allowing their heels' to catch in
cities, with comparative figures school party after the Lewiston
BOTTOM
OF
THINGS
tho cracks. Ideal spacing is to
basketball
game
Friday.
for last year, follows:
Wo've boon serving Winona County residents
After cleaning cabinet drawers place an ordinary metal washer
|f%
Jan.-Oct. <¦ Jan.-Oct.
and shelves, wax them well and between the boards. This gives
1961
19*2
cover with four layers of shelf about an eighth inch spacing,
,903
WINONA ..$2 ,553,907
paper, Jtcmove them , one, at a which is adequate for wnte r drainp m Red Wing .. 991,025 $3,272
959,390
, as they become soiled '
time
age.
Rochester . ,11,84(1,5114.
8,775,973 1962 dollar volume . $2,597,060
Residential
408,088
St. Cloud .. 5,523.452
4 ,138,137
Commercial
1,419,482
$35 Junction St.
Phone 8-2987 M Albert Lea . 1,620,219
1,135,597
f
Fiiblic
non1,9411,205
7!3,27fl
? ' r TF^yrrrf?> y <<,z- ;v\*s v \< * ®
taxable )
^?;> < >
709,490
' < \ Austin
3tS,000
Preston .... 231.000
23
Enu Claire 13,183.234
8,545,310 New houses . . . . .
55,900 Volume tame data
Independence 77.100
1961
$3,434,864
4,840,228
La Crosso .,4 ,795,891
¦
Phone 8-1641 for FREE Estimates for
Whether you 're building a house, a
If}Jlpy _ Aj$7 _«»£i
NO MICKS
AVERAGE HOME
garage,
o barn or any other type
^^
7/r_^
»«L_.
Saw textured or rough-sawn sid- An average home contains 10,building . . . the most important
imCXi/^f r ^Ei.
ing is tough and will not show 000 board feet of lumber nnd some
Phnse of b,lil <lin fi is a (;OOD FOUNWrmtJf ep '
nicks nnd bumps,
2,000 separate pieces .
DATION. You can be sure of (ho
^_}lv _TT^>_ncst wnen your foundation is mndo
^
^
^
J^7/__F~'vOO
of MATZKE CONCRETE BLOCKS.
X/C /fcUVV '

inch-wide hearth opening and a
raised stone forehearth embrace
the front wall of the living room.
The fireplace also adds measure- CITY
^
_
_
_
^ ably to the exterior of the house,
OIL BURNER
provi ding balance.
The large expanses of glass in
the living room — and throughout
REPLACE YOUR PRESENT
the house, for that matter — are
OIL BURNER FOR
protected by wide roof overhangs .

\

f TaiMMr

• Waylito Blocks
• Chimney Blo-cks

• Septic Tank* and Dry Well*
• Steal Sash Reinforcing

Formed by vibration under hydraulic pressure and slonm
' cured.
MCWf SOUTHERN STYLE FACING BRICKS nnd
lit If. SOLAR SCREEN BLOCKS.

*Mf * *»£* CONCRETE BLOCK
rOrttff W
COMPANY
SJ69 We»» Sixth at. - FREE ESTIMATES - Phone 9207

/ Phone 7010

^^

I for Free Modernization Estimates
^__\\\_

I Chas. J. Olsen & Sons >H
\

\

PLUMBI NG & HEATING
109 CENTER ST.

^^
,
^^^

48 Years Serving
Winona, 1

JV

J^^f
>r__^____r
_
^- I___^_F
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

MONDAY

Goodview to Vote
On Appointment of
Several Officers

DECEMBER 3, 1962

Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

Miss Elizabeth Rivers

Henry Haeuser

. Miss Elizabeth M. Rivers, 85, FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Special)
62 E. King StV died Sunday eve- —Henry Haeuser, 83, died early
ning at Community Memorial Sunday at St . Joseph's Hospital ,
Hospital after a long illness.
Arcadia, where he had lived sevShe was born at Rollingstone, eral years. Be had been in failing
SATURDAY
Minn., March 24, 1877, daughter health.
Admissions
of Mr. and Mrs. John B. Rivers. He Was b-orn in Eagle Valley,
Brian
¦ ¦ H. Bremer, Independence, Miss Rivers was a member of Town of Cross, hear Fountain City
Goodview village voters will de- and experience, candidates f o r
Wis. ." .
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Vikings Reel
From 49ers'
Pass Game

sota 's Tom Franckhauser to grab
three of . Brodte 's bombs in Ihe
second half as San Francisco was
overcoming a 10-7 half time . Viking
edge to win in . a breeze.
On two of those catches , Franckhauser was flagged for interference , but Casey still managed to
shakeoff the defender , catch the
pass and trot into the end zone.
"That 's the way they play in
this league," Van Broekiin rationalized , "personnel against personnel; one guy against another. "
Two inopportune fumbles also
took the starch out of the Vikings
just when^ they looked like this
might be the day they would
spring their third National Football league victory for a home
gathering of 33,076 fans.
The first was by fullback Mel
Triplelt and could most easily be
fingered as the turning point.
: The, Vikings had just struck on
a 40-yard pass from Fran Tarkenton . to Gordie Smith to _ put the
ball on the 49ers' 3-yard line late
in the third . quarter , when they
trailed only 14-10.
But on the first play, Triplet!
ramified into the line, fumbled
and Frisco 's Dale .Messer fell on
the ball at the one. It was Messer
who had tripped up Gordie Smith
from behin d to keep him from
scoring a touchdown the play, beMINNEAPOLIS ij ft — Minne- fore.sota 's Gophers, looking precisely
like the Big Ten challengers they The 49frrs rh*n tried to send J.
are expected to be in smacking D. Smith on a sweep around the
Wake Forest 78-66 Saturday night , left sid e and he was smeared in
get a Stern early-season test to- the end zone by Rip Hawkins and
night when they host the Kansas Ed Sharockman for a safety that
State Wildcats of the Big Eight made it 14-12.
conference.
I Midway thro ugh the fourth quarKansas State battered Michigan j ter , with San Francisco on top
State 66-56 in its opener Saturd ay ! 21-12 and the issue still .not decided, Jerry Reichow fumbled . aftnight; ,
er taking a 20-yard : pass from
The Wildcats, ranked along with Tarkenlon that would have given
Colorado as a favorite in the Big the Vikings a first down on the
Eight , is paced by 7-foot center 49er 43. Ed Pike scooped up the
Roger Suttner , 6-5 forward Gary loose: ball and ran to the Viking
Marriott and 6-1 forward Al Peith- 39. On the second play, Brodie
hit Casey from the 40 with his
man.
Marriott averaged 10.3 points a fourth scoring pass.
game last year. However , Kansas That was all for the Vikings ,
State lost its top 1961-62 scorer but it wasn't for the 49ers. They
when Mike Wroblewski (19.0) rammed 80 yards in 10 plays in
the closing minutes for a fifth
graduated. .
J. D. Smith smashed
Wildcat Coach Tex Winter , touchdown.
score.
whose team had a 22-3 record last the final 17 yards tolong
Brodie
didn
't
wait
probe
year, is also counting heavily the Viking pass defenseto weakupon 6-5 Willie Murrell, transfer ness: lack of speed. On San Franfrom Eastern Oklahoma A&M. cisco's third play from scrimmage
Gopher sophomores Mel Northlofted a pass down the sideway and Terry Kunze turned out he
which -the streaking Jim
to be everything expected of lines
took on a dead run and
them—and then some—in the vic- Johnson
sprinted across the Viking goal
tory over Wake Forest.
untouched. Johnson had got beNorthway, th» 6-8 center from hind Dean Derby and was three
Minneapolis, dumped in 18 points or four steps past him when he
and held 6-10 Deacon center Bob got the ball. The play went 46
Woollard to only eight points. yards.
Northway also gathered in 14 .re- . Th* Vikings cam* back to trim
bounds.
on Jim Christopherson 's
Kunze/ 6-3 Diduth product , con- it to 7-3field
goal late in the first
tributed . 12 points and, along with 27-ya.rd
quarter after a Minnesota drive
,
senior Bob Bateman gave the bogged on the 20.
Gophers some highly capabl e The Vikings took their 10-7 lead
backcourt generalship.
midway in the second quarter on
The other three Gopher starters Tarkenton 's three-yard scoring
also hit in double figures . Tom pass to Triplett. That capped a
McGrann hit 14, Eric Magdanz 13 62-yard drive in six plays with
and Bateman 13.
two Tarkenton-to-Reichow passes
Mlnnctola (71)
WiK« Forest (64)
fg It pi tp netting 45.
fg ft pf tp
Christie
0 1 3 1 Magdanz 5 I 3 13
Brodie finished with 12 compleCrmcrtaet 3 4 4 10 McGrann t 1 « 14
Woolercl
J 4 4 t Northway I 2 J lt tions in 21 tries for 242 yards. His
Wfederon 11 8 3 30 Bateman * 1 1 IJ touchdown aerials covered 46, 20,
Koehler
5 3 3 13 Kunze
4 1 3 13 48 and 40 yards. Tarkenton ,
beHatsell
3 0 3 4 Linehan • 1 0 2 3
0 3 1 3 sides his 20th touchdown pass of
teller
0 0 0 g Davli
Walls
0 0 3 0 Kessler
0 O 0 0 the
year ,, hit 15 of 25 for 234
Zawackl
0 0 0 o Jensen
0 0 I «
0 3 yards.
Herring
0 0 1 0
Pederson 1 0

CHANDLER KICKS 4 FIELD GOALS

Giants Booted Into Title

By JACK CLARY
Associated Press Sport* Writer
In his first six seasons with the
New Ydrk Giants; Don Chandler
never scored a point. Today, the
Giants are worshipping at his
feet, particularly the right one
which b-ooted them into their second straight National Football
League Eastern Conference title
and their fifth in seven years;

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — San
Francisco's stabl e of fleet pass receivers ran Minnesota! aerial defenders dizzy Sunday, snaring four
touchdown heaves from quarterback John Brodie for a 35-12 victory by the 49ers in the Vikings '
1962 home season finale. .
Viking Coach Norm Van Brocklin put it succinctly in crisply
summing up what had beaten his
club. .
"They just found on« th'm g th«y
could do against us and did it ,"
he said. "They put a racehorse
against one of our guys and beat
him."
He referred to 49er end Bernie
Casev who slipped behind Minne-

Totals

0 0 1 0

J3 30 34 «4

WAK S FOREST
MINNESOTA

Gllbertun 0 0 1 0
Stang
0 3 0 3
-

Totali

31 14 31 7»
JO 3*-„
ii «7—71

Hokah, Houston
Win in Tri-County

St. Mary's College Redmen ,
fresh from an opening game triumph over Loras College, will go
for their second straigh t victory of
the young season tonight against
Stevens Point State College.
The Redman-Pointer tilt is slated for 8 p.m. in the St. Mary 's

gym. 7 .

Hokah rolled over La Crescent
104-61 and Houston edged Rushford
B4-82 in the opening round of TriCounty basketball action Sunday.
Hokah held a 37-20 halftime lead
but poured 67 points through the
nets in a hot second half , (ksorge
HoriJian sank 2!) points to lead a
group of six cagers who hit double
figures . They were Wayne Senne
18: Terry Til per and Norm Fuerhelm 12 each , and Butch Hammer
and Wayne Meincer with 10 apiece.
Everett Ncwburg led the losers
with 25 and Letlirop added 1R.
Houston braved a 30-point Rushford fourth-quarter^ rally to cop its
first win of the season . Pac ed, by
Jim Plumcdahl' s 31 points and
Dave Goedc's Ifi , Houston led the
entire game, nees Johnson was
liiRh for the losers with 22, Dave
Itislove and Claire Olst ad added 1!)
apiece.

MAJOR GRID
BOWL GAMES
Dec. 15
OOTHAM, New York—Miami (Ml v».
probably Etoalon Collegt
(1-5) or
TCU (M).
LIBERTY , Philadelphia „ Vllllnova
(7.1) vi. Oregon Stala (I)).

Dec. 22

»LUEBONH_7, Houilon-Oeorsl. Tech
(7-M ) vi, Mlnourl (7-J1I.
TANOERINE.Orlando, Ft,. — Miami
(Ohio) (M-l) vi. Houilon (»¦().

D«e. 29

OATOR, Jacknonvlllo, Fla, — Penn
klata (M) v» , opponent lo ba named.
NATIONAL TROPHY, Wiihlnglon, O.

C —Toami lo ba named,
SON, El Pnto, Tax. _ Weil Texn
Slate (ID vt. Ohio U. (Ml,

/

Jan. 1

ROSE, Patadena, Cam. — Southern
California <I0C> vi. Wlitopilti (M).
COTTON, Dallai - Texn ( »0 l ) vi,
loulilana Stale (« 1-U,
SUGAR, Now Orloani—Arkanui ( f l )
vi. Mliiliilp Dl <f Cl.
ORANOE, Miami — Oklahoma (I J)
vi, Alabama (").

¦ .'

;

¦ :;
;

THE WINONA SQUAD will be

out , to avenge a 67-60 defeat inflected by Stevens Point last year.
St. Mary 's trounced Loras of Dubuque, Iowa , 72-54 in its season
opener here Saturday. S t e v e n s
Point knocked off Winona Slate 7258 Friday. The Pointers also own
a victory over Allen-Bradley, a
tough Milwaukee industrial outfit.
Coach Ken Wiltgen plans to
start the same quintet against the
Pointers that performed so well in
shooting down the Duhawks.
Denryy Burgman (6-5) and Tom
Hall ( 6-2 ) will operate at the forward spots, with big Jim Rockers
(6-7) in the pivot. Guards will be
Al Williams (6-2 ) and Jim Clarkin (6-0);
BURGMAN topped Redmen scaring in the Loras tilt with 20 points,
10 of them in the first eight minutes as St. Mary 's rolled to an 186 lead. Williams poured in 18 tallies , for runnerup honors / while
Hall had 10. .
The probable starting lineup for
Steveiis Point will have BiU Nelson
(5-10) and Jack Uiweiiing (6-0) at
guards, Dick Ritzenhaler (6-4) at
center , and John" Krueger (6-1)
and Dennis Bohman (6-2) at forwards. .
Ritzenhaler dumped in 19 points
against Winoiia State and is a dangerous man under the boards.
Krueger , a good driver annd outside shot, and UlWelling, a former
University of Wisconsin eager, each
had 11 and figure to be the big
men in coach Bob Krueger 's
offense.
The Redmen will enjoy a considerable height advantage in tonight's contest; the t allest Pointer
checks in at 6-4 while St. Mary 's
boasts five men 6-5 or over. The
Wisconsin squad is a perennial
power in state college play,
though , and uses speed to offset
its lack of height.
ST. MARY'S will be In for more

FAKE MISFIRES . . . When Los Angeles Ram Ed Meader
(21) tried a fake field goal in the last seconds of the third period
Sunday at Milwaukee , he failed to fool Green Bay Packer Herb
Adderley »26 > . Adderley (No . 1) , grabbed Meader 's face mask.
Their collision 'No. 2) jarred the ball loose and Adderly pinned
him (No . 3) as he fumbled. Willie Davis <87 ) , Packer end emerged >
from the pile (No. 4) after recovering the ball. The Packers won
41-10. (AP Photofax)

FAVORED IN COULEE CONFERENCE

of • a test tonight than it was
against Loras. While Wiltgen was
pleased with his squad's showing
Saturday night , he is quick to admit that the Duhawks aren 't a club
of the same caliber as Stevens
Point.
"The most impressive feature* of
our victory, " Wiltgen said, "was
our poise on an opening night. We
didn 't look too nervous; we didn 't
throw the ball ' away as. much _ . as
might be expected in the first
game, only 12 times , and only
twice in the second half.
"We didn 't scramble back on
def ense too well, but once we
did get set , we did a good job. Loras got the open shots when we
were slow in picking them up, but
when we had them , we were

Gales Prove Coaches Right Celtics Take

Gale-Ettnck , Bangor and Trempealeau should be the class of the
1962-63 Coulee Conference basketball race, say the
Coulee coaches,
and after t w o
rounds of games,
here there hasn 't
been too much
reason for them
to change their
minds.
Almost to the
man , iney ianei i.oacn uene mason 's Gale-Ettrick team as the favorite. And the Hcdmen are livin g
up to their rave notices. They
have swept to three straight victories , two in conference play.

WITH EIGHT lertormon back
from the G-E team that last season posted an IB S over-all mark
and took mnnemo honors in (be
sectional , Mason has some power
ful horses.
Our experience in tournament
play Inst year will certainly be an
naset to us , " says Mason, "We
feel that desire and temn .spirit
must be keys lo our success. If
wo have team desire , we will be
h eard from during the season. If
we do not have it , we will have
ability enough to win some, but
tlie tough ones will not go our
way. "
Of Galo-KUrlck ' s veterans , only
three are sen iors : 6-1 Vi forward
John Hofld en , 5-10 guard John
Gunder.son, and 6-0 forward Kiul
Johnson.
.Junior monogram winner s are
John Sacin . 6-1 forward: D OUR
Nichols nnd Dick Corcoran , 5-10
Runrds; (Jury Severson , 6-3 center, and William Dick , 6-1 center.
BOLSTER INC that double quartet are Terry and Jerry Johnson ,
6-1 nnd . fl-2 forwards; (ken Stellrwlit , 5-1); Bob TerpeninK. 5-11, and
»oh Getder , 5-10.
Trcmpcnlenu , coached by Dick

Just who the Gaints opponent
will be in the Dec. 30 championship game at Yankee Stadium
still is unsettled, but it looks like
Green Bay again. The Packers,
who humiliated New York 37-0
last Dec. 31 for the NFL title ,
have a one-game edge on the Detroit Lions in the battle for the
Western Conference cTown. Each
has two games left.

Redmen vs. Pointers
Tonight at St. Marys

Gophers Get
Stern Test
From K-State

Anderion

The Packers , now 11-1, bombed
the Los Angeles Rams 41-10 while
second-place Detroit (10-2) edged
the Baltimore Colts 21-14 for ita
sixth straight victory. It is strictly a two-team race in the West
as the Giants eliminated " the
Bears from anything higher than
a third-place finish , and caused
the Eastern race to be reduced
to a four-way fight for second
place and a spot in the Miami,
Fla., Playoff Bowl on Jan. 5.
The Pittsburgh Stealers (7-5)
moved into second place in the
East with a 19-7 victory over tha
St. Louis Cardinals ( 2-9-1). Cleveland dropped to third with a 6-5-1
mark following a 45-21 trouncing
from the Dallas Cowboys ( 5-6-1) .
Washington's Redskins (5-5-2)
stayed in the fight , eVen though
they lost their third in a row, to
tough. * .
the Philadelphia Eagles 37-14. \
SATURDAY'S GAME also gav*
In the oth er NFL game, the
a baplism under fire to several of
San Francisco 49ers rode: John
the Redmen rookies. Roger PytBrodie's four touchdown passes to
lewski handled himself well, scora 35-12 victory over the Minnesota
ing eight points and grabbing five
Vikings f 2-9-1) . The victory was
rebounds , and Dan McKia 'n also \\_ \\\\\\\_________ \\\\\__
\ (6-6) third in a row and
the 49ers
looked good in a brief appearance,
kept them in the battle for third
giving Wiltgen reliable b e n c h
place with ''the: Colts (57 ) and
strength.
Bears . (7-5) .
About the only area in which
St. Mary 's didn 't look good SaturOnly rwo weeks ago against
day was free throws. The Redmen
Chandler booted
Philadelphia,
coukl cash in on only 18 of 35
four field goals in a 19-14 ] victory.
offerings , including several oneHis three-pointer was the margin
and :one situations. Fiom the floor ,
of victory in a 17-14 triumph over
it was a different story, as St.
Detroit , which launched the GiMonday, December 3, 1962
Mary 's dropped in 27 shots in 60
ants' ( 10-2) into their winning
Pago 12
attempts for a 45 percent.
streak.
His 26-yard field goal Sunday
gave the Giants a 3-0 lead and
HUSKIES AIM FPU 5TH WIN

Chandler , used solely as t(ie
team 's punter until this season,
kicked fou r field goals and two
extra points Sunday as the Giants
edged the Chicago Bears 26-24 for
their seventh straight victory and
clinched the title. It was the second time in the last three games,
and third time this season that
Chandler's • kicking has brought
the Giants a victory.

Pampuch , assistant last year , has
six lettermen , but one, Jim Bender , 5-10 senior guard, has been
on Ihe injury list.
Other lettermen are Dwayne
Davis , six-toot center; Ricky Auseth , 6-1 forward ; Steve Cooper , (i-0
forward , nnd guards Charles
Church , 5-10, and Tom Rand , 5-10.
Other prospects for the Bears,
who were 13-7 last season , are
Dave Winters , D,-in McDonnh , Bob
Stellpflu g, Bob Welch , Dan Leavllt ,
Dave Dwell , Itichani
Meunirr ,
Gary Mounicr , Bong Conper , Dave
Kicdrowskl , Dennis Bortle and
Wayne Winters ,

6-1, another foward, and Dennis
Knutson , 6-1, center.
Other prospects include Dan
McHugh , Alan Knudson , Eric Hanson, and Bob Anderson.
At West Salem , Coach John
Monson is working with three seniors, five juniors and a flock of
sophomores and freshman to mold
his 1902-fi3 team. The seniors are
5-10 Tyrone Hoier , fi-l Dong Horstmnn and 5-7 Dennis Jones . Jim
Peterson , a junior , stands fi-2 , and
John Bjerke , another junior , is
6-1. Freshma n Harry Griswold also is 6-1.

COACH Charles Death «t Onalaska has four return ing lettermen. They are Bob Topel , 5-10 ,
and'Roger Jones , 5-7, both senior
Kitnrds; Ricli Hcscr, a-lo' i senior center , and Bob Lamb , 5-B junior guard ,
Six veterans return nl Melrose
which was 6-12 last year , They are
Al Bolger , -5 11 ; Handy Erickson ,
5-11 , Arlnn Ciooden, !>- '.» , and Larry Ifci'tzfeldt , nil Rimriis, ami Bill
IMnttson , ii-2» Larry Olson , f>0 , and
Dennis Zielsdorf , 0-3, all forwards .
Coach Bob Klein al Mindoro
which was 10-4 in league play las-t
yo ur and 14-6 over-all , sj iy.s Jjj .s
Tigers "can be tough -defensively,
but offense is a quest ion murk. "
Tht1 TiKers ' lack of hei ght will be
a detriment , he figure s, but Mirv
don) will have plenty of speed
and a good bench.

Pro Football Standings

MINDORO VETERANS, six

of

them , arc: Jack (itennic , 5-S;
(Jury Goodc'iiough, 5-7 , and Terry
Koss, 5-7, guards; Larry Johnson, (i-1 center , nnd Wnyne Itcgisler, 5-1 1, and Dennis Cloodonongh ,
5-!>. both forwards.
Only three lelterwiiniers are on
liiiiul at floliiieu where Condi
Dean Mils ' Vikin gs were 5-11 last
season. They are Kenneth Eidc,
six-foot forward ; Galen Grnmim ,

NFL
Ejitern Conference
W, t_, T.
New York
10
1
0
J
0
Pllliburoh . . . . . . . . . J
Cleveland
t
5
I
Waihlnoton
5
S
1
Dallas
a
1
0
¦
Phlladol|>nla
3
I
SI. Louli
1
9
l
Weilern Conleren<»
GREEN BAY
II
1
0
Detroit
10
I
0

Chicago
Sun FranclKO
Baltimore

7
4
5

5
t.
7

0
0
0

Pel.
.111
.5B3
.545
,500
Mi
.171
.HJ
.114
.11}

.513
.500
. 4)7

MINNESqTA
1
»
1
.117
Loi Angelei
I 10
1
.Of 1
SUNDAY'S RESULT S
Dttroll 11, D«lllmor« 14,
E
Dallas II, ClBvelnnd 1\ ,
¦ OREEN DAY 41, Lot Ange-loi 10,
New York 3». Chicago 34.
PtilladelphlJi 17, Wathlnglon 14.
Pltlihurtih IV , SI. I.oul) 7.
San Frincltco 15, MINNESOTA IJ,

AFL
Eailcrn Dlvliloti
W,
L.
1
*
I
1
t
t
: J
7
Woilern Dlvlilon
3
0
Dallas
,
Denver
7
i
4
I
San Dleoo
Oakland
0 1)
SUNDAY'S RESULT*
Boilon 34 , New York 17,
Buffalo tit D«ll»» 14.
Noi/ilon U, Denver 17.
San Dime 11, Oakland 31.
Iloutton
Bolton
Buffalo
Now York

T,
O
1
1
•

Pel.
,750
,737
,500
.417

3
0
0
0

.730
,531
,331
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3-Game Bulge
In East Loop
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

St. Cloud State , off to a roaring
start in the new basketball season , takes its hot-shooting Huskies
to Brookings, S.D., tonight to meet
South Dakota State.
St. Cloud will be gunning for
its fifth straight -victory of the
young campaign after trouncing
Eau Claire , Wis., State 112-75 Saturday night. ¦' ¦• ¦ . .
Only two other games are on

tap ;for Minnesot a college teams
toni ght . Bemidji plays Concordia
at Moorhead and St. Mary 's hosts
Stevens Point , Wis., at Winona.
Tuesday, Winona State travels
to State College of Iowa , Northern
of South Dakota -visits Moorhead
State, Mayville , Itf.D., plays at
Bemidji , Gustavus Adolphus opens
at Wartburg, Iowa . Hamline hosts
Eau- Claire and St. John 's entertains Wahpeton , N.D.

STA TISTICS—

Rami Packer*
-.. 34
First Dov/ns
. . . 14
145
Rushing Yardage . . . . . . .. Mi
Passing Yardage . . . . . . . . 91
218
16-2.1
Passes
18-28
Passes Intercepted By .. 1
I
<-«
3-«.J :
Punts . . . . . . . . . _ . . .
¦
1
Fumbles Lost . '. . . . . . . ; . . 2
Ya rds Penallied . . . . . .; . <7
43

There was a full round of activity Saturday .
Minnesota Intercollegiate Conference teams won .five of eight
games. Augsburg trimmed North
Dakota University 62-48, Concordia downed Moorhead 63-49, Minnesota Duluth tripped South Dakota State 86-76, Hamline beat
Stout , Wis., 66-51, and St. Mary's
defeated Loras, Iowa, ^-54 . Macalester ' bowed to State College
of Iowa 76-65, St. John 's test to
River Falls, Wfs., 74-70, and St.
Thomas fell before Bradley 81-61.

the others came after quarterback Y. A. Tittle had fired a pair
of touchdown passes that sent
them in front to stay. Chandler
is the first player in NFL history
to kick four twice in one season,
and now has hit a phenomenal
18 for 25 in his first season as a
placement specialist. He also
moved into the No. 2 spot in the
league scoring race with 94
points.
The title was the Giants ' 13th
overall , but wasn't secured until
the final seconds when defensive
end Andy Robustelli hailed quarterback Billy Wade on a pass
play, costing Chicago field goal
range.

In the Northern Stale Conference, Winona whipped Platteville,
Wis., 85T '7I ; Mankato lost to Huron ,
S.D., 82-68, and Michigan Tech
tripped Oshkosh , Wis., 62-57.
Cornell downed St. Olaf 87-77
and Carleton beat Grinnell 69-58 The Packers, wlio can clinch a
' tie for their third straight Westin the Midwest Conference,
Sioux Falls College swatted ern Conference title next Sunday
in San Francisco, got the first
Bethel of St. Paul 61-51.
prolonged action from halfback
Paul Hornung since Oct. 14 when
he was shelved with a twisted
right knee.
Last year 's NFL most valuable
player caught one of Bart Starr's
two touchdown passes and gained
27 yards rushing until he retired
in the third period.
Packers' fullback Jim Taylor
scored twice and is one touchdown
away from the season record of
18 Held by Jimmy Brown and
Steve Van Buren , He also upped
squad matches
The basketball slate for the next his league-leading rushing total to
two weeks follows :
1,239 with 71 yards after being
thoroughly checked in Green
TONIGHT:
Steven'i Point
at
St.
Mary' j.
Bay 's 26-14 loss to Detroit on
TUESDAY: Winona
Stat* It Stall
Thanksgiving Day. Taylor took
College ol Iowa ,
WEDNESDAY: St. Mary 's it Stout.
over the scoring lead with 102
FRIDAY : Red Wing at Winona High,
points.
Rochester Lourdoi at Cotter.

Six Gage Tests
For Local Quints

Six games are on tap this week
for IVinona college and high school
basketball teams -with contests every night except Thursday.
The program, which gels underway with St. Mary 's (1-0) hosting
Stevens Point tonight , is highlighted by the first home appearance of
Winona High Winhawk s U-2 ) Friday night against Red Wing.
WINONA COTTER (1-2) is host
to Jtochesler Lourdes Friday night.
Those are the only two prep games
this week.
Winona State (2-1) travels to Cedai Falls Tuesday night to take
on State Collecg ol Iowa , the Warriors' only game until next Monday when River Falls comes here.
St. Mary 's is the busiest city
quintet , playing at Stout Wednesday and at Lakeland Saturday.
The Redmen entertain St. Amoroso next Monday to complete a
card of four games in eight days.
On the swimming and wrestling
fr ont , action is heavy, loo.

SATUR DAY: St. Mary's at Lakttand.
OEC. 10: St. Ambrose at St. Mary's,
River Falls State at Winona State.
DEC. 1 1—St. Mary 's at Augsburg.
DEC. 14—Winona State at St. Cloud,
SI. Morbert's al St. Mary 's, Minneapolis Southwest at Winona High, -Wabasha St. Felix at Cotter.
DEC. II—St. Norbert'i at Winona State.

¦

Atkinson Topples
545 in Mixed Loop

Quarterback Earl Morrall came
off the bench late in the fourth
period , engineered and scored the
tying touchdown. Then after linebacker Joe Schmidt intercepted a
pass by Johnny Uniias , Morrall
hit fallback Nick Pietrosante with
the Winning TD pass* It was the
second time in the last three
games Morrall has bailed out the
Lions.

Bill Atkinson socked 204-345 for
Troj ans in the Kings and Queens
League at Westgate Bowl to head- Miranda, Dutchman's
line Sunday bowling action . In the Win on 'Strike Time'
same league third-ranked Double
O's belted 715-1,986.
Dick Miranda fired 211—586
Tony Lubinskl cracked 218-529 in Sunday , to lead Dutchman 's Bar
YMCA JUNIOR LEAGUE
the Guys and Dolls League. League over Merchants National Bank on
1 1
Celtics
> t Hot Shots
WINONA STATE'S tankers com- leading Ferguson-Colbenson posted "Strike Time " at Westgate Bowl.
6 3
0>unn«rs
J 1 Snakes
pete Friday at the Chicago Branch 755 and Emmons-Lubinski hit 2,- Dutchman 's totaled 976—2,837 to
Bankers' 2,7116.
The Celtics moved in undisput - of Illinois 'IJ' nnd Saturday at 121.
ed lend in the YMCA Junior Bas- North Central (III. ) The Warriors
ketball League Saturday as they wrestlers , however , are Idle this
stopped Gunners 41-31. In the weolc.
other league game Hot Shots clip- Winona High swimmers compete
ped the Snakes 46-39 in an over- Saturday in the Gustic Relays nt
time.
St, Peter , Minn., and the Winhawk
Paced by Rick Curran and Joe wrestlers travel to Red Wing FriI-ves who hit 12 and 11 point s, day night for varsity and "P>"
respectively, the Celtics took a
l fl-15 halftime lend and were never stopped. Todd Spencer totaled
12 points for Gunners nnd Paul
Plaehecki added seven.
Wilh the score knotted :)7-37 nl
the end of regulation play, the
Hot Shots hit nine points in an
How would you like to buy exciting things for everyone
overtime period to- win. Don ) la?.on your l i s t . . . and'shop for the best values at any store
clton was high for the winners
Anne KHngsporn of Rochester
with 1ft points , and Joe Emanuel captured the iiimunl Magics howlin town . ..without even thinking about store bills? If
added 14. John Wnlsk i sank 14 ing . tourna ment last week-end nt
this sounds impossible , then try a Shopper 's Loan and
for the losers and George Hub- Kfglers Lanes.
see how much better ,
bard hit 10.
^
Klin gspnrn shot (Sli t to edge Rud
it is to Shop With HFC
c..h
MONTHLY fAV MENT PLANS
Ilcrger of Wlnonn who posted 050.
cash. Instead of juggling vouo.i
u
/w
was John Snndstede of Wina pile of bills, you repay
p *wn p__»_ - i^nmn t>*m<ti
?
Nat I Hockey League Third
(i3fi,
ona with
H o u s e h o l d a s m a l l $ioo $ 5.74 $ 7.1 1 ITaHiT "fpi«:lo
W. L. T, FT OF OA
20(>
They were followed by Bob
H.49 M._:» i<) .7!> MIU
Chlcano
11
7 4 II <S 51
monthly amount. BorToronto
11 1 7 It U «4
Owen , Rochester , (KIO; Dnriell
) m f>,|- )
¦'••
row
confidently
frcm
}J/i\
;H\' ~
Detroit
11 4 4 li 31 44
'MO 127.94 :IM.B-I
'
48 .75 !>0.74
Smith , Faribault , <>l(> ; Fred AmHFp
Montreal
10 4 4 14 47 57
r,rU "
600
33.08
r»H.
Q
!l
|
\\M\
j
108
N4w Yorl(
lro.se, Rochester , l>07; .John ErickI )1 3 II 41 75
.48
I
Boston
. 1 11 4 10 J3 14
son , Winona , 1107; Al Rurger , RochI 'aymtPih iiictmlt r/ifiri;r j at th< mm\lhl\ laic
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
of W] ' t> nu I hut Imrl rt/ a tinltmrr tint r tester , tm; Floyd Ruli off , KochesMontraat ], Cfilcago 1.
'
tttiint
t:WO trnil l l j % nn miv itimnrnlti.
*
Toronto I, Button }.
lor . Rilil ; Howard Strioff , RochesSUNDAY'S RESULTS
tor , 5!)B, nnd George Munis , WinoMontreal 1, Boston 0,
Toronto J, Bolroll 1.
,•
mi, r>»().
Chicago S, Haw York 1.
No games ictuduled today ind TutgA total of 10fl howlers from
day.
Rochester , Faribault and Winona
competed, Kstlmatc low payoff Is
COACH RESIGNS
52/2 E. Third St-WONE: 8-2941
KASTON. Pa. Iff) - .lames Me- !i7(), Tourney directors were (Jeorge
HOURS, 9,3 0 (« 5i30 MOMMY thru FRIDA Y
I
Conlogiic resigned Saturday as Squires and l>el Prndzinsk ).
Next year 's meet will he held
head football conch at Lnlayettn
ALL HFC 0FFICHS OPBN 1MURDAV MORNINOJ PRECBOINO CIIIUSTAAAS
College, He held the post since Ihe first week-end in December
WB MAKE LOAaNS TO WISCONSIN RESIDENTS
19511,
nt Keillors ' l«mes.

Rochester Man
Tops Pin Meet

Holidaystioppmcj
WITHOUT JAHUARY BILLS

___

^-HOUSEHOLDFINANCE

Werlein Leads
Bub's Classic

An Eau Claire, Wis., bowler,
Dick -Werlein, powered Into first
place last week-end in the annual
Bub's Bowling Classic at the Winona Athletic Club.
Werlein totaled 839 on games of
204, 211, 177 and 247.
Tied for second is Bob Stein of
Winona, defending champion, who
hit 806 on 212, 192, 199 and 203.
Fred Vogt of Rochester also totaled 806. His games were 192, 246,
203; 165.
Sbtty-seven men competed on the
opening week-end and another 100
have reservations for next week.
There are still some Bquad openings.
First place is worth $100. Present
estimated low payoff is 743,
LEADERS
: Bowler • Home
scon
Dick Werlein, Eau clalra
M»
Bob Stoln, Winona
8flf
Prod Vogt, Rochester
M(
Frank Dobberphul, Winona
, 793
Billy Hanalln, Chippewa FalU .... 771
Wally Wirt, ChlpiKwa FalU ....... 771

Hawk Matmen
Tumble 28-13

THREE GOPHERS
DRAF TED BY AFL
QSLLAS W-Three Minnesota
Gophers were drafted by American Football League teams at
the AFL's annual college player
draft Saturday.
End John Campbell and tackle
Bobby Bell both were drafted
by the Dallas Texans, while
halfback Bill Mirnsey was picked
by the New York Titans.

Dallas Backs
Into AFL
Title Contest

Br THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It wasn't exactly the way they
wotild have liked to be crowned
Western Division champions in
the American Football League,
but through fai* means or foul,
Winona Higli's wrestling record the Ballas Texans are ready for a
was evened at 1-1 Friday as the title battle today with either the
Winhawk mat men were defeated Houston Oilers or Boston Patriots.
by Rochester 28-13. ¦
Three Winhawks posted wins in Th» Texans backed Into tha title
Sunday. They were beaten 23-14
the dual meet.
Chuck Bambenek, wrestling in b> the Buffalo Bills but it didn't
the 145-poundTbracket , pinned Bill matter as second-place Denver
ReMine in 3:04. Gary Matake, bat- lost its third in a row, 84-17 to
tling in the 127-pound division, the Oilers in the mud and rain at
upset Jim Philo 4-3, and Jim Girt- Houston. Houston's victory kept it
ler, grappling in the 95-p o u n d one-half game ahead of the Patriclass; decisioned Bill Larson 1-0. ots in the battle for the Eastern
Dick Glaunert , a Winona heavy- title following Boston's Friday
weight, drew with Jerry Perkins, night victory o"ver New York.
4-4. Perkins previously defeated The deposed Western DMsion
Glaunert in a tournament l a s t titlists, the San Diego Chargers,
week.
threw off a six-game, losing streak
Rochester's "B" team won 26- and extended Oakland's to 18
21.
games with a 31-21 victory in the
*3—Jim Olrtler (W) decUloneeJ Bill Ltr- other scheduled game. The RaidVO;
101-Oleri
Tolnton
(R)
cjeclilontd
tort,
SNv* Miller, 4-Oi in—Dave Ho»l (R) de- ers have not won since Novemcisioned Jim Dower, 4-1; lift—Oary Run- ber, 1961, including 12 times this
dell (R) decisioned Len Dlenger, 5-1;
" '. . .
117—Gary Mattke (W) decisioned Jim y^ar.
Ptillo; 4-3) IM—Bill Hlnei (R! daelltonod
Don Zywlckl, 4-0; 138-John Phllo (R) pinnad Bill Roth CT—l:2J); 1«-Chuek Bambeenak (W) ptnnM Bill RtMlne (T—1:M)J
154—Chuck Field (R) dedtlMitd Pate
Woodworfh, «,- US—Steve Hester (ft) deel»lotied Chuck Deodrlck, 11-4; 175—Dale
Owens (R) decisioned Byron Bohnen, 11-1)
Kwt.—«lck Glaunert (W) end Jerry Parklm cfirew, 4-4.

Dallas fell victim to the Bills'

rejuvenated quarterback Jack
Kemp and the record - breaking
rushing of fullback Cookie Gilchrist. Kemp, back in action after
an early-season hand injury while
with San Diego, threw a pair of
1-yard TD passes and completed
21 passes for 230 yards. Gilchrist,
tie AFL's leading rusher, picked
up 63 yards to set a season record
of 953, five more than Billy Cannon's record-making total in 1961.
It also helped Buffalo (6-6-1 )
break Dallas* season rushing recLANESBORO, Minn. (Special) ord of 2,170. The Bills now have
— A field goal by Larry Daniel- 2,183 with another .game to play.
son with two seconds left gave
Lanesboro at 48-46 non-conference victory over Rushford here
Saturday night .
It was the Boros' second vic«
tory.
The tight contest was tied 15-15
fit the quarter and Lanesboro led
29-28 at the half, Rushford came
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
back to tie 39-39 to start the final
Chicago's m u s c u l a r Black
period.
Hawks have barged into the lead
Danielson finished with 10 in the National Hockey League,
points and teammate Jim Vigness but the edge is far from comhad 15. For Rushford , Rick Rus- fortable.
tad counted 24 and Paul Julsrud
The hustling Hawks fired 48
10.
shots at the goal Sunday night in a
Rushford won the "B" game 5-1 triumph over Boston Chat let
31-20,
them take over sole possession of
the top spot , breaking out of a
tie with Detroit.
The Red Wings fell before Toronto 3-1 and Montreal blanked
Boston 3-0 on Jacques Plante 's
second shutout of the season.
The result left Chicago Ln front ,
two points up on ToCEDAR FALLS, Iowa (Special) but only
and Montreal , all
—Pat Flaherty was the only Wi- ronto , Detroit tied
for second.
ot
which
are
nona. State wrestler to take a vic- The Black Hawks took 35 r.hots
tory in the championsh ip round of
New York goalie Gump Worsthe AAU wrestling tournament here at
ley in the first two periods and
Saturday.
built a 3-0 lead.
Wrestling In the 177-pound bracket , Flaherty, a junior , decisioned
Art Barnes of Mankato in an overtime watch on a referee's decision.
Three warriors reached quarterfinal action. They were Larry Willis in the 130-pound competition ,
Jerry Williarm in the 147-pound
bracket, and Al Mussner in the
PRESS
191 division. Russ Miller, Im- By THE ASSOCIATED
atop the
pounder , posted a first-round win. Michigan State rides
AssoThe Warrior matmen open thelr Western Collegiate Hockey
a
sweeping
today
after
ciation
dual season action at La Crosse
with Michigan
scries
two-game
Dec. 11.
over the weekend.
But Minnesota and defending
champion M ichigan Tech are sure
to be teams to be reckoned with.
They split a weekend series and
are tied for second at 1-1,
Michigan State beat Michigan
4-3 Saturday night , while Tech
was edging the Gophers 1-0 on
Gary Begg' s goal with only 41
seconds loft . Goalio Gary Bauman
had 27 slops in blanklnjj MinneBAST
sota.
Dtlka U, Davidson »B,
Colorado Collcgo downed McAiMhertt 31. Harvard 41.
Syracuae 16, Kent State 35.
Master 6-3 and North Dakot a beat
PUt M, Purduo 6*.
Minnesota Duluth 7-1 In other SatBucknoll (I, Wash, * J»(f«non <•.
Dataware M, Lohloh 14 (OT).
urday action.

Lanesboro Tips
Rushford 4846

Black Hawks
Take NHL Lead

Flaherty Wins
In AAU Tourney

Michigan Sweeps
Two-Game Series

Basketball
Stores

O-o. WaiMnglon it, William ft Mary
Pnnn State 61, Maryland II,
Maine 72. Tufte 61.
Dartmoutli 74, Vermont a).
Cnjqueme tt , Carnaole Tech 31.
S, llllnolai 71, it. Bonaventure K.
Connecticut 41, Yale 4».
NL Hampihlro 44, Bolton U. 41,
Cornell <7, Colnato 44.
Princeton 48, Lafayolle 40,
Mllagara 14. Scranlon 45.
Grelghton »l, LaSello 77.
MIDWBST
l, Ball 5t«t« (Indiana) 5J,
Michigan l
Mlchlgaai State J4.
44,
Kansas State
Clayton Th Ohio Woiloyon 4B.
Octroi! Tt, Aieumptlon <On7.) el.
SI. Loult VI, MacMurray (III.) 40.
NVotro Dairto 67, St. Jositpti 'i (Ind.) 71
Indiana 90/ Virginia 19.
Knnsas 61, Montana 54,
AAllnnosoU TO, Wako Foretl 44.
Loyola Khlcago) I". Ctirlit. Oroi. SI
Iriw* Mi Evansvlllo J7,
Northwei.|em ll, Wait, Mlchlflan 74.
Bj adlsy II, Sf, Ttiomaa (Minn.) 41.
Ohio Halt 47. Utah State SO.
SOUTH
Toxai IT, Howard Payne J J.
Nebraska «e, T«xa» Tccti 44.
Twlane its, Southwoitorei Memphli 71
Vtrglnla Tech eo, KinliKky 77.
W. Virginia 04, Tho Clladol al.
Tinn, 41. B . Tonn. Jlato 31.
N, Carol Id* •», Georgia 4».
SMU 93. Oklahoma City 13.
Te«ai ASM »1, Centenary 74.
WEST
J.. Cat. JO, Denver 41.
Wliconiltt 73, Air Force 44.
VMIchlla 13, Wyoming 71,
VUnihlnafon i4, Colorado Itata 51

Wi nona State
Swimming Summaries
100-yerd madlty reliyi Wlmont (Dive
Prank, Al Nuhlka, Dennla Krlian, ani
Oennli BUnchard) ltSJ.0.
lOO-yard lre-a»lyl»i 1. Bill Kohler (W),
1. rTetlk Doy«» (W), l.' Yde <l»> lilM.
JO-yard fratitylei 1. Rich Rydman (W),
1. Dill Keanan (W), 1, Boiwe-ll (P), 93.1.
100-yerd Ind ividual medleyt 1, BlMchanl
(W>, J. Ron JoMnnaon (W), I. Wurti, (P),
Tlmei HIM.
Olvlnot 1. Jim Deeta (W), 1. Tom Oa
weld (W), I. Olmrnel (P>. Ptaa. U7.4.
ton-Yard tmttarltyt I. Daunts Krltao (W,
1. Jay Wetco* <W>, J. Krani (P), lila.J.,
IM-yard troaitvlei 1. Bill Kaanan (W),
1. Bertie Lara) (W), 1. Boyd (P), lr.0.
100-yard bjckatroVei 1, Dave Frank
(W), 1. Oeortaa Naah (W), 1, Mllward
(P), 1i07.1,
409-yard rroe-fyUr 1. Bill Koehltr (W),
]. Jay Wcicolt (W), 1. Yde (P). Sill.0,
lOO-yard braxtitrokei 1. Al Mahlke (W),
1. Dennli Kalian (W), I. rtarrlaon (P),
lill,7.
700-yard treaeilyl* relayi W M lay Winona
(Rydman, Latin, Kaenan, fllin<tiard) li44.l.

Seven membcrdi of Uio Cincinnati Royals of the National Basketball Association played allege
ball in Ohio or nearby Kentucky.

PARK-REC LEAGUES iCITY LEAGUERS OPEN

Elks Capture
Midget Lead;
Pee Wee Tied
W L
1 0 UCT ...
l v TV Signal

'— ¦

Watklns, Guard,
Westgate Win
CITY LEAGU E

MIDGET BASKETBALL

Elks
Bub'i

Rochester Man
BUSINESS MIRROR
Dead in Colorado
Snow Thrower New
Airplane Crash

W L
W L Westgate
i 0 Merchant!
l l National Ouird 1 ? Rolllngstone ..
..... o J Watkini . . . . . . . 1 0 Bud'iBar .....

Elk 's forged into the league in
the Park Recreation Midget Basketball League Saturday with a
59-26 win ove r Bub'a. as UCT tipped TV Signal 25-20.
Paced by the 24 points of John.
Walski, Elk's took a 16-7 first
quarter lead and were never headed. Doug Emanuel hit 14 for the
winners arid Dave Etauer posted 12
for the losers.
UCT edged TV Signal with a
strong second half. Trailing 12-6
at halftime, the winners poured in
19 points in the second half. Larry
Erpeldlng paced UCT with 12
points arid Jeff Featherstone added 11. Pat Hopf was tops for TV
Signal with eight,
PEE WEE LEAGUE

w L
WL
McKinley . . . . . l 0 Jay Bee'! .. .n
Amir. Legion . 2 0 Paint Depot ... 0 3
Coca-Cola . . . . . l o Winona Hotels - , t I

A three-way tie resulted in the
Pee Wee basketball league Saturday as McKinley rapped Jay Bee's
30-18, American L e g i o n edged
Paint Depot 14-12, and Coca Cola
stopped Winona Hotels^l-16. '
S c o t t Featherstone, w i t h 14
points, and Ron Kaeler with eight
paced McKinley tr» its second win
of the season, ^teve McCown added eight in Jay Bee's.
American L e g i on dunked six
points in the filial period and held
Paint Depot to two in collecting its
second win of the season. Pat Wiltgen was high for . the winners with
10. : 7
A strong first half gave Coca
Cola the edge as the . team was
paced by Dave Haeful's 14 points.
Mark Patterson sank 14 for Wi»
nona Hotel.
BANTAM LEAGUE

.
W L
WL
Red Men Club . 1 1 Athletic Club . 0 3
Patrless
. . . . . 1 0 Sunbeam Bread > 5
Central Meth. . 1 0
-

Red. Men Club chalked up its
second win of the Bantam League
season as it r a P p e d Sunbeam
Bread 18-15. Bill Yan Deisne M
eight points for the winners and
Joe Ferguson added six. Jim Wilson was high for the losers with
four.
In other Bantam action Central
Methodist clipped Athletic Club 2922. Allan Sonnemtan was high for
the winners with 11 points. Pat
Wadden sank 10 and Scott Stephanson added eight for the losers.

Celtics Grab
Third Victory

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Eastern Division standings
in the National Basketball Association are beginning to look a
little more normal. The Boston
Celtics are starting to pull away.

W
o
0
0

L
l
i
l

Westgate, National Guard and
Watkins chalked up wins in the
opening round of Pack Recreation
C it"y basketball a c t i on Sunday
night.
Westgate edged Merchants 45-39
in a game that saw the lead
change hands several times. Westgate trailed 13-10 at the end of
the first quarter and 33-32 at the
third quarter mark before hitting
13 points In the finalby stanza. The
Don Fick 's
winners ^vere paced

15 points. Bob Hazelton added
eight. Joe Kaczorowski was high
for the losers with 12., and Gene
Garrison added 10.
National Guard squeezed by Rollingstone 53-51. Rick McMahon led
the winner 's attack with 20 points
and Jerry Miller counted 16. Jack
Rader sani 17 for Rollingstone and
Burch Vaughn hit 10.
Watkins rolled over Bud's Bar
60-39. Jerry Van Hoof was high for
the winners with 14 points. Ed
Kohner t o t a 1 e d 12. Roger Leonhardt took game scoring honors
for Bud's with 15 as John Januschka tallied nine.

Badgers, Arizona
To XIlas!r Tonight
TUCSON, Ariz. W—Wisconsin 's
basketball team goes after its second straight victory in the young
season tonight , meeting Arizon a
University here.
The . Badgers opened the season
at Colorado Springs, Colo., Saturday night by beating the Air
Force 72-54. Arizona , meanwhile

Pittsburgh Hands
Long Beach 1st
Loss in 11 games

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Pittsburgh Rens hav^
stopped any runaway race that
was dev eloping in the American
Basketball League by sending the
Long Beach Chiefs to their fLrst
loss in 11 games.
The Rens, using Connie Hawkins' 38 points, posted a 116-108 vic>
tory Sunday night in Pittsburgh
and mov«l into second place
ahead of the Kansas City Steers.
The Steers lost to the . Chicago
Majors 125-123. Philadelphia handed Oakland its ninth loss, in 11
games, 89-79 in the other sched•¦ ¦ - *
uled action.
-with
Long Beach
the
loss,
Even
holds a three-game edge on the
Rens today with the latter a halfgame ahead of Kansas City. Pittsburgh has played only seven
games while Kansas City already
has 14 under its belt.
Hawkins got 16 of his points at
the foul line, where the Rens outscored Long Beach 31-22.
Chicago, now 5-10, got 14 points
in the final period from Ron Sobie
and brtike Kansas City 's fourgame winning string.
. In Saturday night games, Long
Beach beat Philadelphia 93-86 and
Kansas City won over Chicago
116-99. There are no games scheduled tonight.

Ths five-timo champion Critics,
engaged in a see-saw battle with
Syracuse for the No. 1 spot for a
week or so, now have a threegame bulge atop the list.
Theyj added a half game Sunday
night by edging Cincinnati 128-127
in overtime. Syracuse was idle.
St. Lofciis handed San Francisco
its eighth straight defeat, 122-116
in the only other game on schedule.
The Celtics stormed from be- NEW YORK (AP) - Clark D.
hind a 16-point deficit in over- Shaughnessy, one of football's
taking the Royals, starting with most celebrated innovators and
9 minutes 34 seconds left and strategists, is within an affiliation
finally tying lt at 120-120 at the today following his sudden resigend of regulation time.
nation as defensive coach of the
Tom Httlniohn'i fltld goal In th* Chicago Bears.
last minute proved to be the win- Shaughneisy, who populariied
ner, but Adrian Smith closed the the T-formation and has been
margin to one point with a field associated with the Bears off-andgoal with 28 seconds left, Oscar on since 1933, told The Associated
Robertson missed a 15-footer at Press here Sunday that he had
the buzzer.
mailed his letter of resignation to
St. Louis' victory, built on the Bears' owner-coach George Halscoring heroics of Cliff Hagan, as but withheld its announcement
pulled the Hawks to within one until after the club's game against
game of Western leader Los An- the New York Giants in Chicago.
geles.
"I deeply regret parting comIn Saturday games, Detroit pany wfttf Halns and the Beass,
edged New York 117-115 and Bos- with whom I have had a long and
ton beat Syracuse 129-110 in a rewarding association ," Sh aughBoston Garden doubleheader , Cin- nessy said. But he added that he
cinnati whipped Chicago J3M21 and Halas "have not seen eye-toand Los Angeles beat St, Louis eye on some coaching problems."
110-97.
¦
ShaughnMsy, ending a 29-year
association with tho Bears, has
ON RESERV E LIST
WASHINGTO N UFi - Tho Wash- been in football coaching for nearington Redskins Saturday placed ly a half century. He helped'inlinebacker Bob Pellegrini on the stall Ihe T with the Bears, who
injured reserve list and replaced made it a byword in their "Monhim on their roster with rookie sters of The Mid-way " era during
tho late 30's and in the 4u's,
fullback Ron Hatcher .

Shaughnessy Inks
Bear Resignation

>T2)
tl pl tp
i l
0 1 10
0 10
t 111
? I 1»
0 J »
5 I 17
0 0 0
0 0 o

Air Fore* (Ml
fg ll pi tp
l
JUdcf
5 5 i 1!
Hinman
> 1 III
Purler
l i ill
j l I I
H4ad
D3l(dor(er 1 4 t a
Zaelltr
4 3 O 71
Lacey
l 0 i 1
Soweri
10 1 2
pavlch
o o o 0

Totals 1« 14 10n
Totals 14 IS 12 44
Halltlmoi . Wisconsin 37-U
FTM: Wlstonlln—O'Mella 1, Slobll, Brens
1; Air Force—Judd, Hinman, Porter 2,
Head, Dlftendorfer, Zoollcr, Lacey 1.

Sf, Felix, Lima
Romp in Spate
BI-STATE

W L
LlmaS.H. . . . . 2 0 Caledonia Lor..
Watuiha S. F. . 1 0 Hokah St. P. . .
Rolllnsstona ... 1 l Onalaska L. . . .

Wl
0 1
e I
o 1

Lima Sacred H eart posted its
second victory and Wabasha St.
Felix opened its Bi-State schedule
with a triumph.
Lima stopped Caledonia Loretto
55-33 Sunday after leading 55-33
at the intermission. John Bauer
hit 14, Mike Anibas 13 and Jim
Bilderback 12 for Lima. High for
Loretto were Joe Keefe and Tom
Wagner , each with 13.
Wabasha downed Onalaska Luther 69-60 leading 18-10 at the quarter and 37-27 at the half.
Dick Peters scored 19 pobts,
John Kasper 10 and Dave Kennebeck 10, For Luther, Rick Schultz
had 14, Gary Huhn 16 and Tom
Nicdfeldt 20.

Pro Basketball
NB.A

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Detroit 117, New Yerk 115.
Baton m, Syracuse 110.
Cincinnati 111. Chicago ui.
Los Angeles MO, St. Louis f7.
SUNDAY'S RESULT S
Boston us, Cincinnati 117 (OT).
SI, Louis 123/ Sao Francisco IX.
TODAY'S OAMES
No samel scheduled.
TUESDAY'S OAMES
Detroit vs. Syracusci at New York.
Los Angeles at Now York,
Chicago at St. Louis.

Hal-Rod
Oraham ft McQuIre
Winona Rug Claaning
Seven-Up
St. Clalra
Murat Bar A Lunch
Slebrecht'e Roioa
Taamatera
Dorn't IOA
Schmidt's Door
Viking Sewing Machine
Shorty 'i
Qoltt 't
LEGION
Hal-Rod
Watklna PHI*
Hamernlk'i Aar
Wllllamt Annex
Winona Pli/mblna
Bunke APCO
Bud'a Bar
Mayan Orocary
Hnmm'e, Baer
Mutual ServiceBauer Hledrlc
Redely Kilowatt!
Plrlt National Bank
BRAV ES • SQUAW]
Weltsate
Phllllpa ee
Knopp - Lunlmkl
Clarion ¦ Wlciek
pappy 'i ...
' Kohner ¦ Olrtlor
Brlelt - rtttltn

1. Ahrena • 0. Plait
Nash'!
...
Priybylakl • Retnart s
Plait ¦ Hodmen
lllckey - Aniloreon
Pabat - Bowman
Brandt - Kerlimem

Strang TV » Radio
Sundown Mold
Alirem - Spircow
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Westgate 1
Starling Mote !
¦mil'! Menswear — ,
Kllnn Electric
Dutchman'a Corner
Del«- '» Shell
Bauer Electric
Dob' s Pour-Mill
Lakeilda Cities Jervlca
Daari' s Standard
Federated Mutual
Jen ' s Tavern
,
Baet' i Bombers
Unksiowni
.'...,
Ooodall Company
Wlncna Industry No. t
Wlncna Industry No. 1
NITE OWL
kaglari Lanes
fountain Brew
Haddad' i
WaJkowskl' i
coiy comerettai
B.B.'a Corner
Dutchman 's Bar
Psp>sl-Cola
Sloppy Joei
KINO* *. QUBEN1
Waalgate
Pou r Muakeloers
... ,
Tro|nm
Double '0'
Letts end Rights
,
To* Big Four
Pour Angela
OUYS ft DOLLS
VWaitoata
Ferguion • Coluenson
Sclncht - Schmlt*
Hutchinson • Luadtke
Foster ¦ Colbentoei
Ralnet - Storsvoait
,.
Bmrnoni - Lubln»kl
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SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Long beach »1, Philadelphia it,
Kansas city V6, CAIcago n.
SUNDAY'S- RESULTS
Philadelphia 69, Oakland It .
Chicago IM, Kansas City m
Pittsburgh 1H, Long Beach 101,
TODAY'S OAMES
No games scheduled.
TUESDAY'S SCHEDULE!
Ion*) Beach nl Pittsburgh.
Chicago at Philadelphia.
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WASHINGTON , D, C. lAV-Eddle
Yost , former star third baseman
who Joined the coaching ranks
with the Los A ncles Angels last
July, has left the California team
and will return to coach with the
Wnshinton Senators' next season,

Edward Burger , 61, of Milwaukee, was Injured fatally Sunday
night when he was struck by an
automobile while walking across
a street intersection on Milwaukee's West Side.
Two Eau Claire girls, Joan
Flint, 18 and Barbara Gray 13,
were killed Saturday night when
struck by an automobile as they
walked along U.S. 12 about a half
mile east of Eau Claire.
A collision in Shawano Courtly
Saturday night took tho lives of
Harold Rudolph , 20, and Frank
Adezlewicz, 58, both of Pulaski.
Authorities said they were in the
vehicles which collided abo ut
three miles east of Bonduel .
Dennis Geving, 28, South Milwaukee, was injured fatally early
Sunday when struck by an automobile as he was entering his car
near his home.
Four persons were killed In a
car-train collision at a crossing in
Shawano County Saturday. Killed
were Gordon Tessier. 35, his wife
Rita, about 35; a son, Gregory,
11, and Jerry Steward , io, all of
Seymour in Outagamie County.
Two persons were killed in a
two-car accident near Janesville
Saturday. The victims were Mrs.
Nora Oolson, 69, Edgerton, a nd
Roger Kelm , 45, of rural Janesville, riding in separate cars.
Louis E. Langowski, 18, Winona ,
Minn., was killed early Saturday
when his car left a highway in
Buffalo County and struck a
culvert. .
A skull fracture was listed as
the cause of the death of Jarnes
Dahms, 15, of New London. He
was injured fatally early Saturday when the car in which he
was riding overturned Jn a ditch
near New London.

SAN FRANCISCO im - Ralph
Terry 's victory over tho Giants in
tho deciding World Series gam«e of
1982 was tho 151h 1-0 game ln series history. Tho TJew York Yankees have been Involved in seven
of thern. Vic Raschl and Allic
Reynolds were other Yankees who
won 1-0 series games . Yanlkees
who lost 1-fl games in previous
World Series were Whitey Ford,
Raschi . Sam Jones and Wnlte
Hoyt.
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Home Owner Symbol

FIFTEEN 1-0 CAWES

YOST IS BACK WITH NATS
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SPRINGFIELD. Colo. (AP)-A
pilot front Minnesota and his passenger were killed when their
By SAM DAWSON
250,000 «t nearly $44 million —
twin-engine plane crashed on a
AP Busitvest News Analyst
with help from the weatherman,
ranch about 14 miles north of this
southeastern Colorado community NEW YOfcK (AP)-A new sta- aad maybe the stock market.
tus symbol for the homeowner? The manufacturers admit the
Saturday,
That's what the makers of snow market for snow throwers isn't
Th* victim* wer* John Edward throwers hope their gadget will as great as for power mowers
Armit, 48, Rochester, Minn., and become. They also hope snow- since grass grows rapidly In a
Forrest Dean Odell, 53, Denver. storms will hit the northern hal( large part of the nation where
Jim Baker, the ranch foreman, of the country well befotfe winter snow is either very little of a
discovered the crash, Baker said makes its official debut some problem or none at all. And an
the bodies were badly mangled three weeks, from now—because open winter cao ruin the sales
and the men apparently had been •experience tells them they ring valuing ¦ points
in other large secdragged some distance by the mp 70 per cent of annual gales tions. . - . - • ¦
plane as it careened along the "before Christmas.
In fact, ?h« Irrduitry afttr m.&
ground.
And because they plan inami- ting under way in 1953 nearly
The Craft had left Longmbnt, in facturing schedules«well ahead of w-ent under during the light snownorthern Colorado, Friday night that, they have become among fall winters from 1955 through .1959
after a trip from Casper. Wyo. the most avid readers of long and many manufacturers dropped
The men were eh route to Fott range weather forecasts.
out.
Worth, Texas.
The povwr graii mower be)cam« Even where they can count on
Bill Riddle, Springfield police a status symbol in the late 19408 a good deial of snow most years,
chief , said the weather jn the area and Bales giew impressively dur- the home snow plow salesmen
was foggy at the time."
ing the 1950s. Makers of the know they can't do much in cities
homeowner's winterized mechan- of 200,000 or over. For one thing,
ical helper would like to see the people there haven't much of anytwo become a year around busi- where to throw snow and let it
ness. In tLme the snow shovel accumulate as do the homeowners
(Continued from Page One)
would lack
any social standing at in the wider op»ea suburbs.
¦
Some makers are wrestling with
unseasonably warm weather re- all .. . ¦ ¦ .
sulted in abnormally heavy trafThe winter of 1959-60 saw 40,000 this problem, touting snow catchfic. A rail crossing mishap that snow removers sold or around $7 ers or seeking methods of comclaimed four lives was the worBt million. The following winter sales pressing snow into , small blocks
accident of the period. "
went to 75,000 units for better than for easy storage.
The bloody weekend raised the $13 million in 1961-62 to 150,000 The prime market the manufac1962 toll to 876 — 42 more than on for $26 million,
turers are aiming at is the 8'^t
this date one year ago — with less In the season just getting under million famlllfes in the Midwest
than one month of the year re- way the 2S or so major makerj and Northeast who live outside the
maining;
of the gadgets hope sales will hit congested city areas.
A flv*-year-old Racine County
girl/ Linda Lee Hauswirth of
Union Grove, died shortly after 5
_a.m. today of injuries suffered
Sunday afternoon when she was
struck by a car. She was treated
by a physician and released but
became ill during the night at her
home. The driver told authorities
the child darted from behind a
parked car.
Robert H. Herman , 23, of Route
1. Adell, in Sheboygan County,
was killed about 10 p.m. Sunday
when the car in wliieh he waa
riding veered off an Ozaukee
County highway near Random
Lake and hit a tree. The driver ,
Mrs. Diane F. Hammen , 22, and
her husband . Merlin, 28, both oi
tVgr.
rural Adell, were injured. She was ^^H Wayne Rotlnskl,
^^^^^^^ AQjU^A^^^ H
treated and released but Hammeti
was kept at the hospital overnlgh.t
for observation.

Ronald Ylvlsaker, 33, Atllron,
was killed early Saturday wBien
struck by an automobile as he
walked on Highway 59 near Wilton Junction.
Peter M. GentlHnl . 29, Duluth ,
Minn., an administrative assistant to Rep. John Blatnik , DMinn. , was killed Friday nipht in
a two-car collision on Highway 12
fi ve miles north oi Tomah.
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warmed up for the Badgers by
beating Fresno State 75-67.
The highly rated Badgers survived a second half scoring drought
to beat the air Force on the onetwo punch of big Tom Gwyn and
Jack Brefls.
Gwyn and Brens scored 36 points
and picked up 24 rebounds between
them . Wisconsin hit 15 of 29 fielders in a blazing first half in which
it posted a 37-23 advantage.
The Badgers broke on top 25-10
before the smaller Air Force players began to find ; their shootLng
eyes. The Falcons sprang- a fullcourt pr«jss in the 'second half and
caught Wisconsin cold midway in
the period.
From a 50-31 deficit, the Cadets
moved 'within six points at 53-47
on the sharp shooting of juniors
Johnny Judd and Parke Hinman.
Then Wisconsin collected eight
stra ight free throws, plus a basket by Gwyn and was out of reach
68-54 with 2:18 left.
Wisconsin hit 24 of 51 shots from
the floor for a 47.1 shooting average, *yhile the Air Force had a
35.8 averag on 24 en 67. Wisconsin had a 46-39 edge on rebounds.
Judd scored 15 points and Hinman 1$ for the airmen.
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ON-THE-FARM TRACTOR TIRE SERVICE

Aluminum
Issues Slide
On Price Cut

DENNIS THE MENACE

1 P.M. New York
Stock P rices

NEW YORK (AP ) — Aluminum
issues declined following aews of
price cuts for the metal, and a
lower trend prevailed in the stock
market generally today. Trading
was fairly active early this afternoon.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was down .9
at 239.5, with industrials off 1.3,
rails off .7, and utilities off .2.
Losses of key stocks ran mostly- from fractions to about a
point.
Motors, ; steels, rails, oils, chemic als, nonferrous metals, utilities,
tobaccos, electrical equipments,
aerospace issues, electronics, and
rubbers were among the major
sections whjch j oined in the downswing.
U.S. Steel and Republic Steel
were off about a point.
Alcoa and Kaiser Aluminum fell
more than a point apiece. Reynolds Metals was down a full
p-oint.
IBM was off 6% at worst in
t&e morning but cut its loss to 4
points or so in the afternoon.

Oes miZl 1OIDHT KNOW 0*0 USEDTo QBATRAMP?
YOGI BEAR

Ford and Chrysler dropped a

point apiece. General Motors and
American Motors were fractional
losers while Studebaker traded
about unchanged.
Losses of a point or so were
taken by Radio Corp., Schering
Pfizer, and Lorillard .
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was off 3.43 at
645.87.
Corporate bonds were mixed.
U.S. government bonds ¦¦; . drifted
lower.

LIVESTOCK
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'I'LL NEVER. UNDERSTAND IT,BOO BOO , EVEN
ON VACATION , PEOPLE EAT AND RUN/'

SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. Wi— (USDA)—
•CattleTs.OOO; calves 2,000; trade only mod-,
erately active; slaughter steers and heifers
generally. fully sleady; cows opening mostly
steady; bulls , slow and about steady; few
loads average choice 1,150-1,200 lb slaughter
steers 29:25-29.50; bulk choice 1,050-1,225
lbs 28.25-29.00; mixed ' good and choice
27.75-28.25; good 26.00-27.75 ; load choice
?79 lb heifers 28.75; bulk choice 27,50-28.50;
utility and commercial cows 13.50-15.50;
canner and cutler 11.50-13.00; utility bulls
19.00-20.00; canner and cutler U.00-18.00;
vealers and slaughter calves steady; high
choice and prime vealers 30.00-31.00; few
32.00; good and choice 26.OO-29.0O; good
and choice Slaughter calves 22.00-25.00;
load choice 875 lb feeder steers 27.00.
Hogs 10,000; moderately active ; barrows
and gilts 230 lbs and down fully 25 cents
higher than Friday; 230-300 lbs strong to

—

Abtaott L 14 Jones7& L 43%
Allied Ch 43 TK-ennecot
67M»
Allis Chal —7 Lorillard
4=3%
Amerada. 15% . Mpis Hon S3
Am Can
44&. Mmn MM 54ft
Am M&Fy 20% Minn P&L 40
Am Mot
16V« Mon Chm 48&
AT&T
113Mi Mon Dk U 35
ANaconda 41% Mon Ward 33ft
Arch Dan 39^ Nat Dairy 59
Armco St 52% Ko Am Av 67Y4
Armour
40% Nor Pac
38
Avco Corp 24'/4 Ko St Pw 323/4
Beth Steel 31V_ Nwst Ai 'rl 37
Boeing Air 38% Penney 7 43^
Brunswick 17V_7 Pepsi Cola <42
«49y4
Chi MSPP lOVi Phil Pet
Chi & NW 14 Pillsbury
53Vi
Chrysler . 69y« Polaroid
126%
Cities Svc 52% Pure Oil
35%
Coraw Ed 43',i RCA
-57
Cons Coal . 36y4 Rep Steel 37
CoritCan 44% Rex Drug 29y8
54ya Rey Tob
Cont Oil
41%
Deere
52% Sears Roe 74%
Douglas
32 Shell Oil
33
Dow Chem 57% Sinclair
347/8
56
du Bont 230% Socony
East Kod 108 Sp Rand
13%
Ford Mot 45 St Brands 63%
Gen Elec 74% St Oil Cal 63%
Gen Foods 74 St Oil Ind
47%
Gen Mills 30% St OU NJ
56
Gen. Mot
56% Swift & Co 38%
Gen Tel
23% Texaco
57c
Goodrich 44% Texas Ins 61%
Goodyear 32% Xfn Pac
34%
Gould Bat 38% Un Air Lin 32
Gt No Ry 43?8 U S Rub 41
Greyhound 31% TJ S Steel ¦ 46c
Hornestk 45c West Un • 27
IB Wach 390% "Westg EI 31%
49y4 "Wlworth .' 67y*
Int Harv
Int Paper 27% Tng S & T 83
25 cents higher; sow s strong to 25 centshigher, full advance 400-600 lbs; couple
shipments 1-2 200-220 lb barrows and gilts
17.0O; most 1-2 190-230 lbs 16.50-16.75 ; bulk
1-3 180-240 lbs 16.00-16.50; most 1- 3 270400 lb sows 13.75-14.50-; 2-3 400-550 lbs 12.7513.75; choice 120-160 lb feeder pigs 15.5016.0O,
Sheep 4,000; slaughter lambs fairly active, fully steady; slaughter ewes steady;
feeder lambs steady to strong; most choice
and prime wooled slaughter lambs 18.5019.50; mixed good and choice 17.50-18.50 ;
cull to good slaughter ewes 5.00-6.50; choice
and fancy wooled feeder lambs 17.50-18.50;
good , and choice rl4.0O-.17.50. .
CHICAGO
CHICAGO HI -(USDA)— Hogs 9,500;
butchers steady to 25 cents higher; 1-2
190-220 lb butchers 17.25-17.75; mixed .1-3
190-230 lbs 16.50-17.25; 230-250 lbs 16.0016.75; 2-3 250-290 I bs 15.50-16.25; mixed
1-3 300-400 lb sows
13.75-14.75; 2-3 400-550
¦
lbs T2.75-14.00. . " .
Cattle 18,000; ca Ives none; slaughter
lower; couple
loads
steers 25-50 cents
prime .1,250-1,275 lb. slaughter steers 32.2532.50 ; bulk high choice and prime 1,1501,375 lbs 31.00-32.00; bulk choice- 1,1001,350 lbs 29.50-31.00; good 25.5*28.04); load
standard and good 1 ,200 lb Holsteins 25.00;
choice 850-1,000 lb heifers 27.75-29.0O; good
25.00-27.25; utility and commercial cows
14.00-16.50; utility and commercial' ' bulls
18.00-20.00.
Sheep 1,500; slaughter lambs steady to
50 cents lower; choice and prime 90-105
lb wooled slaughter lambs 19.50-20:50; good
and choice 17,00-19.00; cull to good wooled
slauQhter ewes ' 5.00--.50.
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By Dal Curtis

By Ed D odd
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AB__n50NSTRUCff6Tj \WRKERS—Over-

Writ*
seas-U. S. prolecfs. All trades.
Globe Application Service, Box M4, Bal¦ •'
timore 3, Md.
. '
GRANITE HAND POLISHER and cutter
for die members and molds. Steady
work. Roosevelt Granite Co., Int., Snyder, Oklahoma,
;
=
_

""

Lost and Found

4

~WINONA AREA

'
MAN'S GLASSES—brown framed bifocals, NO TRAVEL necessary. Sales experlenet
with Inscription John Douglas, lost. Redesirable but not required. Company will
ward, Tel. 356?.
.
train right man. Liberal guarantee and
future Income substantial. Send complete
Personals
7 personal summary to Box W-l Dally
¦
¦
'
'
. . '
News . '
LOSE WEIGHT safely, easily and economlcally with Dex-A-Dlet tablets. Only
¦
Situations Wanted—Female 29
. . ¦; ' '
98c. Ford Hopkins.
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?—Man
or woman, your drinking create* numerous problems. " If you need and want
help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group, Box 122, Winona, Minn.
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"Look,George — matching physiques!"

WINONA MARKETS
Reported by

Swiff & Company

Buying hours are from 8 a.m. to 4 pm.
Monday through Friday.
These quotations apply as ot noon today.
All livestock arriving alter closing time
will be properly cared for , weighed and
priced ,Ihe following morning;
HOGS
The hog market: Butchers - IS cents
higher; sows steady.
Strictly meat type additional 20-40 cents;
fat hogs discounted 20-40 cents per hundredweight.
Good hogs, barrows and glllt160-180
14.50-15.50
180-200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15.50-15.75
200-220 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15.75
220-240
i.'
;.. 15.55-15.75
¦ 240-270
14.90-15.55
270-300
14.30-14.90
300-330
14.00-14.30
¦'
, 13.75-14.00
33M60
Good sows—
270-300
14.00-14.25
300-330
13,75-14.00 .
330-360 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '....; 13.50-13.75
360-400
.... 13.25-13.50
13.00-13.25
40O-450 . . . . . . . . . . . . '.
450-500
.' ... 12.50-13.00
$taqs—
4SOdown '
,
10.00
450-up
. . . . . . . .... 9.00-10.00
Thin and unfinished hogs discounted
CALVES
The veal market Is steady.
Top choice
:... ' 24.00
Choice
; . . . . . . . . . 25.00-27.00
'
'
Good • . .
:. . .:
.... 2C.00-24.00
Commercial to good . . . . . . . . 17.00-19.00
Utility ..
15.00-16.00
. Boners and culls ' ". . ..' .:. .. 14.00-down
CATTLE
The cattle market; Steers and heifers
25-50 cents lower; cows steady 1o weak.
Dryfed steers and yearlings.' 27.50
Extreme top
Choice t o . prime
2S.50-26.75
Good to choice
23.5O-25.50
Comm. to good
16.00-21.00
Utility
16.00-down
Dryled heifersExtreme top
26.75 . .
Choice to prime
; 25.00-26.00
Good to choice
23.50-25.00
Comm. to good
J6.0O-20.S0
Utility
.,. 16.00-down
CowsExtreme top . . :
15.00
Commercial
... 13.0O-14.0O
Utility
.....,...:;..
12.00-13.25
Canners and cutters
12.50-down
Bulls—
Bologna
15.00-17.00
',' . 14.50-15.50
Commercial
Light thin '. ..
14.50-down

Winona
A
A
A
A
B
C

Egg Market

dumbo)
(large) . . . :
(medium)
(small)

34
.29
.22
.14
.22
.17

Bay State Milling Company

Elevator "A" Grain Prices
Hours: 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
(Closed Saturdays)
1 northern spring wheat
J2.22
2 northern spring wheat
2.20
3 northern spring wheat
2.16
4 northern spring whea t
2.12
1 hard winter wheat
2.08
2 hard winter wheat
2.06
3 hard winter wheat
2.02
4 hard winter wheat
1.98
1 rye
. I.u
2 rye
1.09

¦

PRODUCE

^^^^^
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No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

By Ern j e Boshmiller .

MAN WANTED-between ages of 23 § and
62. Enloy a pleasant business servlcina
farni trade in your community. If you
qualify we have a guarantee to back you
up High commission Income possible
first year, it will cost you noth ing la
gat details. Write D-90 Dally News.

NO T l C E
This newspaper will be responsible for
only o n « incorrect Insertion ol any
classified advertisement published In
the Want Ad section. Check ymr ad
and call 3321 If a correction must be
made. .
¦
-

Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade
Grade

NANCY

27

DEPENDABLE ilngli man with experGood
lence on modern dairy farm.
Church,
home and .good wanes. Russell
¦
¦
¦
'
•'
¦
. ¦:
Minnesota City.

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR-

Froedtert Malt Corpo ration

By Saunders ond Ernst

Halp Wanf d—Male

Want Ads
Start Here
D- _,

Hours: 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.; closed Saturday!
Submit sample before loading.
No. 1 barley
$1.05
'
No. 2 barley
.,
.95
No. 3 barley ,
.90
No. 4 barley
.85

MARY WORTH

7|

NEW YORK (AP ) — (USDA>Wholesale egg offerings fully ample on largo and adequate on
balance ; demand quiet today.
(Wholesale selling prices based
on exchange and other volume
sales. )
New York spot quotations follow:
Mixed colors : extras (47 lbs.
min, ) 37-38!7i; extras medium (40
lbk . average) 30-31; smalls (35 lbs,
average) 26% - 27%; standards
35%-37; checks 32^-n lA. •
Whiles; extras (47 lbs. min.)
37% -39%; extras medium (40 lbs,
average) 30-31; top quality (47 lbs,
min) 39-42; mediums (41 lbs. average) 32-33'/_ ; smalls (36 lbs , av>
erase) 27-28; peewees 22-23.
Browns: extras (47 lbs. min.)
aa i _ -40; top quality (47 lbs. min .)
3!)'/J-41'/J ; mediums (41 lbs. average ) 34-36; smalls (30 lbs. average) 28-2!); peewees 22-23.
Butter offerings more than ample; demand fair .
Wholesale prices on bulk cartons ( fresh) :
Creamery, 93 score (AA ) 58'/«59V4 , 92 score (A) 58^-59 ; 90 score
(R) 5fl%-59.
Cheese offerings adequate; demand fair.
Wholesale s a l e s , American
dieaso (whole milk ) :
single daisies fresh 40%-44 cents;
single daisies aged 49-52; flats
aged 4fl-r>3,,i; processed American
pateurized 5 lbs "S9-42; domestic
svviss lblo<:ks) grade "A" 40-50;
grade "B" 42-4R; grad e "C" 39-43,
CHICAGO (AP) 1Chicago Mercantile Kxcliangc - butter steady;
wholesale b u y i n g prices unchanged ; n score A A 57% ; 92 A
57% ; 90 B 57; 119 O 50; cars 90 B
57%; «9 C 57% .
Eggs nboiit steady; wholesale
buying prices unchanged to. 1 lower; 70 per cent or liel ter grade
A whiles * 36; mixed 35; mediums
29; standards S3; dirties 2ft;
checks 27.
CHICAGO (ApTl (USDA)-IJvo
poultry : wholesale buyin g prices
3% lower to 1 hlglier; roasters
21%-25% , mostly 24; special fed
white rock fryers 16-18;, mostly
1(1.
~
NEW YOHK i; AI')~Canadlaa

Situations Wanted—MaU

30

IF YOU WANT YOUR clock cleaned—
see Frank. All -work done quickly and LIGHT CARPENTER work, cement wotfc
expertly. RAINBOW JEWELERS, next
and odd |obs. Tel. 9909, Nick Lorang,
to the post offi<e on 4th.
9 Lenox.
AVOID HARSH SOAPS and detergents
40
with oceans of hot, soft water. Call Money to Loan
"HEY CULLIGATI MAN!" Tel- 3600.
your
specific
Whatever
SOMEWHAT . SLIMMER. .. .OR. ' , .altera- NEED MONEY?
need may be you'll have the funds for
tions by WARREN BETSINGER, Tailor,
If when you borrow fr.im MINN. LOAN
UVi W . 3rd.
& THRIFT, 166 Walnut. Tel. 8-2W* and
FOR JUNIOR ENGINEERS!
Complete
your money can be ready when you
".¦ "
road building set Including clam power
stop by.
_.
shovel with bucket that raises, lowers
and dumps; 13" bulldozer that does
big earth mov ing iobs; lew dump
truck that carries and dumps big pay
loads. Only S3.99 at ROBB
BROS.
PLAJN NOTE—/BHJTO-FURNITURE .
STO RE , 576 E. 4th. Tel. 4007.
170 E. 3rd St.
Tel, 291S
;
MARIE — why don'f you pick up the Hrs. 9 a.m. to S p.m.. Sat. 9 em fo noon.
girls and bring them to lunch at the
Williams Hotel. You should see all the
men who lunch there. PATRICIA.
fee7~be ~Tt
DTNWG GLEE at a m!x3esi~
rnornlng, noon, or night, we reward
your appetite with tempting delights.
175 Lafayette St.
Tel. SJ40
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 124
E. 3rd.
(Nexf to Telephone Office )
Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

1
t^
LOANS

dollar- .928750; previous .day
I
.9284=37. -.
(AP)
(USDA)-PoCHICAGO
—
tatoes arrivals 178; on track 254;
shipments Sunday 7; supplies liberal ;.-¦ demand for russets slow,
market dull ; demand for round
reds moderates; market about
steay; carlot track sales: Idaho
russets 3.75; Minnesota North Dakota Red River Valley round reds
Building Trades
2.00-2.30.

Loans — Insurance —
Real Estate

FRANK WEST AGENCY

13 pogs, Pets, Supplies

WHEN THE LITTLE tots gattier 'round
Ihe < tree, ' let them feel tha softness,
warmness of new wall-to-wall carpeting
Installed In time for Christmas by
HALL-HAFNER F LOORS. 920 W. 5th.
Tel. 4276. 17 vears of Installation.

GRAIN

DAY NURSERY In my home, completely
modern, properly equipped. Inquire! at
103 E. Howard.

42

SAMOYED PUPPIES-8 weeks old, very
affectionate companions. Ideal Christmas
gift. Write Gall Luethl, Independence,
W/i . (Tel. 626-2338 WaumanOee.)

Horses/ Cattle, Stock
43
CHICAGO (AP)-No wheat or
soybean sales. Corn No. 2 yellow Business Services
14 PUREBRED DUROC boars and gTits, vae111 ; No. 3 yellow ¦1:06%-10; No.
cinated for cholera and erysipelas. Clifcomes but once a Year, fire
ford Hotf,
Lanesboro,
Winn,
(Pilot
4 yellow l.O0V_ -Q6',_ ; ' No 5 yellow CHRISTMAS
hazards are alwa ys here. Have your heatMound).
97y»-1.01% ; sample grade yellow ing system cleaned by BOB HARDTKE,
DUROC BOARS—serviceable age , pureCleaning
Service. Tel. 4016.
1.0S-11. Oats No 1 extra heavy Furnace-Vac
_
_
bred, weight 300 . lbs., FFA boars of
~
white 75%; *No . 2 extra heavy IN ANY WEATH E"R ther"e's"noMiing " better Roger Duellmain. In care -of Ervlrt
Duellman, Fountain
City, Wis.
Tel.
than ZEPHYR
ventilated awnings and
white 75Vi. ' ; './
' . '.
B-MU 7-3753, .
doorhoods. Custom built, permanent year
. " ;
S-oybean oil 35%.

around protection against 3un, snow, FOR LEASE—10 outstanding second and
rain, and sleet. Free estimates without
third calf, springing cows. ' No cash outobligation. WINONA RUG
CLEANING
lay. To qualify, farmer must have sufSERVICE, 116 W. 3rd. Tel- 3722.
ficient feed and housing available. Writ*
*
to! Dairy Program, Box 224, Harmony,
BOAT REPAIR costs more in the spring.
Minn. Tel. 88-64562 evenings.
Have It Done Now! WARR IOR MFG.,
7~
5035 6th St. T«l. 8-3866.
RtTsHFORD
Ll VESTOCK
COMMISSION
auction every Wed . afternoon. Livestock
Moving, Trucking, Storage 19 bought
daily. Tei; Rushford 854-9149 collec
AROUND THE WORLD—or around the
block, we'll move you anywhere, anytime, FEEDER STEERS—8 Holsteins; 1 Hampexpertly and quickly. WINOWA DELIVshire boar. Robert L. Speedling, Kellogg,
ERY & TRANSFER , 404 VJ, 4th.' Tel.
Minn. Tel. 767-4450.
3112. Free 'Estimates. .
POLAND
cTTlN
A—purebred boars
and
Plumbing, Roofing
21 gilts. Lewis Lebakken, Gaiesville, Wis.
Tel. 18-F-21.
KEN-WAY Electric SEWER CLEANING
FEEDER PIGS—7, weaned and casfratJERRI'S PLUMBING
ed. These are real nice ones. Gerald
827 E. 4th
Tel. V394
Tel.
Kronebusch,
Rollingstone , Minn.
"
Altura 6895.
.
-"
For clogged sewers and drains.
BlJLLS-registered. serviceHOLST ETN
Tel. 9509 or 4435
1 year guarantee
able age, DHIA .herd average 545, individual records to 749. Alfred H. Johnson, Peterson. Minn.
ARE YOU BITTEN by the rem«dellng bug? CHRISTMAS PRESENT—Shetland ponies.
New kitchen, laundry area, bathroom? We
Choice of 12, 6 months to 1 year old,
have the finest quality fixtu res. See us
shorter or taller, males, various colors,
for estimates. These are the finest of
all gentle, Dec. 9, 1 to 5 p.m.at Roy
Christmas
gifts.
Christiansen Farm, 5 miles N. of Cen(Pub. Dale Monday, Oec. 3, 1962)
terville. Wis. Hgwy . 93, 3 miles S. of
NOTICE OF INCORPORATION
¦
Roy's Store In Fox Coulee. Vj mile.
•
¦
.
' .' ,
'
OF
PLUMBING 8, HEATING
Watch for s ton. Will trade for live"
RED WINS INDUSTRIES, INC.
Tel. 3703 ,
207 E. 3rd
stock. Will hold till Chrlstrmas. Bring
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant
Contact Roy Chrlstlanson. Tel,
to the provisions of Chapter 3O0, Laws of Help Wantad—Female
26 truck.
¦
'
Arcadia 28F11. _
the State of Minnesota,: for ttie year ol
1933, that a corporation was incorporated MINN. LICENSED hairdresser, neat, In- HEREFORD CALVES—4 steers and ' t
telligent, 24-30 years of age, to work
heifers. Heifers vaccinated. S50 lbs., 28under said Act with the name "Red Wing
as an assistant to a hair stylist. Guar30c. Howard ' Jacobson, Taylor, Wis.
Industries, Inc." and that on the 28th day
anteed
salary,
paid
vacations.
Write
of November, 1942, a«Certificate of IncorFEEDER PIGS—17 good ones. Allan RanD-84
Dally
News.
All
replies
confidencompany.
poration was duly issued to said
dall, Houston. Minn. Tel. R u s h f o r d
tial.
The purposes and obje cts and . general naUN 4-9417.
ture of the business to be transacted and MATURE WOMAN to give adult superthe powers of this corporation shall be
vision in m otherless home, 5 school
as follows: To engage In Ihe business ol
children, 8-16. Private " room, modern
converting,
fabricaflng,
manufacturing,
facilities. Wr ite R. P. Schuld,
Rice
lobbing and selling of . wood, metal, plastic
Lake, Wis..
and fabricated -furniture and other produces. Including cases and cabinets for ra- PERSONABLE young girl to help with
housework and child care. Own room
dios, television sets, and cabinet shop
apd bater'Recent references required.
products generally ; to operate and conGood salary. Write 317 Ravine Dri, Highbusiness
duct a wholesale manufacturing
land Park, III .
and 1o buy, sell and deal in. at wholes
EC TION
a»d retail, all kinds of manufactured and
TVP ST
unmanufactured products; and generally
to take, purchase, acquire, hold, own, exchange and lease or otherwise acquire,
se-ll . and dispose of rea l and personal property and any Interest or right ' therein;
to purchase, exchange , ' hire or Otherwise
acquire, use and dispose of personal properly, chattels, rights, easements, permits,
patents, trademarks, copyrights, privileges,
licenses, franchises, bonds, slocks and other
evidences of Indebtedness and to do end
perform all lawful acts which In the
ludgment of Its Board of Directors may be
necessary or deemed advisable to further
the Interests of the corporation; to hold,
purchase or otherwise acquire and to sell,
mortgage, assign or otherwise dispose of
the shares ot capital stock , bonds, debentures, warrant or ofher negotiable
transferable evidences of value created by
olhcr corporations and while the holders
of such stocks, bonds or olhcr obligations,
to exercise all rights and privileges of
ownership Including the right to vote thereo-n to the same extent as a natural per(First Puh. Monday, Nov. 2e, 1962)
son might or could do; to sue and be
Wanted—Livestock
46
) is.
sued In Ils corporate name and to enter Stale of Minnesota
)
In Probate Court
Into obligations or contracts nnd to do County ot Winona
No. 15,334
Top prices for all livestock
any acts Incident to the transaction of Its
In the Natter of tho Estate of
GREMELSBACH STOCK YARD*
business or ex-pedlent for the attainment
Emil M. Zeltler, Decedent.
Lewiston, Minn.
of the purposes and oblecls stated In these
WHEREAS, Richard J. Ze ltler has filed
Dally Hog Markel
Articles. The powers herein enumerated
In
this
Court
a
petition
stating
the
above
Tei.
4161
en
springing cows-helfers.
shall be In lurtherance and not In limitation of the powers conferred upon cor- named decedent was at his death under
contract
In
writing
to
convey
to
Richard
porations ot lIKe kind under the laws of
48
J. Zeltler, his heirs or asslans, the tract Farm Implements
the State ol Minnesota.
Olmsted , State
~
' B~
The address ol the reentered ofllco of of land In the County of
CHALrViERS—model
ALLiS
tractor wllh
irk:
said corporation Is 68 Wost Fourth Street at Minnesota,
mounted' . cultivator and dra-w type plow.
The Northwest one quarter (NWV<) and
In the City of Winona , State of Minnesota.
Tot. 8-1300.
of the Norththe
North
one-half
(N'A)
~
The names and addresses of the Incoreast one quarter (NE'i), alt In Section JOHN " DEER E HAMMERMILL—IO~"pfO
porators are:
Fou r (4), Township Ones Hundred Six
drive, Now idea manurt spreader. Tel,
William C. Werrw,
(106) Norlh, Range Eleven (11) West;
2790 Lewiston, Minn,
'.
336 West Wabasha Street ,
that the terms of said contract have been
" BUCKETS ^three",
Winona, Minnesota;
SEAMLESS
SURGE
performed
by
reason
ol
which
said
peLeif A. Ho Ian,
with strap
and wall hangers,
1956
titioner Is entitled to such conveyance, and
651 Main Street,
models; Surge SP-11 purnsj. used sevpraying that the Court direct the adminWinona , Minnesota;
eral seasons with ' * h.p. motor ; Uniistrator wllh the Will annexed of said deC. Stanley McMahon,
versal 3-4 unit pump, with v> h.p. mocedent fo make such conveyance accord68 West Fourth Street,
tor; Jeep pickup, 6' box , 4 wheel
ing to snld conlrnct;
Winona, Minnesota .
drive, with radio; purebred Shorthorn
IT IS O R D E R E D , That said petition ba
The names and addresses of the flrsl
bull . weigh)
about
1,150
lbs.
OAK
Board of Directors ol said corporation are: heard on Ihe 31st day of December, IM?.
RIDGE SA.LES 8, S E R V I C E , Mlnneliat
11 o'clock A.M., af the Probate Court
William C. Wornz,
ka , Minn. Tel , Altura 78B4.
Room In the Court House In the City of
~
336 SA/est Wabasha Street,
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
Wlnonn In said County and State,' and
Wlnonn , Minnesota;
that
notice
ol
said
hearing
be
given
by
Be
sure
and
see the new C-l
Leif A. Holan,
$149.95
tho publication of this order as provided
651 Main Stroot,
AUTO
ELECTRIC
SERVICE
by
law
In
the
Winona
Dolly
News
and
Winona, Minnesota;
2nd A Johnson
Tel. 5453
by mailed nollce as provided by the rules
Rudolph E, Mlcsbauer,
of this Court" .
4(10 Hiawatha Drive ,
Dated
November
23,
196J
.
Winona, Minnesota;
E. D. LIBERA,
Edward A . Leonard,
Judge ol Probale.
Warren at 25th Avenue,
(Court
Seal)
Bollwood, Illinois .
O'Brien, Ehr lck J. Wolf,
Dated this 2)lh day ol November, 1963 .
Attorneys lor Representative,
RED W I N G INDUSTRIES, INC.
First Nntlonnl Renk Bulldln-g.
By; William C. Wernr,
Rochester, Minnesota,
President.

Barley : malting choice
:
1.32n; feed- 86-1.02n.
¦

1.25-

Fireworks Explode
Killing Italian Lad

NAPLES, Italy 7 AP) — Police
reported the city 's first firewoxks victim of the Yuletide season. Sunday.
They said Antonio Maffetone,
16, was cruising along on nis
motorcycle with a big load'of
fir«wi5fks ; — illegal in Naples—
when he missed a curve and
crashed into a car. He died in
the explosion of his cargo . The
two car occupants were slightly
hurt.
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ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN

WEDNESDAY,
DEC 5Y ..y.r

~~
^ ^" M" T
Do you like to meet and deal

with people? Are you a good
typist?
Do you want to work in a
small office with pleasan t surroundings and working conditions? Do you want a yearr o u n d permanent position ?
This job requires Saturday
work , but only a total of 40
hours per week. Age range—
19-40. Apply in person at

Minnesota State
Employment Service
163- Walnut. Street
Winona. Minnesota

(First Pub. Monday, Dec. 3, 1963)
Stale of Minnesota ) ss,
Counly of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 15,461
In Re Estate el
John F. Burmolttor, Decedent.
Order for Heirlna on Petition lor Probate
of Will, Limiting Time to. File claims
and lor Hearing Thereon.
Fred Itwmelslcr having filed a petition
for the probate ol Iho Will of snld decedent and 1or the appointment ot Fr«d
Hurmelsfer m executor, which Will Is on
Hie Jn this Court nnd open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED , That the hearing
Ihereof be had on Decomoer 28, 1942, at
IO;M o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probnle court room In the court houso
In Wlnonn, Minnesota, and that oh|oclloirc
to tho allowance of said Will, If any, bo
tiled before snld time of hearing; thnt
the time wllhln which creditors of sale)
decedent may Hie their claims bo limited
In lour mon ths trom tin tlt ta hereol, ami
thnt the claims so filed be heard on April
3. 1963, et 10:00 o'clock A.M., helore this
Court In the probalp courl room In tho
courl house In Wlnonn, Mlnoosola, and that
notice hereol be given by publication of
Ihls order In Iho Wlnonn Dally News and
by mailed notice ns provided by law.
Dated November 29, 1962,
E. D. I.II1EHA,
Probato Judge,
(Probnle Court Seal)
Strenlor & Murphy,
Allorneyi lor Petitioner,

^

(First Pub. Monday, Nov, 36, 1963) '
NOTICE TO BANKBR5
NOTICE
IS HEREHV
GIVEN, That
sealed proposals lor Ihe deposit ot tin
funds of Winona Counly, Minnesota , for
tho itnsulno two years, will be received by
the Board of Auditors ot laid County, nl
the ofllco ot Joseph C. Page, Clerk ol the
District Court, In tho Courl House, In the
City of Wlncno, In said County, up to and
until tho 14th day of Docembor, 1963, «l
9:30 o'clock In the forcnoom of said day, al
which time nnd place all such proposal
so suhmlltect will he opened and read by
and In presence of snld B-oard.
Such proposals shall stale what security
will be olwen to said County for such
lunds so deposited and wtint Interest will
be allowed on monthly balances on condition that -such funds, with accrued Interest, shnll bu held sub|ecl to droll and
payment ot nil times mi demand,
Tho noar<i reserves the right lo relecl
any and all proposals ,
Dated al Winona, Minnesota,
this 23rd day of November, 1961.
PAUL BAER
Chairman of -said Board, and
Chairman Bnord ol Counly
Commissioner s.
JOSKPII C. PAGE
Clerk ot said Board, and
Clerk of the District Court,
R t C H A R D SCHOONOVER
Member of sold Board, end
County Auditor.

1 p.m.

Several lots of feeder cattle
already consigned. Incl uding a
compjete herd of 75 Hereford
and Shorlhorn brood cows,
steers, heifers , sucking calves
and Hereford herd bull. Ateo
several lots of Hereford calves
and other feeder cattle, along
with our regular consignments.

Rushford
Livestock Commission
RUSHTORD, MINN.
Telephone 864-9149.

Sale every Wednesday.

Heavy duty manure spreader
aprons: For New Idea Spread^
ers. To fit models 12 . 12A, 17,
200. $3B.J)5,
To fit models 1ft nnrl 39. $43.50,
KOCHENDERFEH & SONS
Fountain City, Wisconsin

ON HANDON DISPLAY
New Idea Flnil Spreaders.
im nnd IfiO bushel sizes.
Minnesota Sinple Bcnter
Spreaders.
At ro-al economy price.
New Holland No. 32!">
Single Beater Spreaders.

Also sovernl Used Spreaders.
BoRinniiifi Dec. 1, we will Ixi
closed Salurday nltemoons until spring,
'

"BREEZY ACRES"
F. A. KRAUSE CO
Soulh on New H iRhw ay u-(i l
Open all day Saturday

Get Year 'Round

PicK"APrESeNT

Radios, Television

71 Houses for Rent

RADIO AND TV REPAJ R. all mixes, expen work. WINONA FIRE & POWER.

54 E, todi.m sw;

FOR

¦
¦ ¦
¦ .

¦

¦

•*• »<•

Join the Fun - Christmas Shop, Too!

'' " ' ¦

¦PREE.!/ '$? 1.5 "in ' - Merchsihdise.;'' - "C ert-ifi:cates- ' : ... - ;
GIVEN AWAY EACH WEEK
FOR THREE BEST CHUCKLE SENTENCES

BETTER RADIO TV SERVICE
Braia't TV Service
M W. Bellevlew
Tel. 7476.
~
NEW PORT ABLE 1»* TV set; Also combination console radlo-racord player. Coffee table. Call alter 4 p.m. weekdays.
i
l
l Laird St.
7
USED TELEVISION SETS-conjolei and
portables. The tbe and style you want
at

Hardt's Music Store

T. Read Hie Olft Advertisement* and
select one phrase from four or
mart advertisements; Combine the
lines Into one humorous sentence.
7. Name . the advertisers where lines
are taken from. Only sdvertlsemenU
FROM THIS FEATURE are eligible,

orlrej—Trade Certificates redeemable
only at an/ of the advertisers usln$
this "Pick A Present" feature.
4. All "Chuckle Sentences" must be
received by 5 p.m. Friday of each
week during the contest. Those received after that time wi ll be Judged in
following week. Prlies will be mailed to winners . Decision of ludges Is

3. For the best "Chuckle Sentences "
each week, we will award three

'
APPLIQUH ' FELT for Christmas _ ]fji, ONLY $10 delivers a new and beautiful
decor In ell colors. 9x12 squares, 15c. 72",.
Phllco-Bendlx automatic washer for Mom.
on bolt, J2.98 yd. Nylon net, plain colors,
; It's a new 12-ib. load model, with two
72". 29c yd. ; Glitter nylon net, 36", 39c
speeds. Just say. "Charge It" at FIREyd. CINDERELLA SHOPFE, 214 Man- !
STONE STORES, 200 W. 3rd.
!•
kato.
OH
JOYS-Guns tor boys ! Get him an
CHRISTMAS CANDLES in so many designs \
official Dick Tracy gun, Winchester, or
we can't tell about all. with Christmas j
maybe a Daisy cork gun. Models for all
acenes and ^carols, $2.00. Jewel stemmed >
ages. Bow
'n arrow sets, too . At
candles—twins, H.SO; triples, M.O0. You'll j
'
enioy Paraoon scented candles In epothe- I SHUMSKt'S, downtown. Bring them to
cary |ars at only $2.00—lovely scents. Go ¦: Toyiand.
'
candle
shopping
this
Christmas at
7 CHOATE'?.
THE MAN ON the farm always likes tools
for Christmas . . . electric drills, SandCOME TO THE Cone Room tor that special
ers, etc., or the finest in hand, -tools.
gift for a special sbmeone-^dellghtful ImMade to use. Made to Last; We have,
ports In crystal, pewter, dinner sets,
other gilt suggestions/' too. BREEZY
Ironstone and wood. Some very on'pina),
ACRES, south of 61.. ' . ¦' ¦ • ' •
some handcrafted. Distinctive gift-wrapping. ft . D CONE'S.
^
CLEAR THE WAY for Santa with the best
CHRISTMAS TIME 7- traditional diamond
Sno-Blower In town. He'll like If so much
time. Bring the light of your life to see
he'll want it tor his own . Handy for fat
our very finest. One FREE wedding photo
fellows who won 't shovel. At BAMto you when you select a diamond at
BENEK S, 429 Mankato.
RAINBOW JEWELERS, next to post of- .
fice.
DA VINCI'S MASTERPIECE . . . The Last
CHRISTMAS TREES you . can see befoTe
Supper . . . 32x15 Paint-B y-Number Set
you Buy, In choice of Balsam, Fir, Scotch
faithfully ind beautifully portrays this
' ¦'. and Norway Pine, Wreafhs and roping.
reverend occasion. 45 pre-mlxed paints to
Sturdy stand s for trees up to 100 lbs.
do It lustlce. NO better way to spend
A. GRAMS 8, SONS, 1!0 E. 2nd.
leisure hours. PAINT DEPOT.

50 Articles for Sale

FREE
TURKEY
A 20-lb. turkey will be
given with every 2 tons
of feed or fertilizer paid
for and taken out by December 20, 1962.

FARM & GARDEN
SUPPLY
116 Walnut

Tel. 8-3769

Auction Sales
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City arsd start licensed
•nd bonded. J52 Liberty St: (Comer
E. 51h and Liberty), Tail. 4980.

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

Everett J. Kohner
158 Walnut
8-3710, affr hours MM
DEC. 4—Tues. 1 p.m. 10 miles E. of
ChBtfleld, Minn, on Hgwy. 30 C.L. &
8.
I. M. Hansen, owners; Redalen
Erickson, auctioneers; Thorp Sales Co.,
clerk.
DEC. 4—Tun. 12:30 p.m. J miles S. of
Dakota, 2 miles S. of Nodlnt. Sherman Woodard, owner; Alvin Kohner,
auctioneer; Minn. Land 8. Auction Serv.,
clerk,
DEC. 5—Wed; 1 p.m. IVs miles N. of
weak Center and 8Vi miles SW. of Laka
City, Minn. Jersey Sale. Frank Furst,
owner;
Mass & Maai, auctioneers;
Lake C fly State Bank, clerk.
DEC. 7—Frl. 10:30 a.m. 3 miles W. of
Arcadia, Wis. on Hgwy. 95, then 4 miles
SW. George Arnold Estate, ownen English 8. Kohner, auctioneers; Northern
Inv. Co,, clerk.
DEC. I—Sat. 1 p.m.V* mil" N. of Nelson,
Wis, Lee Amdahl, owner; Francis WerInv. Co.,
Northern
lein, auctioneer)

75

HEATIN&I.HEATING! - The largest selection of gas or oil tieating equipment in
town. Expert service and Installation.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 51h
St. Tel. 7479. Adolpfi Mlchalowskl.

¦¦ ' ¦
.' :.

Typawriters

A

OHRT^MAS B^n^iNGER _

77

Used
typewriters, standard a n d
portable,
guaranteed, as LOW as S19.9J. WINONA
TYPEWRITR SERVICE, 1«1 E. 3rd.
Tel. 6-330O.

W a shing,

Ironing Machines 79

MAYTAG AND FRIGIDAIRE - Fast, expert service. Complete stock of parts.
H. Choate _ Co. Tel. 2871.
SPEED
QUEEN—conventional washer,
19«0, stainless steel tub, timer and
pump. Like new . Tel. 8-3444 ,
TRIM THE TREE^Ith^namental Helena

Rubenslein lipsticks for all the gals on
Wearing Apparel, Furs
80
your gift list. Array of tree-trimming colors and lipstick shades for every occaMINK
HEAD
fur
coalTabOut
slte
18.
good
I" slon. Only S1.50 at TED MAIER DRUGS.
_
condition. $150. 962 E, 5th . Tel. 4761..;
"
~~
WROUGHT iRON Tls " still TT fawritiT for
complimenting any decor. Add a piece to Wanted to Buy
81
kitchen, bathroom, bedroom, any room In
^
USED PING "PONG tIbTe7wanted.
~
ln
/theJvOuse. LAWREMZ FURNITURE;
good condition. Tel. 7850 alter 5:30 p.m.
""
THE N EWEST In home decorating at Holi- WANTED-glrl's
small
bicycled
Als„
day: Time . . . anytime. Let Mom go
child's toy horse and American flyer
. modern. Fantasia with a fish float from
train accessories. Tel. 8-1646.
J-AWRENZ FURNITURE.
GOLF
CLUBS WANTED—2 sets,
state
number of clubs and price. Write* D-W
ONE HUNDRED Y EARS too late, but fllve
Dally News.
Mom her freedom on Christmas, 1962—
with a GE Mobile Maid automatic dishwasher. Needs no installation, rolls on
wheels, pre-rinses, washes, dries. A perfect gift at B _ B ELECTRIC.

¦ m i _ n»_i ¦wmtr ¦<_! I urn ruiiTiK im imn riii r - — ¦ ¦ -

Hay, Grain, Feed

72

Steves, Furnaces. Parts

IMAGINE DAD staying home nights . to entoy this Christmas gift—a swivel, foamcushioned rocker with adlustabie tension.
Real comfort at a real price, $47.95.
Leather as soft as a glove. At GAMBLES,
116 Center.

57 Articles for Sab

57

OK USETTFURNITURE STORE

CHRISTMAS TREES—for sale wholesale.
Eversreen Pappy Truck Stop, Wabasha,
Minn. Tel. 565-4i7{.

273 E. 3rd Sf

We Buy
We Sell
Furniture-Antiques—Tools
end other used Items

RUMMAGE SALE-misc. Items, priced
fo - nil. Sri. through Tues. 472 Wilson
.
st.:
.
. USED LOWBER — 2x«'s, JxWs, 4x8's,
4x4's, boards. All In 12, 14, 16 and 20
ft. lengths. Tel. 3826, 958 W, 2nd.

INSTALL e grab bar tor tub or shower before you f a ||. straight or angle models
available.

ANTIQUE
FIREPLACE . — black
walnut stair ratling. In good condition. Tel.
4-MU 7.3SH. Daniel Duellman, Fountain
City. Wis.
.

PLUMBING & HEATINS
US E. 3rd St.
Te|. 3737

SANITARY

- FARMERS —

CAMEO. BROACHES-rlno, pottery, bead!,
linens, old silver , 3 lb. electric Iron,
Sewmaster, many other articles. Tel.
5786.
.
MOW SNOW AWAY^wIth 8 Lawn Snow
Blower. Starts instantly In eny weath-j
•r, clears a 15" path through packed/
drifted, Ice crusted snow, hurls snow 15
ft. or more in any direction, see ' It
today at ROBB BROS. STORE, 574 E.
4th. Tel. 4007. .
::

Lease your bulk tanks from
RIDGEWAY
CREAMERY CO.
Authorized Sunset Dealer.
Top prices for milk.

ARE YOU GOING to shovel 107 Inches
of «now this winter or ar« you oolngj
to do It th» easy way . . . with TOROHOMKO-BOBCAT snow blowing equipment from WINONA FIRE & POWER,
34 B. 2nd. Tel. 5045.
REFRIGERATOR-* eu. ft.) 40" electric
Hot
Point automatic
deluxe rang*;
wajfter, brand new transmission. Tel.
2150 beWMn < and 8 p.m.

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS

CHANNEL MASTER — 8 trenslsfor rajlie 5;
dio; lad/M'
floure skate>/
man's (Mure skates, size 10. Reasonable.
Tel. e044.

May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

USED APPLIANCES—we have them. Redryers
waiheri,
frlgeratortf
wringer
¦nd ranges. FRANK LILLA & SONS,
761 E. 8th.

RCA WHIRLPOOL

PARTS - SALES - SERVICE
Washers — Dryers

PORCH SALE—Christmas cards, decorations, gifts, foyj, goblets, dishes, youth
chair, fancy blue bedspread, misc. 377
Washington,
of
all
practical
APRONS—party and
kinds. Sets of dish towels and pillow
cases. 184 E. Kino.

Ranges — Refrigerators

Feiten Imp I. Co.
113 Washington St.

-5^ Wreaths
f t Rop ing
-f r Boughs

to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

Winona

CHRISTMAS TREES

Telephone Your Want Ads

HUFF & BELLEV IEW
Building Materials

~

WANTE D^-smaff
8-1921.

usscl pool
¦¦

table. ¦ TeT.
¦
:
.

WANTED SCRAP IRON _ METAL
Tel. 3004 for pickup.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
M 8. W IRON AND METAL CO.
207 W. 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON 8. METM.
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals, hides, wool and nw fur .

222 W. 2nd.

Tei. N67

closed Saturdays

—

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides, raw
furs and wooll

Sam Weisman & Sons

Tel. 6-3701

Tel. S-U37

MODERN FARM HOUSE—1'A miles E. Of
Lewiston, Minn. Tel . 27W Lewiston.

Commercial and Domestic
MS E. ath
Tel. 5532

WE'VE GOT the whole Johnson family for
Christmas — the motor for the ideal gift.
From 3 h.p. to 75 h.p., starting at $167.
Also good used motors. Boats, too. At
MARINE MART, 161-167 W .. 2nd St. .

4 room house
Centrally locatw

•SO W. Fifth
T«l. 6303
:. .
' ;¦ ¦ . Authorized Dealer for
ADMIRAL-MUNTZ-ZENITH

Ed's RefrigeTation &^pp iy

final. Use postcard for your entry;
and address: Chuckle Contest, Winona
Dally & Sunday News, Winona, Minn .
¦ CHUCKLE. EXAMPLE: . "The husky
lad can look slim If there's a camera
(an on your Rambler—tha family's
word for a personalized fishing rod."

rooms
end
MODERN
BUNGALOW-3
bath, private garage. Centrally located.
Tel. 7031 after 5 p.m.; all- day Sun.

Whlona
_ 1I8 E. 3rd _____
Winona's Finest Electronic Repair
for All Wakes

Refrigerators

—FOLLOW THESE SIMPLE RULES—

'
MODERN 7 room home, inquire 270 E.
¦
. ;
5th.
. .- ' : ; 7
MODERN PAMILY fyp» hoU«. No ODlection to children. Close to school!
and churches. Immediate occupancy tt
203 Hill St., Fountain City, Wis. Inquire
108'/> Hill.

COMPLETELY
MODERN — 2-bedroom
home, Tike new, f miles S. el Wlnoni
TEL. 9M.
on
Hgwy.
61.
S60.
_
MARioN'lOJT-^bedrooms. Available Jan.
1. No dogs. Si 10. Shown by appointment. Tel. 6017,

Don Ehmann TV Service

. 450 W. 3rd

INCO R PORATED

Rooms With out Meals

Tel. 5847

86

FOR AAEN—bedFooms, 1st floor, private
bath and entrance. Tel. 4359.
QUIET SLEEPING ROOM, private entrance, private bath. 254 W. 7th. Tel.
7681.

Apartments, Flats

90

—

CENTRAL LOCATION—Cory 3 roofrrheat.
ed apt., with bath. Refrigerator and
stove furnished. Adults. Tel 5028.
EIGHTH E. 303—3 room aliL7~Includes
heat and water. Inquire between 10 and
1, back door.
FOUR RC^OM^tTritnfloor apt,, will furnlsh If desired . Available Immediately.
Tel. 2705.

61 Apartments, Furnished

91

'
I V> mile north of Nelson or 0 miles southeast of Pepin on §
miles
cast
;7
"D,"
then
IV.
Trunk
County
i State Highway 35 to
I on County Trunk "D." Watch for arrows.
£

Saturday* December 8

1

Lunch will be served.
Sale starts at 1:00 P.M.
I
(20 COWS) - 4 Hoi1
"4 HEAD OF HI-QUALITY CATTLE
fresh
1-5 weeks and
cows,
Holstein
;
7
I stein cows , sprinRcrs
I open ; 3 Guernsey cows , fresh 1-4 weeks; l Holstein cow fresh
1 and bred back ; 3 Holstein cows, duo winter; 2 Holstein hetfera .
1 springer^; 2 Guernsey heif«rs, 18 months od open;, 2 Holstein
I heifors, 18 months old , oj wn. This Is a high quality herd of
M cattle , many of which are vaccinated. Several of the animals
1 are from the Orville Linse hord. ir lookin, for some top
this sale.
li quality cattle, be sure to attend
„ * • 5„0
,
NT - Surge milker pump; 2 Surge
\i DAIRY ECJUIPMEmonth
s old; pails and strainers.
1 Jb units I is only 4

|.
I
I
%

S
I
I
P
<
\

!

:

—

Attached garage. Gas furnace Installed
1 year ago . Now rented at *85 per
month. Full price S7.S00, Available on
contract. West central location on main
line bus. ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors;
159 Walnut St. Tel . 4242 or after
hours ! E. R. Clay 8-2737, Bill Pagel
4501, E. A. Abts 3184, Bill Zlebell 4854.

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

j
I
?
g

~~~

__________________— »———————'——————

TRACTOIt MACHINE RY - Farmall "II" tractor , good
2condition ; 1951 Ford tractor , very sood condition ; Ford
disc;
tra
ctor
.
mounted
fi-ft
:
Ford
plow
tractor
bottom 14-inch
Ford rear mounted field cultivator; McD. tractor manure
hay
spreader ; Ford 7-fl . mounted power mower; Malco 24-ft .good
very
,
binder
train
power
oft
.
McD.
elevator , new;
C
OTHER NACHINER V - Fanning mill , several barrels;
Hexagon 12-ft brooder house ; seven 3-ft. sections ol 13-inch
drnliuiRe tile - 10-hole metiil chicken nest; chtcken feeders.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS — Including rubbish burner; green
studio couch , very god condition ; white kitchen cupboard;
misc. household goods.
TERMS: Under $10,00 cash; over thut amount cash or V«
down and balance in monthly payments. 3% added to balanw
for 0 months. Your credit is always good with the Northern
investment CO.
0WIER

^ ^^
Francis Werlein , A-uctlonocr, Mondovi , Wisconsin'

Northern Investment Co., Lester Senty, Clerk
Represented by Chuck Accola, Mondovi , Wisconsin

'^
§
Kj

Business Places for Rant
-

MODERN OFFICH
Francis.

—

Contact

92

Furs

by

BelAIr 2-dr. hardtop, V-8 automatic
radio, heater,
J-tone
transmission,
powder blue and white, whitewalls, Immaculate, sharp as they come.

$1895

Imperial • Chrysler
P-ymouth -Valiant
Sales _ Ssrvice

NYSTROM'S

Sell It Yourself?

These are the reasons why you
need an accredited realtor,
1. Do you have a long list of
qualified prospects? WE do!
2. Do you want a stream of
curiosity seekers instead of
BUYERS? We screen your
prospects and show your
home at your convenience.
S. Are you familiar with intricate details of advertising,
financing and closing a
deal? WE HAVE TO BE I

Tel. 2349
JU -.
110 Exchange Bldg.

TBLBPHONE YOUR WANT ADJ
TO TH8 WINONA DAILY NEWS
DIAL 3321 FOR AN AD TAKER

'56 Ford V-8

Falrlane Fordor, tutohe, Fordomatic
radio with rear seat speaker, other
extras, real nice car. im.ob.

'51 Ford V-8

Tudor $«.». Also *54 Pontlae S99.60.
'S3 Ford $99.00. Several other older
cars—allWeprl«d low.
Advertise OurPrkes
^pm-

^^

\J*

r
^S# JJ -years In Winona
Lincoln-Mercury—Falcon—Comet
Open Aton. A Frt. Eve. _ Sat, p.m.

SAVE HUNDREDS
7$$

OF $$
AT
TRADER TED'S

Just actoss the Mississippi ¦.'
bridge in Wisconsin

1960 THUNDERBIRD
Like new. less than ^ the price
of new ones. America's most
popular car. See it and drive it.
1961 CltEVROLET IMPALA
4-dr., loaded. They don't come
any nicer. Less than others
_s_ for 60's.

WE HAV E A
LARGE DISPLAY OF
'61 FORDS & CHEVIES
Also 60's, 59's, 58's k S7's. Soma .
Very Nice Older Models.

$1895

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Monday and Friday Evenings

BUY NOW !
Price Is The
Reason Why !
/ / f \ Pontiac 4-dr. , radio, power
OU steering, p o w e r brakes,
whitewalls , ermine white, blue Interior, Excellent runner. Buy as is
and sav« hundreds.
< _ 1CQQ
^I J 70
Only
/ CQ Ohevrolet 4-dr. 6-cylinder ,
•^ ' standard transmission , Nassau blue, matohing interior , whitewalls. L i k e new thruout. Was

$1298

ST

I CJ Chevrolet Bel Air Wagon .
"JI 8-cylinder, automatic transmission, radio , power steering,
power brakes, whitewalls, immaculate in and out. Beaut iful cornl
and ivory. Was
^lOQfi
*
pi£70
$1498, now only
I C C Chevrolet 2-dr. hardtop, V3J 8, STRAIGHT STICK , radio, cleanest one in town, Wns

$698

Open Mondays , Fridays Til 0 P.M.

'59 Buick LaSabre
\
/
\
/
\ /
\ /
\#
?

$
\>
i,
7;

4-door, aqunmarine,
radio , heater , automntlc transmission ,
power steering, pow
er b r a k e s , whitewalls, A 1-ownor car,
in excellent condition. A buy!

$1695

f po m WAV£ A emu COUNTRY THAT I

CAN VISIT FOR ABOUT FIFTV C£NT5 ?"

If you think cars are too high
drive across the bridge and
. - see. 7

CHEVROLET CO.
CHEVROLET & BUICK
Rushford, Minu. Tel. UN-4-7711

1-YEAR GUARANTEE
VERY EASY TERMS
WE TRADE

TRADER TED
New Cars
JEEP SALES, PARTS and service fo
Winone, Buffalo and Southern Wabash
Counties; Your franchlsed JEEP Dealer
F. A. KRAUSE CO., So. on Hwy. U-&I

Where Prices Are Right !
Floral Arrangements
and
Christmas Centerpieces
Created by experts for
the discriminating buyer.

VENABLES

75 W\ 2nd
Tol. B-27U
Open Monday and Friday Evenings

Foam Filled
Decorator Pillows
From. plush corduroy at
79to ^ ve,vet at

$3.95 to $9.95

$4.95

'

Lovely Decorator Mirrors
10 Year Guarantee

•&'• K_»!_>w_
c^Ej ^^^^l^-

iiiP l*tlI
_

_ff i:

W1*^?**
J *®
v®

18x26

$ 7.95

28x42

15.95

30x44

18.95

Brass
Pole Lamps
Black , White , Brown.
Reg. $13.95 & $15.95
Now $11.88 & $13.88

J ^y
sf t.

Hassocks and Leg Loungers
$4.95 to $29.95

A
^
|

$8.95 to $14.95
King size , with cart.
The Piece de Resistance f
The finishin g touchl
A Picture
from tho fabulous
collection at Lawrenr,
$4.95 to $59.95
The Largest Assortment
Anywhere!
Table Lamps . . .
Table Lamps . . .
Table Lamps . ..
A r - n nc

$3.95 to $59.95
' Not j uat Any.
One With Taste and Grace,
An extraordinary
Ash Tray
from our wide and
varied selection.

$1.95 and up

Y
[
i:
jj

A ir-.
|
^Vi "^
/}
j ^ ls\
'- W
*H \&
V
|
|
\
! r'* '¦

Be The Perfect
Holiday Hostess
with a set of
TV Trays

.

Call us . . . We are your
f,£;
& PIIOTOFACT EQUIPPED
rs
|< ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
|
"Wo understand your set best."

H. Choate & Co.

Fofdor sedan, standard transmission,
deluxe trim, radio, low mileage, one
owner. lutJ.oO.

MILLER

4-dr., radio, heater,
hydramatic, whitewails, I6,42S miles,
sold new and serviced by your Pontiac dealer. Local 1V owner. Priced at a
low

P

TV or Radio Repair

|

¦ '61 Falcon 6

USED CARS

1960 Pontiac
Catalina Hardtop

For Reliable

Wo're fully equipped wilh a
SAM'S P H O T O F A C T UBnAnY-tho world's finest TVRadio sorvice data. We navo
Hie complete manunl covering
^ tho very set you own — that 's
^
? | why wo understand your set
% best!
-s
USE OUR VARIOUS
PAYMENT PLANS FOR
f{
REPAIR COSTS .
|7
m

Petrlane 500 Tudor, standird transmission, radio, driven only 17,000 milts,
-we guarantH the mileage. $1695.00.

164 W. 2nd
Open Mondays ft Prldaye TH » p.m.

(Winona 's Only Rest Estate Buyer)
P.O. Box 34S
Tel. 6388 and 709}

j
1

Mankato Ave., open evening*.
|
j | 6ood thingslo Eat
63
w APPLES-Cortlandj, Mclntoj hT ~Haralsoni
Wealthles . F. A. Krause , Winona, Minn.
|
Breozy Acrei.
|
BAQy~R'rcE~POPCORN
ouarantead. I
lbs, tl, Delivered, Tel. 9037.
g
|
67
j| Household Articles
easy, quick carpet cleaning rent
p FOR
Blue Lustre electric shampooer, only Jl
per day. H, Choate & Co.
U
h
Radiol, Televitlon
71
f|

'61 Ford 6

famu mitBtw

VENABLES

~
IF YOU PLAN 6N BUtLDINO-See us for
concrete blocks; steel, plastic, or eluml- FOR MEN—light housekeeping rooms, 1st
floor, private bath and entrance. Tel.
num windows; reinforcing, cement, end
4B51:
__
waterproofing. . .We tievo many money^
saving closcout specials.
END CENTRALLY LOCATED—3 ~7oom, private
-AST
COAL & CEMENT PROOUCTS CO.. Ml
balh and entrance, all utilities paid.
E. fth . Tel, 33S9.
Available Immediately. Adults. Tel. 7897
for appointment.
Business Equipment
62 CENfRTLLY^LOCAfED-alPmodern-fur~
nished apt., heit, water and riot wafer
SHOPPING
CA ft fs -J8(
J
ctieck-out
1
furnished. Private bath and entrance.
stands. J00 concrete blocks, 2x1! lumImmediate possession. Tal. 7776, ask for
ber. See H. B. Nalhe, Broadway Super
Syd Johnstone .
Saver.
E. 316-2 furnished roorni, downCoal, Wood, Other Fuel
63 THIRD
stairs, utilities furnished.
~
S LA D wbob
107
COMPLETELY " FURNISHED—4 room low. Motorcycles, BlcyeUs
Good quality green slab wood.
~
cr apt., near St, Matthew 's. Church.
DAVE BRUNKOW & SON
Gas heat, llgMs, water all furnished. PARTS AND SERVICE for Indian, Trlunnph, BSA, Matchless, Jawa end other
Trempealeau, Wis.
Owner spending winter In Florida, will
popular
Imported
motorcycles.
Allyn
-fill summer. ABTS AGENCY, INC.,
Lake Blvd.
Morgan,
Furniture, Rugs, Linoleum 64 rent
Realtors, 159 Walnut St. Tel. 4242 or
3184 ,
GIRL'S 2d" deluxe bicycle. Like new.
RUOS-^xTs, wlirTloam pad. t2?;?5 BORCall at Its HIgh Forest ,
ZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE STORE, 301

—— I

1354 CHEVROLET "A TON TRUCK with factory built
stake rack — very good condition.

1; °"

I
f
I
a
1
I
I

g

'59 Ford V-8

109

Wie nrtek. Doit 's Aufo SalM, m Walnut,
7Tel..»»7l,

10 TON—4 whaet trailer. Nets Johnson
" Meln St. Winona,
Construction Co. «77
Minn ;

TH* Cab truck C600, IM" W.B ., no
miles at ell en newly Installed txcnengi
engine; you aet e new fruek warranty for M days on the block assembly,
new paint, two-speed, duals, etc.
J1995.0O
. ' t^\ We Advertise Our Prices
_
^^_

109 Used Can

E

|
Owner has found other -employment and will dispose of |
|
|
personal propeTty at public
|

AUCTION j

PICKUP CAMP>ERS—eerttpllte- with7 or
without pickup>. Also cempilner Travel
Trailers, sleep* < 2 burner get stove,
Ice box, 12 gal. writer supply. I87J.
LARSEN CAVPER -SALES, IVI miles
N.W. of Eyota, Minn, en Hwy. 42,

Used Cart

ROMTIAC-1M3 iM 1«J Cft«yrolet. In- Cr«EVROLET-!M7, V-8 convertible. Here
quire 129 E. 3rd er Ttl, J-34C3 bela a cream puff. Has radio and heater
with powerglide. power steering and
tween 9:10 a.m. end 5 p.m.
~
beautiful blue finish with white top.
FORD-^9sT~
V -l 2 eoar, standard fren>
everything In perfect working order.
mission, good motor and tires. 1943
Him
tires and ready to go. Special ol
license. IIM. yg Hamilton. Tel. Ml ,

NYSTROM'S

W. STAHR

IN ALTURA—j room apt. for rent. Immediate possession. Battel Grocery, Altura, Minn.

DODGE—1»50, Panel. Ih good condition.
¦ ¦ . . ¦.
May be setn at 512 Main.
~
"
"
0UR TR uCK BODies artd repair art
gaining popularity. See us now. BERO'S
TRAILER, 39SC W. 4th St. Tel. 4»33.

, '62 CHEW II Nova, ' 4-door,
radio, tinted windshield, padded dash, whitewalls. 9,000
Wanted to Root
96
actual miies. Save! Save!
GARAGE WANTED—In vicinity of 900
•57 PLYMOUTH, 4-dr., station
block, «V, Wabasha. Tel. 6529 between
¦' • ¦
wagon, V-8, automatic, recon. ' ¦
6 and 9 p.m.
,.
ditioning over $400. A real
Farms, Land for Sale
98
steal at $499.
>(_#
ammW
3» Yeart In Wlwnet
Lincoln-Mercury—Falcoo—Comet
FARMS FOR SALE-Contacf Nortfurn
'59 OPEL, 2-door , radio, new
Open Man. Si Frl. Eve. 8. Set, p.m.
Wis.
Investment
Co.,
Independence,
tires, very clean, economy
John L. Senty. Real Estate Broker.
and dependability. A super
109
175 ACRE FARM—on Richmond Ridge on Used Cars
value at $7497
good road, modern house, 6 rooms and
bath, good well with new pump lack CHEVROLET—19S2 4 door, radio, heater,
*59 BUICK LeSabre, 4-door,
straight stick:, good body •m) good runand motor , out buildings, gralnery, hog
hardtop twinturbin, p o w e r
ning^rdejv ^Tet._ fr21«:
house, fair barn. Can be bought on
down payment, balance like rent. Klotttlow mileage. Show
ke Saddle S, Implement Co., 117 Walnut
THE PRICE GOES steering,
floor clean. Special at $1599.
.
St., Winona.
'60 CHEVROLET 2 ton, LWB,
'WAY DOWN
Houses for Sale
99
5 speed transmission , rear win1959 STUDEBAKER
ter tread recaps. Very clean
BY OWNER—TwoTi-bedreom houses. Ready
Lark Regal 2-dr., hardtop. 6-cyllnder, ¦
for occupancy. Also large dog house.
and sound. $1749.
straight
stick, gai->avlng overdrive,
Tel. 6059.
,
black with red Interior, one Owner, low
'60 FALCON 4-dr. wagon, autoCOMPLETELY
FURNISHED-Two bedmileage. Spotless. Reduced.
matic, radio, low mileage,
rooms, luxurious bathroom, deluxe kitchNOW $995
en. It's a mobile home price under
excellent tires, very clean.
$4,000, payments S63.38 a month. New
Imperial - Chrysler
Special Sale Price $3395.
and complete from RED TOP MOBILE
Plymouth - Valiant
HOMES, Highway 41, Winona ,
'57 FORD, V-8, station wagon ,
~
Sales
eY
Service
DUPLEX—Near St~feresa College. This
Fordomatic,
radio, new tires.
a
young
married
is an Meal home for.
Was $995, Now $799.
couple starting out, the rent will fake
care of taxes and payments; Archie
164 W. 2nd
'60 CHEVROLET Parkwood,
McGill, Real Estate, 106 W. 3rd. Tel ,
Open Mondajys a, Fridays 'Til 9 p.m.
.
. 4015 or S137.
station wagon , V-8, Power. '
glide, power steering, power
NEAR
MADISON
SCHOOL—3 bedroom
home, completely, redecorated, Available
I
960
Ford
brakes, radio, padded dash,
Immediately. . Archie McGill, Real Estinted glass, positraction , electate, 104 W 3rd. Tel. 4015 or 5137.
Station Wagon
7~268^-2 bedroom ho-ne, largjs
tric rear window, split 2nd
MARK
lot, 3 car fj arage. This home Is 7 years
seat, new tires, backup lights,
4-dr., V-8, automatic
old. S13.100. Archie McGIII, Real Eswindshield washer, electric
transmission,
radio,
4015
or
5.37.
tate. 106 W. 3rd. Tel.
clock. This is a very complete
heater, whitewalls,
D. MODEST , 2 bedroom home. Corner
choice unit. $2095.
lot and 50 ft. fronlege. Laroe, pleasant
one-owner, c a m e o
rooms, ample closet space. Hardwood
ivory white, perfect
'59 CHEVROLET 2 ton, 2
flooring, excepting r room. Roomy kitchspeed. ' Fully reconditioned,
condition
throughen, and pantry. East central location.
Full price 16,000. Available , On conV
new paint. A top value. Sale
. .. . out.
tract. ABTS AGENCY, INC., Realtors,
price $1549.
159 Walnut St. Tel. 4242 or after hours:
E. R. Cley 8-2737, Bill Pegei, 4501, E.
$1695
'58 CHEVROLET Bel Air 4Bm
Zlebell
4854.
A. _Abts_ 3184,_
.
door, V-8, Powerglide, radio,
THIS IS ONE of the finest 2-bedroom
very nice. $1195. .
homes on Sunset Dr. Beautiful view
from Blessed In porch. Carpitlng in bed'58 CHEVROLET Brookwood 4rooms and living room. Gas heat,
dr. wagon, V-8, Powerglide,
100x110 ft. lot. Archie McGIII, Real ES-.
fate, 106 W. 3rd. Tel. 4015 or 5137y__
radio, red with w h i t e top.
: 75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
_AST"HOCATI6N - Cory 3-room modern
$1195.
cottage, corner lot, gas furnace. 13,250 Open Monday and Friday Evenings
'61 CHEVROLET J4- ton Fleetpart terms. 2-bedroom basement home,
has shower and tollst, S3,?50. 4-roem
side pickup, 8 ft. box. $1595.
house, not modern, $2,450. East location,
Be Ready for Extra
modern 3-bedroom home, easy terms, S4,They are better buys!
250. Beautiful Florida home, J10.WO.
Holiday Driving!
See or phone Shank, HOMEMAKE RS
See them! Drive them!
EXCHANGE. 552 E, 3rd.
1960 CHEVROLET
Make us prove it!
E. 3 BEDROOM, story and a half home.

SIXTH W . 201V-Available Jan. 1. Ideal
central location, upper 1 bedroom apt.,
new bath with tub-shower, newly paneled kitchen, separate
Utilities.
$75.
Tel. 3509 for appointment .
BY OWNER-3 bedroom home, fireplace,
5-ROOM HEATED apt. Upstairs. Tel. 2547
tiled bath and kitchen, full basement,
before 9 p.m.
garage. Choice location. Near schools,
churches
and the lake. Price reduced to
THREE ROOM APT—heat and hot wasell, Tel. 5887.
tir furnished, on bus line. Immediate
possession. Tel. 4ltl.
TWO MODERN—Duplex apts., centrally
located, each has J large bedrooms,
HIGH FOREST lai^nearly new upstairs
living room, dining room, kitchen, full
4 rooms and bath, gat stove,
on bus
¦
¦
bath
and separate heating systems, all
. ' . . :. .
7 line. Tel, t-isg.
apts redecorated past year. Tel. 8-1866
SANBORN E. 477V4 - 3 rooms, partially
' ' . .
after . 6.
.. .
furnished, with private bath, heat and _
WEST
FOURTH
1421—Near
Westfleld
Golf
hot waler furnished. : Adults. UX). . Tel.
Course, J4.500 fakes tnls 5-room house all
5017 or <790,
on one floor. Large lot and garage, ImHARRIET 717—upstairs apt. 2 bedrooms,
mediate possession. Call or see:
large living room and kitchen. Heat
and hot water furnished. Immediate pot¦
sesslon. Te). 7611,
.
374 W. Mark
Tel. eMS .
4TH W, 218-3 bedrooms, full batfi, kitch102
en, combination (ivfng and dining room, Wanted—Real Estate
screen porch, garage, oil heat, private
WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
entrance, no utilities furnished. $85.
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY
Tel. 3348.
THIRD E. 216VS—modern 4 room and
oath apt., newly decorated throughout,
private entrance, Immediate
possession,
' '¦
Tel. 6.43.
_
NEWLY DECORATED coiy 3 room modern apt. Available now. Tel. 3600/ or
8-2303 after 5.
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Large
llnnd Blown Class Bottles
Many attractive colors.
$4 95 to $6.95
Magazine Rack s

Sin king styles to match
any decor.
' ^.95 to $9.95

Most ^\oc\(rn
M(waio Tile Top Tablcs
A11 t<ie cnlors of
th, r_ i n __ w captured in
t|)eM ,uxury pi<kCes

$9.95 each

FOR Y EAR AROUND SHOPPING
PLEASURE, STOP AT
'MI
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FURNITURE & APPLIANCE

173 E. Third ,
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Tel. 9433
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BUZ SAWYER

By Roy Crow

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY
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BEETLE BAILEY

By Mort Walker

By Hanna-Barbora

THE FLINTSTONES

RIP KIRBY
By Chic Young

BLONDIE

STEVE CANYON
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By John Prentice and Fred Dickenson
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By fAiltoh Canniff
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